THE BLACKOUT MURDERS
A Book-Length Novel Featuring the Black Bat, Masked Nemesis of Crime
By G. WAYMAN JONES
"I ROADED A JUGGERNAUT DOWN A CHUTE-THE-CHUTE!"

A true experience of L. S. VANDIVER, Laramie, Wyoming

"A WINDING RIBBON of glassy ice faced me as I nosed my big Diesel truck down Telephone Canyon, near Laramie, Wyoming, one dark winter night," writes Mr. Vandiver. "Behind me, on a twenty-eight foot trailer, rode 27,000 pounds of freight.

"WITHOUT WARNING, the lights went out! It was six miles to the bottom of the canyon...my left wheels were skirting a precipice...and those tons in back of me were shoving—and I mean shoving. It would have been suicide to use my brakes.

"I WAS SKIDDING TOWARDS ETERNITY when I remembered my flashlight. Its bright beam flooded the road ahead. Thanks to 'Eveready' fresh DATED batteries, I drove the six miles safely, saving not only my life, but the $12,000 truck and its 13½ ton cargo.

(Signed) L. S. Vandiver"

The word "Eveready" is a registered trade-mark of National Carbon Company, Inc.

FRESH BATTERIES LAST LONGER... Look for the DATE-LINE

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC., 30 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
America Can't Wait
Industry needs you NOW!

Defense Program Needs Trained Men

There is a tremendous shortage of skilled men in almost all branches of industry. Draftsmen, electricians, machine designers, machinists, are wanted for good jobs at fine pay. Executives too; foremen, superintendents, managers, are needed right now to handle the enormous demand for finished products of all kinds. If you are already in one of these fields, you owe it to your country, to your family, and to yourself to make yourself even more valuable, to climb and climb fast and help put through the most important program we have ever had to face.

Opportunities Everywhere

Home building, ship building, manufacturing plants, great utility projects, road building—everywhere you look you find a demand for men—not just ordinary workers, but men who know more than their fellows, who are better at their jobs, who know both theory and practice and can therefore train other men, thus rising to more and more important stations and being of greater and greater help. Practically every industry is included in those needing MEN, trained men, skilled men, men with ambition and punch.

Learn at Home

Over 40 years ago we developed a system of home study which has helped thousands of men to important positions in the mechanical and business world. Those of you who have missed college training, who haven’t the time to go away to school, who must LEARN AS THEY EARN can get education in your particular field—yes, education of college grade right in your own home. Best of all, you can study when you have the time, and after everything else you will have the commendation and the respect of your employers in doing so. Rest assured that every superintendent, every factory manager, every general manager will have his eye on the man who pushes forward, who recognizes the great need of the day, and who has made up his mind to be one of the first to make good.

Business Welcomes Applications from American School Advanced Students and Graduates

Whenever trained men have been badly needed, business has been quick to say, “We welcome applications from American School advanced students and graduates.” We maintain an employment placement service to help put you in touch with the best openings, and we make no extra charge of any kind for this service. Write now for an outline of home study training courses; check the coupon indicating your preference and mail it promptly.

Rich Rewards

In bidding for skilled men now, industry of all kinds, everywhere in the United States is offering the best pay for the best man and they are willing to pay for their services. Remember that you not only have opportunities for big pay, but you also have everything to which you will have to compete for, but the chances for advancement are even greater. Foremen, superintendents, factory managers must be drawn from the ranks, and surely you know that the man who studies, who tries to know everything there is to know about his job will be picked first. Best of all, under the present training program, with the tremendous need for skilled men, your opportunities will look too far in the future for...

Get the Facts

(No cost) All you have to do is to fill out and send in the coupon. You get complete details and the outline of study, with histories of the successes of other men, is to write us or send the coupon. There is no cost and no obligation of any kind. Let this great school, one of the pioneers in the home study field, explain the methods which can do so much for you. Get facts and information which is sure to prove of the greatest possible help in this present emergency.

Mark, Clip and Mail This Coupon NOW!

AMERICAN SCHOOL, Dept. 6356, Drexel at Sth, Chicago

Without obligation, please send FREE and postpaid bullettin and details of the subjects checked:
- Air Conditioning
- Elec. & Gas Refrigeration
- Architecture and Building
- Plumbing and Heating
- Automotive Engineering
- Mechanical Drafting
- Aviation Engineering
- Business Management
- Accounting and C.P.A.
- Salesmanship
- Drafting and Design
- Radio and Television
- High School
- Home Economics
- Business Law
- Mechanical Engineering
- Shop Management
- Tool Making
- Better Masmanship
- Engine and Boiler Work

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Age:
Occupation:

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Dept. 6356, Drexel at Sth, Chicago
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Do You Want Success Like This in RADIO

BEFORE COMPLETING YOUR COURSE I OBTAINED MY RADIO BROADCAST OPERATOR'S LICENSE AND IMMEDIATELY JOINED STATION WMPC WHERE I AM NOW CHIEF OPERATOR.

HOLLIS F. HAYES
327 MADISON ST., LAFAYETTE, IOWA.

MY LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM SELLS ME ABOUT $35 A WEEK BESIDES RADIO WORK. IF IT HAD NOT BEEN FOR YOUR COURSE I WOULD STILL BE MAKING COMMON WAGES.

MILTON L. LEIBY JR.
TUPON, PA.

I WAS WORKING IN A GARAGE WHEN I ENROLLED WITH N.R.I. I AM NOW RADIO SERVICE MANAGER FOR M.______ FURNITURE CO. FOR THEIR 4 STORES.

JAMES E. RYAN
119 PEBBLE COURT
FALL RIVER, MASS.

CLIPPING YOUR COUPON GOT ME STARTED IN RADIO. I AM NOW IN CHARGE OF THE RADIO DEPARTMENT FOR THE AMERICAN AIRLINES AT CLEVELAND.

WALTER B. MURRAY
AMERICAN AIRLINES, MUNICIPAL AIRPORT, CLEVELAND, O.

I HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR MYSELF FOR TWO YEARS, MAKING BETWEEN $200 AND $300 A MONTH. BUSINESS HAS STEADILY INCREASED.

ARLIE J. FROEHNHEUER
360 W. TEXAS AVE.
60058 CREEK, TEX.

I MAKE $40 A MONTH FIXING RADIOS IN SPARE TIME. I STARTED MAKING EXTRA MONEY 3 MONTHS AFTER BEGINNING THE N.R.I. COURSE AND MADE ABOUT $100 WHILE LEARNING.

WILLIAM CHERNOFF
RT. 1, BOX 287
HOPKINS, MINN.

Here's The Formula That Has Worked For Hundreds

If you're looking for a quick way to better pay, and a chance to get a good, permanent job in a field of real opportunity, here's the formula that has worked for the men you see above, and hundreds of others, too. It's not a "miracle," no "catch phrase," operation. It is a time-tested, practical way to make $5 to $10 a week extra a few months from now, and to prepare for a full-time job paying up to $30 a week as a Radio Technician or Radio Operator.

Beginners Train at Home to Make $30, $40, $50 a Week

On the top of increasing civilian interest in Radio, the Radio Industry is rushing to fill hundreds of millions of dollars' worth of Defense Orders. Over 500 broadcasting stations in the U.S. employ thousands of Radio Technicians and Radio Operators with average pay among the country's best paid industries. Repairing, servicing, selling home and auto Radio receivers (there are more than 50,000,000 in use) gives jobs to thousands. Many other Radio Technicians take advantage of the opportunities to have their own service or retail Radio business. Think of the many good pay jobs in connection with Aviation, Commercial, Police Radio and Public Address Systems. N.R.I. trains you to be ready when Television opens new jobs.

Many Make $5, $10 a Week Extra In Spare Time While Learning

Nearly every neighborhood offers opportunities for a good part-time Radio Technician to make extra money fixing Radio sets. I give you special training to show you how to start cashing in on these opportunities early. You get Radio parts and instructions for building test equipment, for conducting experiments that give you valuable practical experience. You also get a modern Professional Radio Servicing Instrument. My fifty-fifty method—half working with Radio parts, half studying my lessons texts—makes learning Radio at home interesting, fascinating, practical.

Find Out How I Train You For Good Pay in Radio

Mail the coupon below. I'll send my 64-page book FREE. It tells about my course: the types of jobs in the different branches of Radio; shows letters from more than 100 of the men I trained so you can see what they are doing now. MAIL THE COUPON IN AN ENVELOPE OR PASTE ON A PENCIL POSTAL.

J. E. Smith, President
Dept. 2009 National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

I Trained These Men at Home I Will Train You Too

RICH REWARDS
IN RADIO

FREE BOOK HAS SHOWN HUNDREDS
HOW TO MAKE GOOD MONEY

J. E. SMITH, President, Dept. 2009
National Radio Institute, Washington, D. C.

Mail me FREE without obligation, your 64-page book "Rich Rewards in Radio." (No salesman will call. Write plainly.)

Name

Age

Address

City

State

Extra Pay in Army, Navy, Too

Every man likely to go into military service, every soldier, sailor, marine, should mail the Coupon Now! Learning Radio helps men get extra rank, extra prestige, more interesting duty at pay up to 6 times a private's base pay.
Would you give as little as 7¢ a day for Music Lessons?

Yes! That's all it costs!

Amazing Print and Picture Method Teaches Thousands to Play in Their Own Homes

THINK of it! For just about the few pennies you spend for your daily newspapers, YOU CAN LEARN MUSIC! You can learn to play your favorite musical instrument. Any instrument—piano, saxophone, violin, guitar, accordion, etc. What's more, you can learn right in your own home, in spare time!

Actually, your music lessons cost as little as 7¢ a day. And that includes everything—instruction, sheet music, personal Advisory Service. No extras of any kind, nothing more to pay.

Easy as A-B-C

No hum-drum scales or exercises, either. You start playing real tunes—from the very first lesson. YOU LEARN TO PLAY BY PLAYING. Every move is clearly shown in charts and illustrations—with accompanying text to lead you easily from one step to another. And what a thrill to hear yourself actually playing popular songs and classical selections! What a surprise for your friends!

Find out about this easy, money-saving method at once. If you want to learn music but are hesitating because you may be drafted, we have made special provisions for those who are called. Mail coupon below for Illustrated free booklet giving complete information on how you can learn to play any instrument in your own home. Free print and picture sample included. Instruments supplied when needed, cash or credit. U. S. School of Music, 2948 Brunswick Bldg., New York City. (Fourth Year. Established 1899.)

Send for Print and Picture Sample

U. S. School of Music, 2948 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y.

I am interested in music study, particularly in the instrument checked below. Please send me your free Illustrated booklet, "How to Learn Music at Home," and Free Print and Picture Sample.

Plano Violin Guitar Piano Accordion Piano Accordian Saxophone
Collo Hawaiian Cornet Trumpet Mandolin Piccolo
Trombone Drums and Trans Ukulele Banjo Flute Modern Elementary Harmony

Have You Instrument:

Name
Address
City State

[Check here if under 16 years of age.

Found Accordion Easy

"I've always wanted to play the accordion," writes "H. E. from Canada. "But thought I'd never learn it. Then I read about your lessons. I don't know how to express my satisfaction."

Amazed Friends

"This course has been very interesting. Words cannot express how much I have enjoyed it. My friends seem very much pleased with my playing; they can hardly believe I learned without a teacher."

-E. G., Atlanta, Ga.

Music is the magic key to friendship, fun, romance. The person who can play a musical instrument is always sure of a welcome. Why not let music open the door for you to a happier, richer life? Mail the coupon and find out how easily and inexpensively you can learn at home.

* Actual pupils' names on request. Pictures by Professional Models.
NEVER before has there been as great an opportunity as now faces efficient bookkeepers and accountants.

You know, of course, that accounting has always been a profession of outstanding opportunity — a field in which the capable, trained man could go faster and farther than in almost any other field. But we believe that all past opportunities are going to be surpassed in the next five years.

And here's why:

In the first place, the defense situation has accelerated and complicated business. Hundreds of new plants, hundreds of others expanded, priorities, shortages of raw materials, some companies shifting to new products, and millions more men at work necessitate more bookkeeping and accounting — both by government bodies and by private industry.

Then our governmental policy forces the keeping of better and more complete records in every office and plant. It is not a matter of choice with any firm — it is necessity.

For instance Federal Securities Act, with its insistence upon publicity of complete facts about every company selling its securities publicly, compels more frequent and more accurate financial statements — and these in turn call for more and better accounting.

Then the Social Security tax, the unemployment regulations, the Wages and Hours Act, the Excess Profits tax and other taxes necessitated by national defense — all center around more complete accounting records.

Thus there is an insistent and growing demand for bookkeepers and accountants, a demand that already exceeds the supply and is still growing. This goes all the way along the line from routine bookkeepers to executive accountants. And it seems likely to increase much farther.

Ask for the Facts

We need not tell you what that means in opportunity for the capable man already in accounting and for the able man who gets into accounting now. Nor need we argue for the practicality and value of LaSalle training in Accountancy — over 500,000 men and women, and 2,000 C. P. A.'s have already tested and proved that.

The only question is about you — whether you fit into this field and whether you can and will prepare yourself adequately. For accounting is no magic wand to summon success — it demands much from the man whom it rewards highly.

You can answer that question wisely only when you know the facts. And the coupon below will bring you full facts about these demands and opportunities in accounting today together with the details about the LaSalle home-study training in Accountancy.

If you are dissatisfied with your present situation — and in earnest about achieving success — get the facts — use the coupon — NOW.

I'd like to see whether I should take up accountancy. Send me, without obligation or cost to me, your booklet, Accountancy, the Profession That Pays, and full information about your Accountancy Training program.

Higher Accountancy

Other LaSalle Opportunities:

If more interested in one of the fields indicated below, check and mail now.

☐ Business Management  ☐ Commercial Law  ☐ Business Correspondence
☐ Modern Salesmanship  ☐ Modern Bookkeeping  ☐ Business English
☐ Law — Degree of LL.B.  ☐ C. P. A. Coaching  ☐ Stenotypy

Name: ____________________________ Age: ____________________________

Present Position: ____________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________
INSURES PARENTS, CHILDREN (Married or Unmarried) BROTHERS, SISTERS and GRANDPARENTS . . . Ages 1 to 65

* Now, modern life insurance methods make it possible for all of your family, including in-laws, to be insured in one policy paying guaranteed benefits for death from any cause.

Instead of issuing five or six policies to include mother, father, sons and daughters, even grandparents, we now issue just one policy that insures them all . . . and at one low cost price of only $1.00 a month.

COMPUTED ON LEGAL RESERVE BASIS

To guarantee payment on each death that occurs in your insured family, we have figured this policy out on the strict legal reserve basis, complying with State government requirements in every respect. This is your assurance of Cash When You Need It Most. Claims are paid at once . . . without argument or delay. State records verify our fair and just settlements.

Guarantee Reserve specializes in full family coverage, that's why we can offer safe, guaranteed life insurance on your whole family at one low price of only $1.00 a month.

NO MEDICAL EXAMINATION

To eliminate costly doctor fees, etc., we have eliminated Medical Examination. All people from age 1 to 65, in good health may be included in this new type Guarantee Reserve family policy. No membership fees, no examination fees, no policy fee . . . $1.00 a month pays for one policy that insures all.

RUSH—MAIL AT ONCE—DON'T DELAY

Guarantee Reserve LIFE INSURANCE CO.
GUARANTEE RESERVE BLDG., Dept. 17-C, Hammond Ind.

Gentlemen: Without obligation, please send me at once complete information on how to get your Family Life Policy for FREE inspection.

Name _____________________________
Address __________________________
City _____________________________ State ________
How to Make YOUR Body Bring You FAME... Instead of SHAME!

Will You Let Me Prove I Can Make You a New Man?

I KNOW what it means to have the kind of body that people pity! Of course, you wouldn't know it to look at me now, but I was once a skinny weakling who weighed only 97 lbs! I was ashamed to strip for sports or undress for a swim. I was such a poor specimen of physical development that I was constantly self-conscious and embarrassed. And I felt only HALF-LIVE.

But later I discovered the secret that turned me into "The World's Most Perfectly Developed Man." And now I'd like to prove to you that the same system can make a NEW MAN of YOU!

What Dynamic Tension Will Do For You

I don't care how old or young you are or how ashamed of your present physical condition you may be. If you can simply raise your arm and flex it I can add SOLID MUSCLE to your biceps—yes, on each arm—in double-quick time! Only 15 minutes a day—right in your own home—is all you ask of you! And there's no cost if I fall.

I can broaden your shoulders, strengthen your back, develop your whole muscular system INSIDE and OUTSIDE! I can add inches to your chest, give you a visclub grip, make those legs of yours lithie and powerful. I can shoot new strength into your old backbone, exercise those inner organs, help you cram your body so full of pep, vigor and red-blooded vitality that you won't feel there's even "standing room" left for weakness and that lazy feeling! Before I get through with you I'll have your whole frame "measured" to a nice new, beautiful suit of muscle!

Only 15 Minutes A Day

No "ifs," "ands" or "maybes." Just tell me where you want hand-some, powerful muscles: Are you thin and flabby? Or skinny and weakly? Are you short-winded, pedestrian? Do you hold back and let others walk off with the prettiest girls, best jobs, etc.? Then write for details about "Dynamic Tension" and learn how I can make you a healthy, confident, powerful H.S.-MAN.

"Dynamic Tension" is an entirely NATURAL method. Only 15 minutes of your spare time daily is enough to show amazing results—and it's actually fun. "Dynamic Tension" does the work.

"Dynamic Tension!" That's the ticket! The identical natural method that I myself developed to change my body from the scrawny, skinny-chested weakling I was at 17 to the present super-man physique! Thousands of other fellows are becoming nervous physical specimens—my way. I give you no gadgets or contraptions to fool with. When you have learned to develop your strength through "Dynamic Tension," you can laugh at artificial muscle-makers. You simply utilize the DORMANT muscle-power in your own body—watch it increase and multiply into real, solid LIVE MUSCLE.

My method—"Dynamic Tension!"—will turn the trick for you. No theory or every exercise is practical. And, man, so easy! Spend only 15 minutes a day in your own home. From the very start you'll be using my method of "Dynamic Tension" almost unconsciously every minute of the day; walking, bending over, etc.—to BUILD MUSCLE and VITALITY.

Mail Coupon For My FREE Book

CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 778, 115 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.

I want the proof that your system of "Dynamic Tension" will help make a New Man of me—give me a healthy, strong body, and big muscle development. Send me your free book, "Everlasting Health and Strength."

Name ________________________________

Address ________________________________

City ___________________ State ______

FREE BOOK "Everlasting Health and Strength"

In it I talk to you in straight-from-the-shoulder language, backed with inspirational pictures of young and pupils—who became NEW MEN in strength, my way. Let me show you what I helped them do. See what I can do for you! For a real thrill, send this book today, AT ONCE. CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 778, 115 East 23rd Street, New York, N. Y.
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A DEPARTMENT FOR READERS

CRIME is an insidious menace that casts black shadows over humanity, no matter whether it is instigated by a petty thief or those termed "Powerful and resourceful gangsters who have banded together to make war upon the whole human race" as the President has said.

It is organized crime that forms the basis of the swift, pulsating Black Bat story that G. Wayman Jones has written us and which will be featured in the next issue of BLACK BOOK DETECTIVE.

The title is THE SHADOW OF EVIL and it requires all of Tony Quinn's astute intelligence, courage and powers of deduction to combat the sinister forces marshalled against him both as the Black Bat and as a blind practicing attorney.

Payrolls that have been heavily guarded and even delivered in armored cars are being robbed by a well trained, smooth working band of criminals. A crime wave is rampant. Counterfeit money is being passed. Warehouses are being looted. One of the greatest holdup artists of all times is suspected of being behind the series of crimes that has the police baffled.

Disappearing Ex-Convicts

Ex-convicts disappear mysteriously, and since they are each and every one of them masters of their nefarious arts it is only natural that the police believe these men have been used to strengthen the forces of crime. But are the police right?

That is one of the many baffling questions that confront the Black Bat, among many others, as he fights his way out of this labyrinth of robbery and murder!

As usual Captain McGrath is on hand, needing the services of the mysterious black-clad nemesis of the Underworld, and yet ever striving desperately and futilely to prove that Tony Quinn is actually the Black Bat.

Once again Quinn's three loyal assistants are on the job—Carol Baldwin, Silk Kirby and Butch O'Leary, sharing the perils and the successes of the Black Bat as they have done before. All of them battling against organized crime.

THE SHADOW OF EVIL in the next issue of BLACK BOOK DETECTIVE is a long exciting novel that all of you folks will enjoy from its intriguing start to its dramatic, breathless climax.

America at War

As we write this, America has awakened and is presenting a united front against war that is no longer a threat but a reality. The story in this present issue of the BLACK BOOK DETECTIVE that you now hold in your hands is especially timely, for our great cities have known and still know the threat of air raids of war as they have never experienced it before. And in knowing, we are all united and ready for whatever there is to come. To face our problems valiantly as one nation and one people fighting for a common goal.

In BLACK BOOK DETECTIVE we will strive to present the kind of fiction that will prove relaxing in the midst of our tense activity—and all our novels and short stories, will, as ever, reflect the patriotism and honor that is in the heart of every good American.

Letters from Readers

We are very grateful to our readers for the swell letters of praise, criticism and comment that have been coming in every mail. Keep 'em rolling in, readers—they help us plan our future issues. We're thankful for each and every letter and postcard received—and we welcome a knock as (Continued on page 12)
TRAI N THIS QUICK EASIER WAY FOR
ELECTRICITY
12 Weeks
Practical WORK
IN MY
CHICAGO SHOPS

H. C. Lewis

DOES YOUR PRESENT JOB QUALIFY
UNDER THESE 4 IMPORTANT RULES?

First—You are told and shown how to do it.

"I sure was satisfied with Coyne. I got work right after I graduated and I feel that Coyne has brought me success in increasing my earnings."
Jack Halyk, Canada

Then—You do the job yourself.

"...Coyne has first-class instructors to teach you the simplest things to start with and they have the equipment to show you these things as you advance..."
Ben Richman, S. Car.

Does your present job offer you a permanent job and a future in good times or bad times? If it doesn't... if it is just a "job" because conditions are good today... it may not be a job when conditions slacken up again.

You should take an inventory of your prospects now—

Ask yourself these 4 important questions—

1. Does the field I'm in today offer me a permanent job and a future regardless of good or bad times?
2. Is the field I'm in permanent?
3. Is it growing and will it continue to grow in the years ahead?
4. Is it a field that will always exist?

If it doesn't qualify under these rules, now is the time to do something about it.

Electrolysis is a fast growing field. It qualifies under all these rules. It offers you your opportunity—if you will get ready for it.

I'll Finance Your Training

Here at my school in Chicago, the world's Electrical Center, you can get 12 weeks' Shop Training in ELECTRICITY, then I'll include an extra 4 weeks' Course in Radio. Here at Coyne you "Learn by Doing."

You will be trained on actual equipment and machinery and because of our methods of training you don't need previous experience or advanced education.

Here in my school you work on generators, motors, dynamos, you do house wiring, wind turbines and do actual work in many other branches of electricity and right now I'm including valuable instruction in Diesel electricity, Electric Refrigeration and Air Conditioning at no extra tuition cost. Our practical shop methods make it easier to learn—First the instructors tell you how things should be done, then they show you how it should be done—then you do the actual work yourself.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK

The Coyne Electrical School is 40 years old. Many hundreds of young men have become successful through Coyne training. My free book tells you how you, too, can get a training that will prepare you for a good job and a future.

H. C. Lewis, President
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina Street, Dept. 32-84, Chicago, Illinois

H. C. Lewis, President, Coyne Electrical School, 500 S. Paulina Street, Dept. 32-84, Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Sir: Please send me free your big catalog and full particulars of your "Extra 4 Weeks' Radio Course," also your "Pay-Tuition-After-Graduation" Plan and all other features.

Name: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ____________________________ State: ________________

Mail in envelope or paste on postcard.
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(Continued from page 10)

well as a boost. Anything to help the magazine.

To start the letter ball rolling, here's one from Frank Alspaugh, Alexandria, Va.:

I have been reading THE BLACK BOOK DETECTIVE for five years or more and enjoy each one of your novels better than the last. Let's have lots more of them.

And now listen to James Harvis, Minneapolis, Minn.:

Tony Quinn is beyond doubt the most wonderful character in detective fiction today. I am following his exploits with deep interest. Whatever you do, keep him on the job.

An interesting comment from Gladys Rovere, Chicago:

Contrary to popular belief, women are particularly avid readers of detective stories. This is certainly so in my case— I simply devour 'em. My special favorites are the Tony Quinn yarns and also the Richard Curtis Van Loan novels in your companion magazine, THE PHANTOM DETECTIVE. I like a series of novels featuring the same detective as they present a real character that the readers get to know and like. Keep up the good work.

Approved by Parents
and Teachers!

NOW ON SALE 10c AT ALL STANDS

It's New! It's True! It's Different!
Just one more—from Verne Morton, Cincinnati, O.:

I am impatiently waiting for your next story, THE BLACKOUT MURDERS, because I enjoyed THE EYES OF THE BLIND so much that I wanted to read more about The Black Bat at once. Every one of your yarns makes me feel like reading more of the same, so I hope that eventually you will increase your frequency of publication. Best luck.

Thanks for your good wishes and kind words of praise! Among others who wrote us especially good letters were William Markin, San Francisco, Cal.; Edward O'Ryan, Tampa, Fla.; H. K. Shaugnessy, Richmond, Va.; and Maxwell Fair, Charleston, S. C.

Please address all your letters and postcards to The Editor, BLACK BOOK DETECTIVE, 10 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.

See you next issue, readers. Meanwhile, please let me know how you like THE BLACKOUT MURDERS in this number. And let’s all keep our chins up!

—THE EDITOR.

To People who want to write but can’t get started

Do you have that constant urge to write but the fear that a beginner hasn’t a chance? Then listen to what the editor of Liberty has to say about the subject:

"There is more room for newcomers in the writing field today—and especially in Liberty Magazine—than ever before. Some of the greatest of writing men and women have passed from the scene in recent years. Who will take their places? Who will be the new Robert W. Chambers, Edgar Wallace, Rudyard Kipling, and many others whose work we have known? It is also true that more people are trying to write than ever before, but talent is still rare and the writer still must learn his craft as few of the newcomers nowadays seem willing to do. Fame, riches and the happiness of achievement await the new man and woman of power."

Bus Driver Sells 8 Stories

"Since reporting the sale of my first attempt at a magazine article, I have sold three others, also four feature stories recently accepted by the local newspaper. The credit goes to all yours. When you consider that I'm a driver for the local bus company, you can readily see my time is well taken up."

—Herman R. Bach, Bos 11, Pacific Grove, Calif.

Writing Aptitude Test — FREE!
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A Book-Length Black Bat Novel

CHAPTER I
Escape to Death

THERE was a certain measure of excitement prevailing over the blackout of New York City, scheduled for ten o'clock. Everyone wanted to see how Times Square, the fashionable avenues, and the downtown cut-rate shops would look completely inked out.

Fireworks were promised, too, for after flights of Army and Navy planes studied the blackout from the air, three big reconnaissance bombers were to streak across the city, drop flares that would create millions of candle power and photograph the
area with cameras synchronized with the explosion of the flares.

Every police officer was on duty and under orders to keep a watchful eye for crime which might spring up during the half hour of pitch darkness. Radio cars, with taped headlamps and special blue bulbs would criss-cross the main arteries and side streets and, for those thirty minutes, be the only moving traffic on the streets.

All this brought the war closer than ever, and precautions were necessary. Air Raid Wardens would be at their posts, fire houses and hospitals on the alert.

Steps had been taken to simulate actual air-raid conditions as close-
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ly as possible. Everything would be there—save the bombs.

Twenty minutes before the zero hour, traffic already was subsiding. Hotel windows were draped with black curtains, apartment houses were prepared to throw switches to darken every room.

In one of the poorer sections of the city were three large tenement houses, now abandoned and ready for wrecking crews. They were close together, with narrow, dismal alleys between them. Nobody on the streets noticed a window being slowly opened on the second floor of the middle building. A man—his features harrowed by terror, ducked his head out and looked around. He turned pale when he saw the distance to the cement paved alley, but there was little hesitation on his part.

HE THRUST one leg over the window sill and sat astride it for a moment while he looked up and down the alley below him. Certain he was unobserved, the man secured a hold on the sill with his fingers and let himself drop down. Apparently he overestimated the strength in his fingers for—as the full weight of his body came down on them—they slipped and let go. He dropped like a leaden weight hit the pavement and lay there for a few seconds.

With a great effort that must have been induced by some compelling reason, he got to his feet, took a couple of forward steps and fell again.

He reached his feet once more and leaned weakly against the brick wall. Then he started limping forward. Every few steps he'd look over his shoulder as though he expected grim shadows to spring out of the darkness upon him. The man obviously was frightened and just as obviously determined.

When he reached the mouth of the alley, he saw a taxi roll smoothly down the street. He waved frantically, and the cab pulled into the curb. The man limped toward it, wincing with each step. He got the door open and tumbled into the tonneau.

"The airport—as fast as you can travel!" he gasped to the driver. "The one where those photographic planes are ready to take off. Hurry!"

The driver grimaced.

"Can't do it, pal. In twenty minutes there's gonna be a blackout and nothin' can move, y'see? It'll take me pretty near that time to reach the field. Or wait—things are quieting down. Maybe I could make it."

"Fifty dollars if you do—but hurry. This is a matter of life and death. If I fail to reach the airport in time, twelve men will die. Can't use the telephone because they'd never believe me. Will you please get started?"

The driver seemed to realize the seriousness of all this. He shifted into gear and shot away, taking the next corner on two wheels. As he suspected, traffic had all but stopped already. He skipped through several lights, made expert turns against others and soon crossed the Queensborough Bridge. The airport was only a short distance away now—but the minutes were passing rapidly.

The driver squirmed around in his seat and spoke without taking eyes off the road.

"You ain't thinkin' about going into the airport, pal? They got marines posted all around the place. If you try it, they might take a pot shot at you."

"I'll risk that—only hurry! Hurry!"
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The driver shrugged and opened his cab wide. Soon they saw the lights of the airport—which were due to wink out in just two minutes. The injured man kept massaging his swollen ankle. It gave him something to do—something which took his mind off the grim tragedy that impending.

The cab rolled up fairly close to the gate. Two marines were on duty with bayoneted rifles. The cab driver got out and opened the car door. "I'm telling you," he warned the middle-aged passenger, "it's impossible to get by those babies at the gate. Nobody is allowed on the field for the next hour or so."

"Help me," the passenger, groaned as he put weight on his injured ankle. "They can't stop me, I tell you!

The Black Bat

Absolutely nothing must stop me!"

The cab driver helped him up to the gate, where the two marines instantly challenged them. Before any explanations could be offered, the zero hour was at hand. Every light winked out, and the roar of big bombing planes broke the moment of silence.

"Let me by," the injured man pleaded. "I've got to reach those planes."

The marine sentries, momentarily blinded by the sudden darkness and partly deafened from the big plane motors, blundered against one another. The cab driver raced back to
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his taxi. The injured man ducked low, passed the sentries and then started a limping run across the field. He waved his hands and shouted at the top of his voice.

SOMEONE must have heard him, because a searchlight swept the field, picked him out and centered on him. He was a wild looking specimen, hair rumpled, hat missing, clothes grimy and torn. The look on his face could easily have been mistaken for mad hatred instead of the horror that shone there.

Several men started running toward him. Then it happened. The searchlight made it impossible for those who witnessed the event, not to believe their own eyes. They last saw the man, arms raised high, voice yelling something indistinguishable. Then, in the spot where he had been, was a tall tower of flame and fury. Debris shot skyward, a crater appeared mysteriously, as if someone had dug it from below the ground.

After the blast, the concussion set in as air rushed to occupy the vacuum caused by the explosive. Trees swayed wildly. Two light planes, not far away, were half turned around by the force of the air currents. The sound went roaring into space, almost shattering the ear drums of the witnesses.

Those who finally reached the spot, now bathed in the glare of half a dozen big searchlights, found very little to indicate that a human being had been there only a moment before. There were a shoe, somehow intact, a few bits of clothing and buttons.

Colonel Whately, in charge of the photography flight, yelled orders. Field lights came on. The two sentries were running up, panting, barely able to talk.

"He got by us when the blackout came," one gasped. "He was crazy as a bug, sir. Kept saying he had to reach the reconnaissance planes."

"Get back to your posts," Whately ordered. "And close the gates too.

We're going ahead with the plans as before. Nobody gets in—reporters or anyone else. Watch yourselves, now. That's all."

Whately turned to several officials of the field who stood gaping at the whole in the ground.

"It's rather evident," Whately explained, "that this man, whoever he was, came here with the intentions of sabotage. He was carrying a bomb which he hoped to use on the photography planes. He must have over-estimated the time fuse, and it went off before he could put the thing to its intended use."

"Thank heavens for that," one man sighed. "He might have killed a lot of people. I—uh—hardly suppose he'll ever be identified."

"Hardly!" Whately said. "Now please get back to your posts I'm going to have the planes checked before they take off. Never expected any sabotaging of this plan—seems utterly nonsensical, but saboteurs think strangely at times."

WHATELY gave the necessary orders, and a dozen men went over the three big bombers with fivetooth combs. Every nook and corner of them was examined until even Whately expressed complete satisfaction that no nefarious machines could be hidden in them.

Three men came out of one hangar, each carrying a bulky box-like affair—the valuable cameras which would photograph New York City while it was under complete blackout. These were installed in the planes by experts. The flares were checked, and crews took into their specified positions.

Radio messages from the bombers, now flying above the city, indicated that the blackout test was highly satisfactory. Then came word for the photography planes to take off. Each contained four men—two pilots, the photographer and a radio operator. They swung into position for the
takeoff and then, one by one, roared down the field. Breaking contact with the ground, they nosed toward the stars.

Colonel Whately stood in the darkness, watching them fade from sight. He bit at his lower lip.

“My prayers go with them,” he said softly. “I'm not given to hunches, but there's a premonition in my heart. I can't get it out no matter how hard I try.”

“Nonsense,” another officer laughed. “What could happen to them? The destruction of a saboteur by his own bomb was rather a ghastly business. Thank heavens, it destroyed him and not what his bomb was meant for.”

But Colonel Whately’s premonition was right. Those three reconnaissance bombers, now heading for the center of the city, were doomed. The men who flew them had no more chance than a convicted murderer, strapped in the electric chair. New York was going to get some fireworks all right—but far more furious fireworks than its citizens expected.

CHAPTER II

Oblivion

On the West Side of town, among the stately mansions lining one of the most exclusive sections, was a large dwelling, set back from the street like its neighbors. Trees and carefully cultivated shrubs completely shrouded it from its neighbor to the north. On the south side of the house was a cross street.

A neat iron gate offered admittance, and beside it was a brass nameplate indicating that this was the residence of Anthony Quinn.

At this particular moment every light was out, in accordance with the requests of authorities in charge of the blackout. Tony Quinn and his man of all trades, Silk Kirby, were both in the spacious garden behind the house.

Tony Quinn was tall, rugged looking, and at one time he might have been handsome. Now there were deep, ugly scars burned into the flesh around his eyes. Those eyes were blank and lifeless too. He used a cane with which to feel his way along, although Silk Kirby was at his side to guide him.

Silk looked something like his nickname. He was bald, about forty, and slender. But he had a polished way about him, one calculated to arouse the greatest confidence in others, even strangers. Silk had worked hard to acquire that polish, and it served him well when he had been one of the smartest confidence men in the country.

“I think, sir,” Silk looked around, “we're quite safe. The trees and shrubs, together with the blackout, won't permit anyone to see you.”

Quinn nodded. Those dead eyes of his suddenly were alive. It was a miraculous change and, so far as Tony Quinn was concerned, an actual miracle, too.

“We're getting a taste of what war will be like if we get into it,” he said in a pleasant voice. “Listen—the planes are coming over. I can also see them about a dozen bombers simulating an attack. Now the fighting planes are sweeping in to meet them. They're really doing it up brown, Silk.”

Silk tried to penetrate the gloom. He shook his head slowly.

“So you can even see the planes way up there. I must say, sir, that you have been repaid with interest for your months of real blindness.”

Quinn smiled.

“Yes, Silk. Darkness means nothing to me. I can even see colors in a pitch black room... Now the bombers have been theoretically
driven off. The photography planes are coming in. They'll drop flares and take pictures of the city. If any land near us—within a quarter of a mile—keep your eyes closed. They are extremely bright things. The planes are gaining altitude. They'll let the flares go at any moment now."

Suddenly the blackness was illuminated by an intense, blinding light from a dozen big flares. At that precise instant there were three distinct flashes of crimson—high in the sky. Quinn gave a sharp cry of horror.

"Silk! The planes! They've exploded in midair! I saw them one moment—and the next there was only the flash of three bombs. They exploded simultaneously. Silk! That was murder! Sabotage!"

"But how?" Silk gasped.

"If one of the planes had blown to bits it might have been accidental, but when three of them are blasted at the same split second, that's no accident, Silk. Let's go back into the house and listen for radio reports on what happened."

They ran lightly toward the back door. Suddenly street lights came one, house windows were lit again. Tony Quinn slowed up abruptly, his eyes blank and blind once more. He tapped his cane as he walked along, with Silk guiding him. They climbed the stairs to the back door and went in. Even here, within the privacy of his home, Tony Quinn continued to carry out his pose as a blind man.

He went into his study, sat down in a deep, worn and comfortable leather chair in front of the fireplace and reached for pipe and tobacco, fumbling across the top of the small table beside the chair. Silk snapped on the radio. He turned the dial, but apparently news rooms hadn't released the story of destruction in the sky as yet.

While they waited, Quinn sucked impatiently on his pipe. Those eyes of his were filmed over, and he stared at a blank wall. Yet the same eyes had been able to penetrate the inky darkness, a mile in the sky, and watch the maneuvers of the planes.

Tony Quinn had once been a fighting young district attorney, earnestly engaged in cleaning up crime. Then, one day in open court, crooks had attempted to destroy evidence by hurling acid upon it. In the struggle, Tony Quinn received the contents of an acid bottle squarely in the eyes. He'd gone blind instantly.

Wealthy enough to retain the best eye surgeons in the world, he had traveled extensively, seeking one man who would say there was a chance. But none did. So far as the world in general was concerned, Tony Quinn was blinded for life.

Just before the catastrophe, Silk Kirby had appeared. He'd slipped into Quinn's home to rob it, but by a lucky coincidence had saved Quinn's life from murdering gangsters. Silk had remained with him then and when Quinn became blind, he proved an indispensable aide.

One night, months after he'd gone blind, a girl appeared at his home. She was Carol Baldwin, whose father lay dying in a midwestern town, the victim of a gangster's bullet. Carol came with a strange proposition, inspired by her father. As a police official, he'd fought crime tooth and nail until finally it caught up with him. He knew of Tony Quinn, had followed his spectacular career and recognized in him potentialities that might prove useful in the everlasting battle against criminals.

Tony Quinn, grasping at straws, had gone willingly with Carol to this small town. There, a little known surgeon had performed a miracle. He transplanted parts of Carol's father's eyes into Tony Quinn's head. Carol's father died soon after, and then there were weeks of indescribable suspense when Tony Quinn wondered if he would see when the bandages were removed.

He did see—with a sight more profound than any other man. Nature
Roughhands pushed Silk beneath the waters. In a few minutes he would be dead.
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had repaid him for those dismal days of darkness. He could see in the night—penetrate the inky blackness as easily as the average man sees by day. Not only that—during his blindness nature had also recompensed him by adding to his sense of touch, hearing and smell. These improved faculties remained with him.

He saw Carol Baldwin, too, in all her blond beauty. They made plans—and so the Black Bat was created. Wearing a hood that covered his face and hid those telltale scars, a cape which was ribbed like the wings of a bat, Tony Quinn challenged the underworld. Soon his name became the most dreaded word uttered in the dens where crime was hatched.

He operated in a wholly unorthodox manner, without heed to laws and rules. The police sought him because—when it was necessary—the Black Bat’s twin automatics spat death. He always branded his victims with a small sticker in the form of a bat so that no one else would be blamed for the killings.

Gradually the reputation of the Black Bat reached the far corners of the globe, and those men who moved in the shadows of guilt, coward when he stepped into the game. There was a price on his head, and thousands of crooks willingly would have tried to collect it save that the Black Bat shot faster and vanished more completely than any other man alive.

Jack O’Leary, known better as Butch, was the fourth member of the little organization working with the Black Bat. Butch was a huge, slow-thinking man who had often proved his worth. He had hands like hams, a bull neck and a mild disposition until crossed. Then he became a human tornado of action and strength.

Others might suspect that blind Tony Quinn was the Black Bat, but there were not many who could reconcile themselves to believing that

a man pronounced incurably blind by famous doctors was the Black Bat. The most prominent exception was Captain McGrath of the Police Department. He had sworn to arrest the Black Bat, and he strongly suspected that Tony Quinn and the Black Bat were synonymous.

All his efforts to prove this had been in vain, although several times Captain McGrath had no idea how close he’d come. McGrath was honest, efficient and capable. Tony Quinn liked him despite the manner in which he thrust himself into cases and sought to corner the Black Bat. That was McGrath’s job.

Police Commissioner Warner, long a friend of Tony Quinn, also may have possessed an inkling, but even if Warner could prove the fact, he never would have done so. The Black Bat worked on the side of law and order. He broke open some of the toughest cases Warner had ever known. Yet, because of his methods, the Black Bat was subject to instant arrest if caught. This only lent more spice to the game so far as Tony Quinn was concerned.

He’d gone back into private law practice recently because it helped to relieve the boredom between cases and also provided him with an open method of investigating certain circumstances connected with the various cases. He maintained an office downtown and was creating a substantial practice.

Now Tony Quinn waited impatiently for the first news flash. It came but it was brief because facts were not known. Every person in those three planes had been blown into eternity. Even the planes were reduced to slivers of wood and hunks of metal. Sabotage was suspected, and the complete story of the man who was blown to bits by his own bomb also was made public.

Silk shut off the radio. Quinn leaned back with a frown.
“Ghastly business—but interesting from our angle, eh, Silk? It does look like the work of saboteurs, but could it be? Why did they destroy those three planes when they might have done a great deal more damage with the larger and newer bombers that simulated an attack on the city? It doesn’t make sense.

“Then too, the man who was blown to bits at the airport—that isn’t logical, either. Saboteurs know their business. They’d hardly flop on something like that. And, while we’re theorizing, why should preparations be made to blow up the planes when they were in the air while other plans indicated they were to be destroyed on the ground?”

“Yes, sir,” Silk said hopefully. “Do you think it might be something for the—ah—Black Bat to look into, sir? We’ve been idle for several weeks now. Doesn’t do a man good to get stale, sir.”

Quinn smiled slowly. “No matter what it is, Silk, we know someone has performed wholesale murder. All of which does interest the Black Bat. It just occurred to me that a man named Joel King was in the news lately just a casual mention. He’s an inventor and has claimed to have been hard at work on some device with which he hopes to be able to explode munitions dumps, gasoline supplies and even bombs on the racks of military planes.”

Silk laughed.

“The good old death ray stuff?”

“No,” Quinn was serious. “Joel King is, or was, no fool. He was graduated from good schools and has done splendid work in the past. Two weeks ago he mysteriously dropped out of sight. The usual conjecture, that he overworked himself and is suffering from amnesia, has been advanced. Maybe it’s true.”

Silk’s smile faded.

“What if he did perfect something, and he’s trying it out? Some of those inventors are half crazy, anyway.”

“Not Joel King,” Quinn contradicted. “I’ve been interested in his disappearance because it resembled another case on which we worked—one where a master crook kidnaped inventors and forced them to divulge what they knew and then stole their ideas.

“I doubt that anyone else is trying that trick, but suppose people hostile to this country and democracy in general have snatched him, have taken his device and are using it here? Such an instrument in the wrong hands would create havoc we have never before known. I—”

Silk was suddenly alert.

“The new device we rigged up to announce the presence of somebody in the laboratory, just worked. It must be either Carol or Butch.”

“Draw the shades,” Quinn instructed. “I’ll go in. You stay here and keep watch.”

Silk drew the shades. Quinn arose, tapped his way across the room and then dropped the pose of a blind man. He thrust the cane under one arm, operated hidden controls on the wall and a section of bookshelf slid away to reveal the entrance of a perfectly concealed laboratory which was the Black Bat’s workshop.

On top of one bookcase section was a stuffed owl. Silk had noticed one of its eyes glow a soft green. It was the signal that the lab was occupied.

Only two people, besides Tony Quinn and Silk knew how to reach the lab. Carol or Butch had to dodge
through the garden gate entrance to Quinn’s estate, cross a dark area of trees and plants and then enter the garden house far behind Quinn’s residence. A trap door opened into a tunnel which, in turn, led directly to the lab.

Butch was the visitor, and he seemed greatly agitated. The moment the door slid shut, he lumbered forward. He was almost tall enough to reach the ceiling, and his bulk actually filled a good portion of the room itself. Butch held a phonograph record in one hand.

“Boss,” he said excitedly, “I was downtown, see? Them big planes blew up like you must know about by now. Well, a guy comes up to me and hands me this phonograph record. He says it’s free for nothing and I should take it home and play it. He handed out a lot of them to other people.”

“Did you play it?” Quinn asked.

“Sure! It was free, and I figured maybe it had a hot tune on it. So I went home, put it on my little radio phonograph and—boss—you gotta listen to it yourself. You gotta—because I only understand part of it.”

Quinn took the recording and placed it on a portable machine which formed part of his laboratory equipment.

The record started off with a song and then suddenly broke off while a sinister, crafty voice spoke.

“My dear listener: You know what happened to those three planes during the blackout. You know what happened to a man who was rushing across the airport field. Those were not accidents nor acts of sabotage, but a warning and a lesson. I have perfected a means of destroying anything or everything on earth. The use of this device will make the United States undoubted master of the world—stop this war instantly.

“You wonder why I do not present it to our government? Because I have spent money and time on it. The government would hardly pay my price once they knew its secret and they wouldn’t even negotiate until they did know its construction. Therefore, I take this means of informing you, a citizen of the United States, that for twenty million dollars your government may purchase my apparatus.

“Twenty million dollars—a vast sum, but paltry in view of what it will buy—the means of stopping wars forever. At the present time I have nothing further to say, but I shall contact many of you again in the near future. Think it over. Twenty million dollars for the greatest instrument ever created by man.

Then the music came on again and played to a finish.

Tony Quinn’s eyes were alive and sparkling. He looked at Butch.

“It was come about as I expected. Butch the Black Bat is going to fly again—to operate against the greatest menace we’ve ever known—a man in possession of an instrument that can deal wholesale death. This is not the theoretical death ray of fiction, but an actual fact, scientifically composed.

“Such an invention has been worked on for years. Now it is perfected and in the hands of a man who would blackmail the nation for its secret. Not only that—the man is an out-and-out murderer. The death of the unknown at the airport now is proven to be murder.

“These phonograph records must have been made long before it happened so the person behind this mad scheme knew the mysterious victim at the airport was going to die—even knew the manner of his death. We’re not fighting a stupid individual, Butch.”

“Yeah,” Butch’s big hands curled into massive fists. “I’d like to bust him one. He’s a real patriot, ain’t he? I’ll turn him into a dead one. Just say the word, boss. I’m ready for action.”
CHAPTER III

Welcome Client

ONY QUINN, eyes blank and dead, sat behind his desk in the private office of his law suite. Silk sat in a corner, ready to help his blind employer when his services were required. Quinn’s mind wasn’t on his work this morning. He could still see those three planes as they burst into little pieces high up the sky. He could still hear that sneering, calculating voice from the phonograph record, preparing everyone for that demand upon the government for a huge fortune in cash.

The annunciator buzzed. Quinn’s clerk in the outer office announced that Police Commissioner Warner and a girl were waiting to see him. Quinn ordered them in at once and arose with his right hand outstretched somewhat vaguely in the general direction of the door.

Commissioner Warner, tall, militarily erect, grey haired and the best Commissioner of Police the city had ever had, grasped Tony Quinn’s hand.

“I hope I’m not disturbing you, Tony,” he said, “but I’ve brought along a client.”

“Well, thanks,” Quinn smiled. He could see the girl—obviously somewhat frightened, but red-haired and distractingly pretty. “Won’t both of you sit down?”

They did, and Warner nodded pleasantly in Silk’s direction before he explained the reason for his coming.

“This very pretty young lady beside me is Viola King. Her father disappeared about a month ago. The case is in the Missing Persons Bureau now. Miss King came to see me and explained that her father’s mysterious disappearance had left her somewhat embarrassed financially, that he had money, but she couldn’t touch it. As an attorney, you can figure ways and means of providing her with the money Joel King left when he vanished.”

“Of course,” Quinn said, and his calm manner indicated none of the excitement that seethed in his brain.

This was the daughter of Joel King—the man who might have invented a device by which planes and even men could be blown to bits. Through her he might get at the truth of this affair. It was a made-to-order case—and probably the deliberate work of Commissioner Warner, who may have hoped the Black Bat would become interested.

The girl was making mincemeat out of a handkerchief between her fingers.

“Mr. Quinn—that isn’t quite all. Dad wasn’t sick. He couldn’t have forgotten who he was. He—he’s dead. I know he’s dead. Hank doesn’t think so, but—”

“Who is Hank?” Quinn asked soothingly.

“He’s Hank Standish. We were going to be married when this happened. Hank says he just got lost and will turn up soon. But it’s almost a whole month.”

“Miss King,” Quinn said. “I’ll get to work at once. Would you mind waiting in another office. Silk, please—”

SILK escorted her out of the room. Quinn leaned across his desk. His eyes were directed about three feet to Commissioner Warner’s left.

“Commissioner—in view of what happened last night—I’m just wondering a bit.”

Warner smiled.

“Exactly what I hoped you’d do. A man of your brains, Tony, could help us in this case. That was murder last night. You’ve heard about the phonograph records distributed all around the city? That’s proof of it.
Now—what's on your mind?"

"From the very meager description of the man who was blown up at the airport I'm wondering if it could possibly have been Joel King. I spent a lot of time thinking this over last night. Silk faithfully reads all the newspapers to me, and I have a retentive brain. It has little else to do but absorb what I hear.

"Now Joel King was an inventor who professed to be working on a device which could do to planes exactly what happened to those three. Joel King has disappeared, so what's the logical line of reasoning?"

Warner pulled his chair closer and dropped his voice.

"Tony, I'm going to be very frank. As District Attorney you showed the shrewd mind you possess. Certain people believe you are the Black Bat. For my part I'm on the fence between doubt and theory.

"I hope you are the Black Bat—which is a funny thing for a Police Commissioner to say, especially since a warrant is in my drawer calling for the Black Bat's arrest."

"We've been through all that before," Quinn said. "I'm stone blind, Warner. How could I be the Black Bat? Go on talking."

"I brought Viola King here deliberately because she offers a clue to this greatest of mysteries—the destruction of a man isolated in the middle of a wide open air field and the simultaneous destruction of three big bombing planes in the air.

"From what we have pieced together, a taxi driver tells us that he picked up this mystery man who died at the airport, just twenty minutes before blackout time. A sentry at the airport noted the marker number of the cab, and we picked up the driver.

"He was offered fifty dollars to get the man to the airport before those three planes took off. The man vaguely answers the description of Joel King. The taxi driver says that the man was injured—seemed to be limp-}

ing badly, that his clothes were covered with dirt as though he'd fallen."

"Hm," Quinn mused. "Interesting. The man obviously was injured from a fall of some kind. Therefore we can assume that he did not travel very far before he reached your taxi driver's cab. It's an angle to consider, but not for me. I'm only interested in locating the father of my new client. Could you get that taxi driver over here so I might question him a bit?"

Warner picked up the phone on Quinn's desk, called headquarters and gave orders that the taxi driver was to be brought over at once.

"His name is Steve Cobb, and we're holding him temporarily," Warner explained. "He's innocent, of course, but the only witness we have. I had some men go over the area surrounding the crater which was left by the blast. They didn't find much. A shoe was blasted off the poor devil's foot, but it gives us no clue.

"I'll turn it over to the labs after the medical examiner releases it. Together with a few other bits of cloth and buttons, the shoe is at the morgue—had to be taken here for the medical examination. Foolish, but the doctor was insistent about it."

"While you're here, write me an order to see what was left of that man. See?" Quinn chuckled. "Oh yes, I still talk that way. Hope forever burns in a man's heart. I'll see the remains through the tips of my fingers."

Warner wrote the necessary order and rose.

"I've got to go back. This business has the whole department on its toes, and the city is flooded with F.B.I. men. I only wish the Black Bat would take a hand in it. I've more faith in him than any other agency."

Quinn laughed softly.

"If he happens to fly in my window, I'll tell him, commissioner, and don't think I'm not envious of him
either. Thanks for bringing me my client. All I shall do on this case is try to ascertain whether or not the dead man was her father and see to it that she can get at the money in his name."

Twenty minutes later two detectives brought in the taxi driver. Quinn studied the man, although nobody present in the office would have thought so because Quinn’s eyes never rested upon him. Quinn sent for Viola King and had her sit down.

“I asked you to come in, Miss King, because I want you to hear a description. It’s possible that this cab driver may have seen your father last night. Go ahead, Mr. Cobb. What did this man look like?”

The driver dry-washed his hands nervously.

“Well—I really didn’t get so much of a look at the guy. He was maybe fifty or sixty. Had grey hair.”

“His nose,” Viola King broke in. "Was it long and narrow? Father had a long nose."

“No, ma’am. This guy just had an ordinary nose and kinda red cheeks. His ears stuck out a little bit too, and he had on a brown suit.”

Viola King leaned back slowly.

“That wasn’t my father. He never had a brown suit, and his cheeks weren’t red. His ears didn’t stick out either. It wasn’t Dad, thank heavens.”

The taxi driver stepped closer.

“Say, mister,” he addressed Quinn. "I’m in a bad spot, see? If I helped you out any, how about you gettin’ me outa this jam? I ain’t done nuthin’ except give this guy a ride for which I never got paid either, and he promised me fifty bucks. Will you give me a hand, mister? I need a mouthpiece bad."

Quinn smiled.

“Clients simply are pouring in this morning. All right—I’ll see what I can do, but of course you’ll be required to answer any questions the Police and F.B.I. agents may ask.”

“Okay. My pals call me Stevie, and that goes for you, mister. Thanks a million. I’ll do anythrin’ you say.”

After Steve Cobb and his detective
escort had gone, Quinn arose. Keeping his fingertips lightly pressed against the surface of his desk, he followed the edge of it until he stood directly in front of Viola King.

"Sometimes," he said, "men like that taxi driver are apt to make up descriptions. Not intentionally, but we can't take any chances. Last night a man was killed—literally blown apart by some death dealing device hurled at him or by a bomb he was carrying. Your father worked on a machine meant to destroy engines and gasoline supplies, didn't he?"

"Why yes, he did. I really don't know how far he progressed because he wouldn't talk about it even to me. Mr. Quinn—you don't think my father had anything to do with the destruction of those planes last night? He couldn't do such a thing. You wouldn't accuse him of that if you knew him. He was always gentle and kind."

"I'm sure he was," Quinn soothed her. "I merely wished to learn more about him. Now suppose we go down to the morgue. It isn't a very pleasant place for a girl. However, there are some remains—clothing—of the man who was killed last night. In order not to take any chances, I think you should look at them. Do you mind?"

"No." Her head came up resolutely. "If Dad is dead, I'd prefer to know it. I'll do whatever you say, Mr. Quinn. I'm ready now."

Silk drove them to the morgue and helped Quinn inside. Quinn presented Commissioner Warner's order to a clerk and received a carton containing a few envelopes of scanty bits of debris and one shoe, unmarked and undamaged. Quinn drew papers from his pocket, laid them on the counter and removed a mechanical pencil from his vest pocket. He retracted the point into its cylinder and then fumbled for the shoe.

"No!" Viola gasped in relief. "No, that isn't Dad's shoe. He wore only old-fashioned high ones and never owned a pair of brown shoes in his life. The size is different, too—much bigger than what he wore."

"Good," Quinn said and laid the shoe down directly upon the papers he'd spread out as if to take notes. Idly the metal point of his pencil prodded at the instep. His fingers lightly dusted over the sole of the shoe and encountered small, very hard particles. Talking, to divert attention from his hands, Quinn managed to dislodge dirt from the instep and also to remove some of those hard particles from the sole. They fell onto the paper.

He handed back the shoe to the clerk, picked up the papers and slowly folded them. His movements were casual, and nobody suspected what he'd removed from that shoe, probably was the only clue this case offered.

"Be glad then, that this man wasn't your father," he told Viola. "We'll drop you at your house now, and I'll get a court order on your bank so money can be withdrawn from your father's account. Will you take my arm? It isn't very often I have the privilege of being escorted by a pretty girl. She is pretty, isn't she, Silk?"

"As a picture," Silk opined. "I wish you could see her, sir."

CHAPTER IV

The Black Bat Moves in

After dark, in the privacy of Tony Quinn's hidden laboratory, the Black Bat's crew assembled. Carol Baldwin sat beside Tony Quinn on a davenport. She was blond, blue-eyed and beautiful enough to make any man's head turn as he passed by. Butch straddled a straight-backed chair while Silk re-
mained near the door beside a light
which signaled when anyone ap-
proached the house or the phone rang.
"Whoever is behind this scheme is,
above all, not stupid," said Quinn.
"The manner by which he operates
shows ingenuity. He knows very well
that a demand for twenty million dol-
lars would never be met. Yet his
product is well worth that sum if he
can get it.

"However, he has resorted to mur-
der, which means he will be hunted
down even if the government does
dicker with him. The man can't be
such a fool as to not realize this. So
why in the world did he resort to
murther in the first place? Unless—
he wants to impress someone else—
a foreign power, perhaps— with the
efficiency of his machine."

"Of course," Carol interrupted, "I
listened to that recording while Butch
and I waited here for you. The man
makes no threats, but if he doesn't get
the money from this country, I'll give
you odds there are other nations who
would pay him for such a weapon.
That man holds all the cards, and
even the deck is stacked in his favor."

"Stacked decks have been known
to deal phony cards," Quinn re-
minded her. "What you say is true.
I'm afraid this man will give another
exhibition of his machine, and there
will be further murders. Even if he
gets his money, there is no indication
he won't want more. We're dealing
with a criminal, an especially low-
down rat, who should be exterminated
and his method of mass murder turned
over to the federal authorities."

"Yeah," Butch put in, "but how do
we find a guy like that and stop him
cold, huh?"

"We have one lead," Quinn said
thoughtfully. "The man who was
blown to pieces at the airport. Of
course his identity can't be traced.
We may be able to learn where he
came from. He was injured, his left
foot twisted. He was covered with
dirt and dust, indicating he'd fallen.

"Now a man, injured like that, ob-
viously couldn't travel very far. He
took a taxi at a certain address which
I'll give you. Carol, you and Butch
go there and look for an empty house
with ceilings that are falling down."

"Are you clairvoyant?" Carol
smiled.

QUINN held one of her hands and
patted it gently. There was
something more than friendship be-
tween them.

"Hardly, darling. I managed to
scrape the instep and sole of the shoe
blown off last night's victim. He had
been walking, for some time, on a
floor covered with small particles of
plaster—old plaster, too. Therefore,
I assume the house or building he
was in, must be falling apart.

"Even an unkempt housewife would
clean up debris like that. Call back
when you have located the place. Oh
yes—there were particles of sand ad-
hering to the instep also. They cov-
ered the bits of plaster, indicating
that the man must have walked on
sand last. Therefore, also look for
a sandy area outside this house."

"And you, Tony?" Carol asked as
she arose. "Will we be apt to see
the Black Bat prowling about?"

"Not yet—unless something really
breaks. I've got to get the hack
driver I told you about out of police
custody. It shouldn't take long, and
I especially want a ride in his cab.
Silk will be waiting for your call. If
you find anything, I'll be along as
quickly as possible. Just watch your
step and remember we are not fight-
ing a bunch of beetle-browed thugs.
Good luck."

Carol and Butch made their way
along the tunnel, came out in the
garden house and slipped from the
estate through the side gate. Butch
had a car parked not far away, and
they drove directly to the region from
which the hack driver had picked up
his mysterious fare.

"You'd better stay in the car," Carol
told Butch. “I can duck a great deal faster and better than you. It takes half a house to conceal that torso of yours, and, anyway, nobody would suspect a girl.”

“Suppose you don’t come back,” Butch said disconsolately.

“Then you can start tearing those houses down. I’ll be in one of them. Park around the corner and keep an eye out for trouble. I won’t be long—I hope.”

Carol swiftly located three deserted apartment buildings. She went down the alley between the first two and used a small pencil flash sparingly. She looked for any signs of a man having fallen, and for sand which he’d picked up as he walked through it.

There were none, but in the next alley she did find a spot where sand had been dumped. Encouraged by this, she entered one of the two buildings whose side walls faced this alley. The doors were not locked so she was able to steal inside quietly. She examined one room after another, paying particular attention to the ceilings and floors. There was no plaster strewn about—in fact, the ceilings seemed remarkably well preserved in comparison to the rest of the place.

She visited the other building. The first floor, consisting of four apartments, gave her no clue, but on the second floor she found that the Black Bat’s theory was correct. In one room of one apartment her feet scraped on tiny particles of plaster. There was something else which interested her—several pieces of rope which had been severed by a chunk of glass knocked from a broken window pane. She also picked up a twisted piece of cloth which might have been used as a gag.

The mystery man who had been blown to bits had obviously been held prisoner in this old place. Therefore, he really had meant to give a warning, had been destroyed before he could accomplish his purpose.

Carol shivered. Had he been destroyed by some lethal device which could be turned on anybody—anything—and blast it off the face of the earth? The man would hardly have carried a bomb in his pocket—not after making an escape from this room.

She crept softly down the steps again. There were no signs of life in the building, but she was taking no chances. Her natural inclination was to search the whole place, but the Black Bat needed the information she’d acquired. Therefore, it was best that she forego any further investigation.

She was at the front door when the floor beneath her feet began to rumble, and, very faintly, from far above, came the monotonous sound of machinery. Carol gulped. Was it something which might be turned upon her?

She raced out of the place, turned north when she reached the sidewalk and kept going. Carol didn’t see a big car turn the other corner just as she emerged from the place. She didn’t see it stop and drop one man, who was well hidden by a turned down hat brim and a raised coat collar.

Carol was in the coupe beside Butch and rolling away fast when the mystery sedan turned down the street a moment too late to detect them.

At a convenient corner, Carol phoned Silk and reported her findings. Silk told her to drive back to the house, where Butch could pick up the Black Bat. They met, not far from the garden gate. Tony Quinn was now garbed in black. He wore a big hat of the same color, turned down to hide the scars around his eyes. They were a dead giveaway, but it was impossible for the Black Bat to ride around wearing his hood and cape.

“Be careful,” Carol warned him. “I distinctly heard machinery moving—sort of a whining sound. I’ll stay in the lab until you return.
Butch drove off with the Black Bat beside him. They didn’t speak much during the fairly long ride down and across town. The Black Bat was busy checking the two automatics which lay on his lap now.

“Had to squeeze time,” he told Butch. “Only got back five minutes before you arrived. I went to Headquarters in a taxi and rescued Steve Cobb. Incidentally, I knew his cab was parked back of Headquarters, and I made him drive me home.”

“Sure,” Butch grunted. “That’s the only fee you’ll get out of them birds.”

“You’re wrong,” the Black Bat chuckled. “I even forced the meter fare on Steve when he didn’t want to take it, because I got my money’s worth out of that ride. In the cab I found several hand marks and fingerprints.

“Fortunately, I could see them very well in the dark. The police dusted the interior for prints, but missed these apparently because the murdered man grabbed at the back of the seat and smeared the compartment below the rear window with something that looks to me like ink.”

“But what was he doin’ with ink on his hands?” Butch wanted to know.

“I’m not sure—yet. Better pull down this street. It runs directly behind the one on which those empty apartment houses are situated. Stay with the car, Butch. If anything happens, use your own judgment.

If I don’t return, tip off Commissioner Warner about this place.”

The Black Bat got out, slipped across the sidewalk and faded from sight in the darkness of an alley. He ran lightly along this, hopping blithely over debris that would have tripped a man equipped only with average sight. Nothing remained hidden to the Black Bat’s super-sensitive eyes.

He reached a high fence and scaled it with ease. Dropping lightly to the other side, he crouched for a moment while he drew on the black hood and donned the odd cape. Guns ready, he stole toward the house which Carol had indicated was the one in which the dead man had been a prisoner.

There was a rear entrance, and he selected this as the best means of getting in unobtrusively. A moment later he found himself in a dismal, damp-smelling hallway. Whatever rumbling sound Carol had heard was gone now. A deathly silence held sway.

Cautiously, the Black Bat moved to the front of the house. He examined several rooms on the first floor, and when he entered the one furthest down the hall, he sidestepped slightly so he’d be out of the way of the door.

Someone was peering through the window. The Black Bat could see the man’s features in prominent detail. He had a wide face, closely clipped [Turn page]
blonde hair and a bull neck. His nose was flattened against the window pane as he tried to see into the pitch dark room.

Then, suddenly, the man vanished. The Black Bat didn’t pursue him. He had too much of a start and, in addition, the contents of this house might prove more interesting.

On the second floor, he found the room which Carol had described, saw the severed ropes, the broken glass. Part of the painted wall was smeared with a black substance, like ink. The noise of machinery had come from above, according to Carol, so the Black Bat stole up the stairway on rubber soles. Both guns were in his hands, and his extremely sensitive hearing was on the alert for the slightest sound.

The ceilings, even in the prison room, were in good shape. Therefore, the particles of plaster must have been shaken loose by something like machinery. It jibed.

On the top floor, the Black Bat found a closed door. He stowed one gun away, turned the doorknob slowly and gave the door a hard shove. Something seemed to bar its path for a bare instant. Two things happened simultaneously then. The door gave, and the Black Bat saw a room containing what seemed to be a complete printing press, large enough to print a newspaper, though not on the same big scale as a metropolitan daily.

And there was a tremendous explosion somewhere downstairs. This time the ceilings gave up under the punishment. One whole section fell, hitting the Black Bat’s shoulder, and sent him flat on the floor. More plaster fell, and the sinister crackle of flames were evident to his ears.

He got up, massaged his shoulder and ran into the hallway. From up the stairwell came a tower of livid flame. Rooms on the same floor with him, were burning furiously.

Was this some more of the supercrook’s work with his invention?

There was no time to puzzle it out. The Black Bat retired into the room with the printing press. One side of the heavy machine had gone through the floor. In about ten minutes the fire would eat away the rest of the supports and the Black Bat would be lucky if he didn’t crash into the cellar with the big machine.

CHAPTER V

Murder Advertises

EDLESS of his danger for the moment, the Black Bat scooped up the blank piece of paper and a rubber roller. He placed the paper upon the type already set up and used the roller to get a good impression. Without pausing to read the words, he folded the paper and put it into his pocket. His next move was to escape. He dashed into the hallway again, drew back hastily into the press room. It was the only room in the whole building that wasn’t burning furiously.

He raised the window and looked out. He was five stories from the ground, no fire escape was in sight and nothing but sheer space was between him and the bottom of the alley. His eyes penetrated the crimson glow of the fire and saw a heavy cable burning rapidly. He knew then that this press was run from electricity, tapped from another building. The cable might have offered a way out, but it was already too late. Even as he watched, the cable parted and fell with a shower of sparks.

Sirens were screaming raucously. The fire apparatus was here already. The Black Bat groaned. It meant rescue—yes—but at what a price! He’d be exposed as Tony Quinn, supposedly blind attorney. The Black Bat’s career would come to an imme-
diate end because, if Captain McGrath didn’t arrest him, crooks would ferret him out, and their guns would silence the deadliest enemy they had ever encountered.

He ducked back quickly. They’d managed to squeeze one of the fire trucks down the alley between buildings. The aerial ladder was already being raised. A sudden blast of heat made the Black Bat swerve about. He covered his face quickly. The fire had reached the press room now and was eating through the dried wooden floor like so much paper. The floor gave a sickening lurch, and another section of the heavy press crashed through it.

Something hit the wall just outside the window. The Black Bat saw the top of a ladder, saw it shake slightly under the weight of a climbing man. He made up his mind swiftly then and drew back against the wall. The room was filled with smoke already and within the next five minutes the whole building would cave in. The Black Bat had to fight time, and he possessed no weapons for such a battle.

A fireman stuck his head through the window and flashed a torch into the gloom. Prone on the floor, he saw a figure stretched out. The fireman climbed in, tested the sagging floor gingerly and then bent down to pick up the victim.

A fist lashed out, and the fireman went to sleep, painlessly and quickly. The Black Bat scrambled up, dragged the fireman close to the wall and stripped him of his big peaked hat, rubber coat, boots and asbestos gloves. Then the Black Bat rolled up his hood and cape, stuffed them in an especially created pocket under his coat and picked up the fireman. He climbed onto the ladder, waved a hand to those below and went down a couple of rungs until he was able to slide the real fireman’s limp form off the window sill where he’d draped it temporarily.

He went, down the ladder fast. He prayed the big hat would hide his features. Then, on inspiration, he stopped as if to rest, but in reality he stretched out one hand and rubbed it against a burned section of the window sill on the third floor. Then he rubbed his face and smudged it enough to make identification practically impossible.

WILLING arms reached up to help him, but the Black Bat clung to his unconscious victim, stepped down off the truck and moved onto the street where he saw a fire department ambulance waiting. In a city the size of Manhattan, fire department members hardly were apt to recognize every fireman they came across, so the Black Bat felt safe in presenting his victim for treatment.

“Passed out from smoke, I guess,” he told the doctor. “I’m okay myself. Be seeing you.”

He walked back toward the alley, but stopped abruptly because a small crowd had assembled, and someone was shouting astounding news.

“The Black Bat is in there! I saw him with my own eyes! He wore a cape like wings and a hood. I am not mistaken, I tell you. Ach, you do not believe me. I am Kurt Miller. I own this property. I live two doors down the street. It was the Black Bat the fireman carried to the ambulance!”

Two radio cops decided to investigate and the Black Bat realized this was certainly no place to tarry. He managed to get a look at the face of the man who called himself Kurt Miller. It was the face which had been pressed against the first floor window of this burning building as the Black Bat had searched it. The man owned this property, and he lived nearby. Such a person actually cried out for an investigation, and the right time to do it was now.

Slipping down the alley, still clad as a fireman, the Black Bat managed
to fade into the darkness beyond the range of the blaze. He stripped off the fireman's regalia and quickly donned the Black Bat's outfit. Then he crossed yards until he came to the house described by Kurt Miller as his residence.

There were no lights in the place, a two-story frame structure, indicating that Miller either lived alone or his family was away. The Black Bat crept up to the rear door, examined the cheap lock and had it open with a master key in two seconds. He closed and locked it behind him, walked into the middle of the kitchen floor and stood there, listening.

Chairs and other furniture offered no handicaps in the darkness for he could see them plainly. The kitchen presented glowing evidence that Miller was a single man and without servants, because the sink was stacked high with dishes and dirt had been carelessly swept into a corner.

Passing through the dining room, equally filthy, the Black Bat reached a rather spacious living room. His eyes darted around the place. It was just an average room. Then those uncanny eyes stopped, riveted on the bare floor beyond the rug.

There were numerous scratches on the floor, as if someone had squatted down in front of an ordinary oak cabinet. It had a door equipped with a rather good lock. This fell quickly before the Black Bat's prowess. Opening the door, he stared at the surface of a modern, expensive safe.

Getting beyond that glistening combination dial was past the Black Bat's capabilities, but he had an idea it might be worked. The contents should prove very interesting if Miller were involved in this business of destruction.

THERE was a mirror hanging directly above the cabinet. The Black Bat tilted this at an angle so that it would reflect the dial to anyone hidden behind a big, overstuffed chair in the corner. Then he moved the wooden door to within an inch of being shut. He walked about the room and very carefully changed the position of several articles.

On the mantelpiece, he gave a cheap clock a shove that made it almost face the wall. He disarranged a faded lace table covering, moved a chair about and left the general impression that the room had been searched and the intruder had done his best to rearrange things so there would be no hint he'd been there.

Then the Black Bat retired to the corner, concealed by the chair. He crouched behind it, looked up in the mirror and nodded with satisfaction. While waiting, he rummaged in his pocket and found the paper on which he'd taken an impression from the set-up type on the printing press. There, in utter darkness, his eyes read big headlines and smaller type beneath. It was a front page of a popular daily tabloid, faked cleverly so that it could be wrapped around a real copy of the paper and disposed of along the streets of the city.

To all appearances the front page carried a letter from the man who now signed his missive in a sarcastic vein. The printed signature read "THE TWENTY MILLION DOLLAR PATRIOT."

The screaming announcement ran:
"PAY THE TWENTY MILLION."

"PAY THE TWENTY MILLION"
"Taxpayers—twenty million dollars represents the cost of a few destroyers of moderate tonnage. Or twenty odd big bombers. What good are these when an instrument I have perfected will blast them from the sky or the ocean in half a minute. Notify your congressman to approve a measure to pay this money. Wait for another sample of what my machine can do."

The Black Bat heard a key being thrust into the front door lock. He put the paper away and drew a gun. The man who called himself Kurt Miller barged into the room, anger showing on his broad features. He saw the disarranged lace runner first,
THE BLACKOUT MURDERS

then the position of the clock.
With a cry of horror, he sprang toward the concealed safe. He moaned when he saw the wooden door ajar. He squatted, and his shoes ground into the wood as he did so, leaving more of those tell-tale marks. Fat fingers began to turn the dial, and the Black Bat's eyes transferred the reflected combination to his brain.
The safe door swung open to reveal the interior packed with documents and rolled maps. Miller practically collapsed when he saw everything was intact. He quickly closed the door and spun the combination. Then he went to a table, opened the drawer and extracted an ugly looking revolver. Armed with this, he headed for the steps to the second floor.

THE Black Bat moved into action immediately. He had the safe open before Miller had inspected his first upstairs room. He unfolded one of the maps and gasped. It was a scale drawing of an important bridge, giving in minute detail every approach. Others were similarly well-done documents, invaluable in the hands of a spy.
From calculations on the side of the maps, it was clear they'd been drawn for use in air raid attacks. Other papers were equally sensational in content. And, from addressed letters that had been delivered by hand, he learned that Miller's right name was Muller. He was certain the man was a spy.
Recalling that the kitchen stove was heated by oil, the Black Bat crept to the rear of the house. Miller still was busy exploring the second floor. If he came down, he'd run into an unpleasant surprise, but the Black Bat hoped he wouldn't because there was no time to waste now.
There was a can of fuel oil in the kitchen. The Black Bat filled a five-gallon saucepan with it, carried it to the safe and deliberately soaked those valuable documents with the inflammable stuff. Then he struck a match, as silently as possible, dropped it into the safe and saw flames leap up. There was no danger of the fire spreading, but those papers would be destroyed if the fire was allowed to burn three or four minutes.
He stood erect, reached into his pocket and took out a flat metal case. From it he extracted a sticker, cut in the outlines of a bat in full flight. He pasted this on the wall above the safe, stepped to a window and raised it silently.
As he backed away in the darkness, he heard Miller's first anguished howl and saw him trying to put out the fire. The wail was cut off and turned into a string of Teutonic oaths when Miller saw the Black Bat's brand on the wall. He ran to the open window, leveled his gun, but spied no target at which to shoot. The Black Bat was quite invisible now.
Very soon afterwards, Butch was driving the coupe around the block for the twentieth time in accordance with standing orders. He felt heartsick because it appeared impossible for anyone to have survived the blaze which had destroyed the abandoned
tenement house. Still, Butch was determined to keep driving all night if necessary.

He heard a curt whistle, and a big grin creased his face. Turning in toward the curb, he opened the door. A dark figure came skimming across the pavement and jumped into the car. Butch drove serenely away then.

CHAPTER VI

The Inventor’s Return

It was another meeting in Tony Quinn’s laboratory. He had changed from the Black Bat’s regalia into comfortable tweeds and a smoking jacket. His cane was propped in a corner near the secret door and everything was set for him to assume his pose of a blind man instantly should the occasion require such a move.

Quinn pointed to the crude impression he’d taken of the printing machine type.

“It’s more than obvious that this ‘Twenty Million Dollar Patriot’—as he calls himself—is playing on the fears of citizens. It’s true that the instrument he claims to have perfected is worth the money.

“He gave away recordings first, and now he’s probably got a staff of men out distributing these fake covers, wrapped around real newspapers. They’ll hand out a few and then disappear. The news will spread around quickly, and regular newspaper editions will be compelled to carry the story. It’s a neat way to get publicity that might otherwise be held back.”

“But Tony,” Carol asked, “how in the world does he expect to collect such a sum of money without giving away his identity?”

“I don’t know—can’t even guess,” Quinn replied, “but what worries me far more is his threat to exhibit that lethal machine again. There’s no telling when, where or how he’ll do it, but it will be done in as spectacular a method as possible.”

“This Miller chap you told us about,” Silk broke in. “Maybe he’s involved?”

“Undoubtedly,” Quinn agreed, “but can you feature a German agent trying to sell such an invention to a potential enemy of his own nation? Miller is mixed up in it somehow, but he can’t be the Patriot.

“Miller is probably as anxious to contact this unknown man as we are and make him an offer. That is what we must prevent. It’s as important as running down the Patriot, and our clues are slender. One thing in our favor—the Patriot undoubtedly will dicker with anybody and raise the ante as he sees fit.”

“You said our clues are slender,” Carol spoke up. “Are there any at all, Tony?”

Quinn nodded.

“Yes—Viola King! Her father may have perfected this invention. A man like Joel King wouldn’t take chances and have only one set of plans or formulae. It would be too risky. Therefore I think I’d better see Viola at once, before anybody else gets to her first. Carol, will you drive me there?”

They headed for the city line. Joel King maintained his residence and workshop about six miles outside the city in the suburbs of a smaller town. Quinn once more wore his black clothing and the concealing, big hat. He was worried.

“It’s about that trap set for me in the tenement house,” he said. “Miller owned the place, or so he insisted to the firemen. Yet I can’t feature Miller setting it afire. The trap had been prepared for my entry.”

Carol turned pale.

“You mean that awful instrument of death the Patriot says he has was turned on the building?”
"I'm not sure. There was a terrific explosion that should have blasted the whole place apart, but somehow didn't. It was meant to burn to the ground, too. Miller would have been far away, preparing an alibi if he set it. Therefore I can reach only one conclusion. You were seen entering or leaving the place.

"The crooks took alarm then, realized you'd probably report to someone and prepared themselves to exterminate whoever showed up. What makes it so difficult is the fact that you were seen and probably will be recognized again."

"I won't be taken off this case, if that's what you're hinting at," Carol said stoutly.

The Black Bat smiled.

"I know better than to ask such a thing. It does mean you'll have to work carefully though for your own health. The men we combat are ruthless. They must be to kill off a dozen fliers as casually as an acrobat turns a flip-flop and then publicize a statement to the effect that they will show their strength again."

"I know," Carol braked the car and slid to the curb. "But I still refuse to be left out of it. Tony—in those days long ago, before the bandages were removed from your eyes—we made a pact. Remember?"

"Yes—every word. You were to work with me, share all the risks and none of the glory. Well, here we are. I'm going to interview Miss Viola King again. Perhaps she might confide more readily in the Black Bat than she did in Tony Quinn, attorney-at-law. Naturally you'll have to wait here."

Carol stowed the broad-brimmed hat away as he donned hood and cloak. Then the Black Bat became the night itself as he sped toward the comfortable little bungalow where Viola King lived.

It looked serene and peaceful as he approached, but suddenly the quiet was broken by the sound of a breaking window. The Black Bat raced straight to the back door. It was closed, but not locked.

He flung it wide, and a gun blazed, but the Black Bat's eyes served him well. He saw a pugnacious looking thug, crouched and guarding the door, in time to leap aside and avoid sudden death. The Black Bat's gun roared an answer. The thug dropped flat and triggered again, but his target practically was invisible.

Then he saw what seemed to be a gigantic bird in full flight bearing down on him. He gave a howl of anguish and tried to crawl away. A gun muzzle raked the back of his head, and he went limp. Without pausing to examine the man, the Black Bat leaped across his unconscious form. He heard the front door slam shut, and as he sprinted toward it a woman's muffled scream stopped him cold. It came from one of the rooms down the hall.

HE WAS torn between two desires—to save Viola King, for it had been her voice calling for help, or to pursue the gunmen who had invaded her home. He flung the door wide, saw a car come to a squealing halt.

Three men piled into it. Two of them were so bundled up that he couldn't see their features. The third was a counterpart of the one he'd battered in the kitchen. The Black Bat's guns leveled and blazed. The car spurted off. He noticed that one of the two men enveloped in a coat was short and slight of build.

Those shots would attract attention even in this sparsely settled section of the town. The Black Bat hurried to answer the cries for help. He burst into a room and saw a man of about thirty-five, tossing and straining at ropes that bound him. Another man lay very quiet in a corner. Blood oozed from a scalp laceration.

The Black Bat looked for the girl, but couldn't see her. Then a muffled
cry came from behind a closed door. He twisted the key in the lock and Viola King rushed out of a small clothes closet. She started toward the young man on the floor, but stopped in her tracks when she saw the grim outlines of the Black Bat. She uttered one more piercing yell and slumped to the floor.

The Black Bat carried her to a davenport and then went to the injured man. He was about forty-five, strong looking and dark featured. His pulse was strong, too. With nothing to worry about there, the Black Bat concentrated his attentions on the younger man. He cut him loose and stepped back quickly as the man crouched and got set to attack.

"Wait!" the Black Bat snapped. "I'm not one of those who harmed you. I'm the Black Bat!"

The young man straightened up, gaping at the weird figure. "The Black Bat!" he said incredulously. "Yes, of course. I recognize the outfit. Viola—I thought you hurt her."

"She just fainted. Tell me—quickly now because I can't stay here long—what happened? Who were those men? Incidentally who are you and that man in the corner?"

"I'm Hank Standish. I'm an independent movie producer and I own several theatres. I'm going to marry Viola some day. That man over there is Jim Halton. He and Viola's father used to be in business together.

"The men who came? I didn't even see them. They sneaked in and pounced on us as one of them put out the lights. I'm sure I didn't recognize any one of them. Did you?"

"Out with it," the Black Bat snapped. "You're holding back. You think I may have recognized one of those thugs. Maybe I did, but I want the truth from you."

Hank Standish looked over at Viola. She was just a blur in the darkness, but she lay very quiet.

"I wouldn't want Viola to hear this. I'm positive one of the men who came here was her father. They made me stand against the wall, near that broken window with my back toward them, but I knew what they were up to. One of them slid back a small panel and opened the wall safe over there beside the fireplace.

"Only an hour ago, Viola told me there was just one man who could do that—her father. She said the safe might contain his papers. She didn't even know the combination to that safe herself. I managed to knock a vase through that window, and then you came."

"Go see how Jim Halton is coming along," the Black Bat said. His sensitive ears heard a faint roaring sound in the distance—cops coming on a still alarm, without sirens. Hank Standish obeyed and kept talking.

"Halton seems okay. He's beginning to snap out of it. I think—hey—the cops. I—holy smoke, where are you? This business is getting too fast for me."

THE Black Bat silently had slipped away, pausing only to pick up the unconscious form of the crook he'd slugged. Fortunately the town wasn't big, and police protection none too thick. As the radio car pulled up in front of the house, the Black Bat was running slowly toward the spot where he'd stationed Carol.

He saw the car and breathed a little easier. His prisoner began to squirm and moan. The Black Bat paused long enough to send him back into a sounder slumber. Then he crossed the sidewalk, after making sure there were no late pedestrians about. He opened the car door and groaned. Carol was gone!

He couldn't possibly look for her. The fact that the car was here, intact, was indication that she'd left it voluntarily. Perhaps she'd gone to investigate the shooting. He dumped his prisoner inside, climbed behind the wheel and drove away until he came
to a dark section of the road where big trees with overhanging branches completely shrouded the car except to anyone who might pass very close to it.

He kept his eyes riveted on the spot where Carol had been parked, hoping against hope that she’d return. When ten full minutes went by, he knew this wouldn’t happen. It was, of course, possible that she had seen the car containing the gunmen roll away, and had followed it.

There had been a couple of cars parked on the street within easy reach if Carol needed one; and she would hardly have hesitated to commandeer a private car if she believed it necessary. Carol didn’t obey orthodox rules any more than did the Black Bat. Naturally she would have left the coupe for the Black Bat to use.

If such were the case, it was probable that she would return to Tony Quinn’s laboratory promptly. He drove in that direction, his prisoner limply lolling against him. The Black Bat had plans for his prisoner.

CHAPTER VII

No Time to Sing

CAROL BALDWIN remained alert after the Black Bat left her. Sometimes things happened very fast, and if he needed help, she wanted to be ready. Five minutes went by. Then she heard a single shot. Her blood froze. Had the Black Bat fallen into a trap?

Then she heard the flat cracks of his automatics. More shots answered. There were a few moments of silence followed by another fusilade from the Black Bat’s guns. Then, on the street running parallel with the one on which she was parked, a car motor started up.

Carol already was eyeing a cheap sedan parked about a hundred feet up the road. Now she jumped out of the coupe and raced toward it. Without the slightest hesitation she got in, found the ignition key in the switch and started the motor. She drove to the next cross street, turned the corner and saw a heavy sedan flash by. There was a glint of guns and she knew this must contain the men with whom the Black Bat had exchanged shots.

She picked up the trail easily and held well back so that she wouldn’t arouse suspicion. They headed toward the speedway and kept rolling at a moderate clip until they were close to the city line. Turning off, they followed another highway for about six miles and then cut into a narrow lane.

For the last four or five miles Carol had been aware that a car stuck rather close to her trail also, but she paid little attention to it for traffic was fairly heavy. Certainly those men in the first car could not have warned any others of their kind that they were being followed.

Suddenly the car in the rear spurted. Just as Carol made ready to turn into the lane, the rear car shot in front of her, braked fast and cut off any hope of escape.

Two men jumped out, each holding a gun. Carol’s motor was stalled by the sudden stop. The two men parted and rushed for either side of the car. They yanked open the doors and guns covered Carol.

“Well I’ll be—a dame!”

“What’s the meaning of this?” Carol demanded hotly. “If it’s a holdup, I haven’t any money.”

“Get in with her, Mike,” one man said. “Take her to the clubhouse and be careful. I don’t like the gleam in her eyes. I’ll follow in our own bus.”

Mike, the burler of the two, climbed into the back seat and shoved the muzzle of his gun against Carol’s neck.
“Get goin’, lady,” he snapped, “or maybe you’d rather I blasted your head off, huh? Don’t give me any of that line about being’ innocent either because we been on your tail ever since you started to follow our pal’s, see?”

Carol repressed a shiver, managed to get the car started and followed that winding lane until she topped a rise and looked down upon a golf course. The season was over, but evidently good care was taken of the grounds all year around.

She followed the road until she rolled up beside the rear door of the big clubhouse. There she was ordered out. Mike seized her arm and forced her into the building.

A center room proved to be Carol’s destination. There were no windows. Two additional men were waiting. One of them was about thirty, slender, snappily dressed and betrayed his egotism in a slender, highly-waxed mustache.

“Well, well,” this man regarded Carol critically, “what have we here? Mike—you didn’t make a mistake and tail the wrong car, I hope?”

“No, he didn’t,” Carol shook off Mike’s grasp. “I was following you. I did so because I saw you running out of Viola King’s house after you robbed it, I suppose. I wanted to find a policeman and have him stop you, but I couldn’t even see one.”

“She’s balmy, Gus,” Mike offered caustically.

The slender crook, who seemed to be in charge—and answered to the name of Gus—wasn’t so sure.

“If you’re telling the truth, lady, then how come you didn’t pick up one of the fifteen or twenty traffic cops we passed?”

“If I had, you’d have disappeared before I got through explaining to him,” Carol said. “Viola is a friend of mine. You can’t get away with this.”

“We have so far,” Gus scoffed. “Now listen—tell me the whole truth and you won’t get hurt. You were watching Viola King’s house. You knew the Black Bat was there. Maybe—say—you might even be the dame who came running out of the tenement house. I only had a glimpse of her, but she was built like you.”

“I don’t know what you’re talking about,” Carol insisted. “All I know is that you must be a bunch of burglars. I had someone else with me when I saw you come out of Viola’s house. He got off to call the police. Maybe they’re coming here right now. Maybe they followed—”

“She’s nuts, Gus,” Mike broke in again. “Nobody followed her except me. Like you said, we parked and waited in case you and the boys wanted to transfer to another bus. When you kept going, we got set to follow along, and then this dame takes up your trail—so we chased her.”

“We’ll find out quickly enough,” said Gus. “Mike—take a look at the car she drove. Check the marker plates and go back to town. Find out who owns the car. Maybe, if we’re lucky, you’ll discover the bus is stolen.

“If so, this obstinate young woman is going to be found in what’s left of it, and she’ll be as wrecked as the car. Take one man with you and see if you can find out what happened to Wicks. He was guarding the back door when all the fireworks began. I hope the Black Bat gunned him out, for Wicks knows where we’re hiding.”

“I’ll be back in a couple of hours,” Mike said. “I know just how to find out if that car is swiped, and whether or not Wicks is in jail. Leave it to me.”

Gus looked down at Carol, who had seated herself primly on the edge of a chair. Her eyes defied the glaring anger in his.

“If this is a set-up, lady, you’ll be sorry,” he threatened. “We rigged
this clubhouse as a hideout for plenty of bucks. You could save yourself a lot of grief by talking, you know. How about it?"

"I'm a respectable housewife," Carol insisted. "I followed a lot of burglars here, and you won't get away. I'll see you all in the police station where you belong, and that's all I have to say."

"Suit yourself," Gus shrugged. "Get up and walk ahead of me—straight to that door. Go on, move."

Carol obeyed and found herself in a smaller room which seemed to be used as a depot for golfing supplies. Old bags, clubs and baskets full of used golf balls filled half the place. There was a heavy chair which Gus pushed into the middle of the floor.

"Sit down," he ordered, "and behave. Mike will return soon. If he backs up your story, maybe you won't get hurt. If he proves that you're lying, then I'll know you work for the Black Bat—and lady, that means quick curtains for you."

Two men took up posts on either side of her. Gus told them that if she escaped, they personally would go through what had been promised as Carol's finish. Then Gus went out, closing the door behind him.

Carol leaned back and eyed the room. There was a single light, hanging from a wire almost directly above her. She saw that the room was equipped with a skylight through which she could see stars and the reflection of a moon. The only door led into the larger room where Gus and the others were waiting. There were no windows. Escape seemed utterly impossible.

Not only that, but the Black Bat didn't have the slightest idea where she'd gone. Hope sank to a lower ebb in her heart, but she never damned herself for taking matters into her own hands. As an integral part of the Black Bat's organization, it was...
her job to take advantage of any opportunity to assist him. If the result meant death, she was willing. Her father had faced it—and lost, bravely. Carol was cut of the same cloth.

Mike would soon determine that she lied, return here and then the man called Gus would do his best to make her talk. That was a terrifying thought.

Her best bet was to look for a loophole by which she could trick these two men guarding her.

Carol glanced at the scowling men.

The hip pocket of the man at her right bulged ominously. Carol leaned back in the chair, opened the small purse she carried and smiled very innocently when both guards tensed. She withdrew a compact, opened it and studied her face in the mirror.

She removed the powder puff, started to pat it on her nose, then dropped it.

The man with the bulging hip pocket bent down to retrieve it. Carol suddenly grabbed at the exposed gun butt.

She gave a hard tug at the weapon, and it came free. The second man punched at her head. Carol literally slid out of the chair to the floor, pivoted and brought up the muzzle of the gun.

The other thug was half crouched, swearing softly and ready to spring. Carol started to get up.

Unexpectedly the door opened and Gus, with Mike right behind him, was framed in the doorway. Carol started to turn and the thug on her left leaped and knocked the weapon spinning.

Gus walked swiftly up to her, grabbed one arm and hauled her up. Then he pushed her roughly into the chair.

"Just a nice peaceable housewife, are you? It takes a dame with brains to get the best of my boys—even those two dopes. What's more, Mike just got back and says the car you were driving was swiped from in front of a house on the street back of Viola King's place. All of which leaves you in an awful spot, lady. Well—do you talk or shall we try a few tricks that usually serve to loosen even a man's tongue?"

"Give me time to think." Carol brushed a hand across her face as if she were tired. "Five minutes. I—I can't make up my mind now. I . . . ."

"Stay right in front of her, Mike," Gus ordered. "You two saps who let her snatch your gun—stand on either side of her. She'll have time to think all right. I've got things to do—take me ten or fifteen minutes—and when I get back you either talk, lady, or it's the finish. And if you're stalling for time to let the Black Bat get here—that's okay, too, because I'm stalling for the same reason. I want him to come, understand? He'll get here all right, but he won't ever leave—I believe me."

Gus slammed the door on his way out. Mike slowly drew a gun and held it limply—just a suggestion that she'd die fast if she attempted to escape. A deathly quiet settled. Two or three minutes later it was broken by the croak of a bull frog. Carol shivered. Perhaps the marsh where he held sway would be the spot she'd inhabit from now on—if Gus changed his mind about wrecking her with the car she'd stolen.

Then Carol almost gasped aloud. The bull frog absolutely was insistent about it all. His croaks were frequent and loud. Carol relaxed completely and even Mike and his two men seemed to be overcome by the quiet. Mike yawned lustily, but in the middle of it he gave a strangled gasp.

Carol began singing—at the top of her voice.

She sounded like the happiest girl alive.
CHAPTER VIII

The Exploring Death

RIVING straight back to his house, the Black Bat parked not far from the garden gate entrance and made certain his prisoner still was unconscious. He pushed him far down in the seat so no passerby would see him and then glided like the night itself toward the gate.

Silk met him in the laboratory and the Black Bat ordered:

"Put on your simplest disguise and go to the car. Drive the mug inside it to a park, drag him out and let him recover. Then hide and watch him. He'll head straight back to whatever rat hole the rest of his kind frequent. Follow him—and whatever you do don't lose him—for Carol hasn't reported!"

Without a word, Silk opened a drawer and began to disguise himself. "I believe Carol either has trailed those birds to their hideout and is watching them or they've captured her, Silk. This thug will lead you to her—so don't miss. If you find you are outnumbered, contact me here. If I'm not around, Butch will be; and I'll tell him how to reach me."

Silk changed his clothes to a cheap brown suit, and used his makeup kit. He no longer looked like the smooth, polished, ex-confidence man and servant. His face was uglier, his head no longer bald. He put a long barred thirty-two automatic into a hip holster.

Slipping through the tunnel, across the estate and out the garden gate, Silk reached the coupe and found the thug still unconscious. In the park, Silk stopped at a dark, isolated spot and hauled the man out. He searched him first, but found nothing of consequence. Leaving the man sprawled out beneath a bush, Silk retired to hide behind a thick tree trunk. In the inky darkness he'd never be seen.

Minutes slipped by and Silk grew impatient. Like the Black Bat, he believed that Carol had been captured. Silk's lips were drawn into a thin, straight line. If she were dead—or injured—he meant to play a grisly song with his automatic.

Then the thug sat up slowly, rubbed his swollen chin and looked around. He got to his feet, swayed drunkenly and began to lumber toward the road. Silk reached the coupe and followed him at a discrete distance. This coupe was an old, rather badly used piece of junk on the surface, but there was a smooth, powerful motor under the hood. It could never be traced to the Black Bat and the motor couldn't be heard ten yards away when turning over slowly.

The thug clearly had no idea where he was, but lights beckoned him toward the edge of the park. Reaching an avenue fairly heavy with traffic, he stopped long enough to find out whether or not he'd been robbed. Finding money, he yelled at a passing cab and got in. Now Silk really had a job on his hands, for that cab rolled fast.

THEY headed across town to the elevated roadway on the West Side. Silk cut into the lane of swiftly moving traffic on the express highway, picked up the cab again and held a steady pace until the cab shot off the busy highway and headed into a state road. It followed this for several miles and then slowed. Silk allowed his coupe to coast off the road into the protection of the darkness around the shoulders. The thug got out of the cab, paid the driver and began to trudge along. The cab turned around and returned to the city.

Silk realized he was bound for some nearby hideout, so he followed on foot. Suddenly the crook disappeared up a side road. Once or twice
he looked around, but Silk was a capable shadow and an indistinct shadow among shadows.

He followed the man almost to the clubhouse when he heard the whine of a motor car down the road, and dropped flat. The car pulled up at the rear entrance of the place and two men got out.

Rather faintly from somewhere above, Silk heard sounds of a brief scuffle. There was a moon and it gave light enough so he was enabled to see the partly open skylight. The noise came from there. Silk darted toward the building, tested the strength of a drain pipe and climbed it, easily and soundlessly. He squirmed across the room until he could peer through the skylight.

Carol was seated in a chair and being threatened by Gus. Silk heard the conversation, knew his time to act was limited and tried to determine how he could rescue Carol without exposing her to additional danger.

Crawling back, Silk slid down the drain pipe. He saw the vague outlines of a workshed about a hundred and fifty yards to the left. The small structure was locked, but the lock gave way readily to a short bit of steel which Silk was proficient at using. Inside, were the lawn mowers and equipment used to keep the course in a good state of repair. Silk found a coil of rope, slung this over one shoulder and stepped behind the supply shed. In his pocket he carried pliers equipped with wooden handles.

Now came the most ticklish part of his job. Silk had formulated a plan, but it was necessary that Carol know of it to carry out her end.

He had good inspiration when frogs in the swamp at the edge of the golf course croaked at the moon. Silk let out a loud croak. It sounded life-like. Then he set up croaking din, but there was method in his madness for, by a simple code, he signaled Carol to be ready and that escape would be effected through the skylight by means of a convenient rope.

He repeated this several times, jealous of the minutes that were wasted. Then Silk heard a clear, ringing voice. Carol was singing.

Silk followed the fringe of trees until he faced the back of the place. He waited a moment or two in order to make sure the crooks hadn't caught onto the meaning of those croaks and of Carol's singing. Then he reached the drain pipe and climbed it once more. Slithering across the roof top he took another look through the skylight. Silk would have liked this affair much better if the Black Bat were at his side.

The electric light wires ran from a pole at the west side of the clubhouse to a point not a dozen feet from where Silk lay. In the room below, Gus had returned to investigate Carol's crazy singing. To motivate it, Carol just smiled a silly grin at him, kept humming and tapping her foot in time to the tune. Gus wrinkled his nose, turned and walked out again.

Silk was busy preparing a loop in one end of the rope. He got it set to drop quickly and then crept over to where the electric light wires were installed. He cut them with the wooden handled plier, heard shouts from the room below and the sound of running, blundering footsteps. He reached the rope and let it fall.

Instantly it grew taut. Silk, no longer cautious now, stood up, braced himself and pulled Carol up until she was able to grasp the skylight frame and haul herself to the roof with Silk's eager help.

In the room below, Gus and two other men practically were fighting among themselves to find Carol in the pitch darkness. Someone lit a match. A scraping sound on the roof brought all eyes ceilingward. Gus yelled a curse as he saw Carol's ankle disappear through the skylight. He whipped out a gun and fired blindly. His men also joined in the shooting.
Silk's gun was in his hand. He motioned Carol to run for it, leveled the automatic and fired twice. A scream of pain attested to his marksmanship. Silk took a long chance then. There was a bank, rising about eight feet behind the clubhouse and reaching a point almost level with the roof. He gave a running jump, cleared the space and landed lightly. He slid down the bank and found Carol waiting.

"We'll cut across the edge of the golf course," he told her. "Against the dark background of the trees we're less likely to be seen."

"Isn't—the Black Bat along?" Carol panted.

"No—I'm handling this job alone though I'll confess it looked too much for me ten minutes ago. Let's get started."

They ran quickly to the southwest corner of the course and then streaked due south, keeping well hidden in the shadows. No shots came from the clubhouse, no men poured out of it to take up the hunt. Just a grim, ominous silence held sway and Silk didn't like it. Mugs like the ones who had captured Carol didn't give up so easily—or if something did impel them to—they'd have streaked toward their getaway cars.

Silk looked over his shoulder and gave a grunt of amazement. From one of the windows in the clubhouse came a soft, brownish yellow ray of light. Not exactly a beam, but just a light with none too much candlepower. It kept moving slightly, like a searching finger.

Carol saw it too. "What does it mean, Silk? Do you think...?"

"The invention those crooks may have? I don't know, Carol, but we've got to keep going. I..."

Suddenly a whole section of the earth—twenty feet in front of them, seemed to rise into the air. A terrific explosion accompanied this. Silk grabbed Carol and threw her flat on the ground. Dirt and stones thudded down upon their backs. When the fury subsided, Silk whispered words of encouragement to Carol and both
of them arose and ran forward again.

Another explosion, this one even closer, hurled them off their feet. Silk grabbed Carol's hand.

"We'll take a chance and cut directly across the golf course. Perhaps they spotted us and are turning that infernal machine our way—using it more or less blindly in the hopes of blasting us into bits. They won't expect us to risk an open dash for safety. Let's go—and fast."

They covered about a quarter of the distance across the field when that brownish yellow light flickered again, moving slowly as if by a gunner finding his range. A dozen yards to their left the earth was blasted. Dirt cut into Silk's face. Half blinded, he stumbled on. Carol threw an arm around his waist and they kept going.

Two more gigantic explosions, dangerously close, impeded their progress and then Carol took a long chance. Guiding Silk, she veered toward the further end of the field. As she reached its protecting shadows, a whole section of the surrounding brush leaped into the air. Silk stumbled and fell.

CAROL dropped, covering the back of her head with her clasped hands. Big pieces of shattered wood fell around them. Silk groaned as a piece of rock landed on his left shoulder.

"Crawl," Carol urged. "Crawl, Silk. There's a big crater where that explosion took place. We can hide in it until you recover. This way—hold my hand tightly."

Silk followed Carol, sliding down into the depths of a shallow crater. Carol went to work then, with a piece of her dress torn from the hem. She cleaned out most of the dirt from Silk's eyes.

"If that's a sample of what they can do with their invention—it's worth five times twenty million dollars," Silk grunted. "That damned thing followed us around like a dog on the scent. In daylight we'd certainly have been blasted to bits. Wait until the Black Bat hears about this sample of what they can do."

"Silk," Carol said curtly, "they're leaving. Both cars—without headlights—but I can hear the motors and see them once in awhile. Perhaps they'll search the whole golf course to see whether or not they disposed of us."

But the two cars rolled rapidly to the road and disappeared. Both Carol and Silk held their breaths, listening to the fading sound of the motors.

"They won't come back," Silk said softly. "Those explosions must have been heard in the distance and when their source finally is traced, those crooks don't want to be around here. Of course they took that machine with them, but just to make sure, let's risk going back to the clubhouse for a look."

"Why not?" Carol answered. "If the machine and its operators are gone, we should be safe enough."

Nothing happened as they headed back to the clubhouse. Silk found the door wide open. Gun in hand, he motioned Carol to stand aside. Then he bolted through the door, prepared to answer shot for shot if this were an ambush. Silence greeted him. He drew his flashlight, sent the beam inquiring into dark corners and then called to Carol.

They searched the place rapidly until they reached the room whence the brownish yellow beam of light had originated. This proved to be a shower room. The floor was made of cement and—encased in the cement were four heavy bolts, like those used to hold machinery in place. That alone was their clue to the Patriot's death dealing device which had tried to ferret them out and destroy them.

"Nothing," Silk groaned. "We'd better get out of here ourselves now. The coupe is parked on the highway and those mugs won't have seen it.
Let’s go—the quicker the Black Bat hears of this, the better.”

“Yes,” Carol agreed. “We can’t waste a moment now—after actually having had the death machine directed at us. One thing though—I’d recognize any of those crooks again.”

CHAPTER IX

Financier of Death

ELIEF flooding Tony Quinn’s face at sight of them was a plain indication of how much he cared for these two aides of his. In the privacy of the hidden laboratory, Silk and Carol told him just what had occurred.

“That doggone light just kept sweeping the golf course like a searching finger,” Silk said. “Then—I suppose—it picked us out and—bloooy—we were in the middle of a blitzkrieg! I’m telling you, sir, it’s the most ghastly thing I ever experienced.”

“It must have been,” Quinn said. “We know what we’re up against now. Carol, that man you knew as Gus sent one of his men, named Mike, back to town in order to find out whether or not the car you’d appropriated was stolen. Was Mike pretty sure of himself when he got back?”

“He was positive, Tony. Not only about the car, but also the fact that some fellow crook named Wicks hadn’t been locked up.”

Quinn frowned. “That means the mob has contact at headquarters, somehow. I have ideas, but they are based only on suspicion so I won’t voice them now. The bolts buried in the cement floor of the shower room indicate that the machine is large and apparently heavy. It also works under its own generated power. Silk proved that by cutting the electricity to the clubhouse. We’ve made a little progress at any rate. Now we all need rest. They won’t try anything more tonight.”

“What about that promised exhibition of their machine again?” Carol asked.

Quinn tapped the edge of the lab bench. “I’ve busied myself looking into possibilities. The Patriot, as he calls himself, has to give a really thorough exhibition of what his machine can do. Something highly effective and spectacular. Of course it’s impossible to prophesy his next move; but I’ve learned that there is to be a test run of several torpedo craft on the Hudson tomorrow afternoon.

“Those boats are the fastest things on water and invaluable if anybody ever gets crazy enough to try an invasion of our country from the sea. The test hasn’t received much publicity and could easily be watched from any of the various points along the course of the run. I think we’ll go out there tomorrow and have a look around.”

After Carol had departed and Silk returned to the house proper, Tony Quinn resumed his usual chair in front of the fireplace. His eyes were blind again, a cane rested between his knees and he puffed slowly on a well-heeled pipe full of fragrant tobacco.

His mind went over the details of the case. He put aside all thoughts of the death dealing device. That was just a machine and the destruction of it would mean little unless those men who knew its secret also were destroyed. The case was developing ramifications that coursed a winding path from Kurt Miller, a spy, all the way to pretty, little Viola King.

Quinn meant to question Viola’s fiancé at the first opportunity. He already had checked on Hank Stanish and found that he was well known as a sportsman, a motion picture producer who worked independently, and something of a power in
the entertainment world. He owned a number of small movie houses and seemed to be financially sound. Despite the fact that he was comparatively young, Standish had done rather well for himself. He’d been roughly treated at Viola’s house but not nearly as much as Jim Halton who claimed to be a partner of Viola’s father. Was Halton trying to edge in on some claim to the stolen invention?

ADDED to this confusion of developments was the fact that Joel King apparently had returned to his own house, opened his own safe and removed certain revealing details of that lethal weapon he’d invented. Hank Standish had insisted Joel King was one of those men who had returned. But why then hadn’t Carol or Silk seen him around the clubhouse? From their stories, the crooks fleeing by car hadn’t stopped to discharge any passenger so Joel King must have traveled with them to the golf course.

Calmly, Quinn tried to sort the details into some kind of a workable theory. Joel King presumably had completed a death dealing weapon that worked, more than likely, by radio impulses. Yet the reputation which Joel King enjoyed counteracted the idea of his holding the machine for twenty million dollars ransom.

What was Kurt Miller’s position in this mess? Was he a member of the mob—switching his patriotism from Germany and foregoing the placing of this great weapon into the hands of his fatherland’s army because there were twenty million dollars involved? Or was he eager to lay hands on the device as the Black Bat?

There was grey dawn in the sky when Tony Quinn went to bed.

Silk awakened him five hours later. “I’d have let you sleep longer, sir, but Miss Viola King just phoned and wants you to come to her house as soon as possible. Seems there is more trouble about her father.”

Quinn sat up and rubbed his eyes. “Good—I meant to see her today anyhow. As Tony Quinn, of course—not the Black Bat. I want to find out more about what happened last night. How’s breakfast coming along, Silk?”

“Very well. Fifteen minutes ought to be enough for a shower and shave. Miss Viola insisted that you were needed in a hurry, sir.”

As Quinn ate breakfast, Silk read the headlines about the case of the Twenty Million Dollar Patriot. The explosions at the golf course had been investigated and it was inferred that they had been caused by some device similar to that used by the Patriot. Editorials were more or less evenly divided between condemning the Patriot and agreeing he should be paid—or just condemning him.

Then Silk gave a grunt of surprise. “Wasn’t there someone named James Halton at Miss Viola’s home last night?”

“Yes—the Patriot’s boys mussed him up rather well, too. Why, Silk?”

“Because this guy Halton happens to be a United States Representative and he’s hinting rather openly that the twenty million should be paid at once to insure the government’s getting the device as quickly as possible. Maintains we’ve gone all out to fight dictatorships—and stopped at practically nothing—so why should we hesitate to settle with a crook and profiteer?”

“Is his picture in the paper?” Quinn said. “I thought it would be. Now just lay the paper on the table carelessly. When I get up, I’ll have a quick look at it.”

Quinn’s blank eyes possessed life for a bare instant as he pushed back his chair. In that flash they glimpsed the portrait in the newspaper.

“That’s Halton, all right.” Quinn picked up his cane and tapped a path into the hallway. “Rather a perfect set-up for the Patriot, too. That is,
if Halton is on his side. It doesn’t take many congressmen to convince the others when it’s a matter that more or less meets public opinion. Halton would be a good man for the Patriot to know.”

“Why can’t Halton be the Patriot?” Silk helped Quinn on with his coat. A car horn tooted outside. Silk looked through the window. “It’s Steve Cobb, sir, with his taxi. I called him as you ordered, but I don’t see why I couldn’t drive you as usual.”

QUINN put a friendly hand on Silk’s shoulder. “Steve Cobb is all right and he inadvertently got into a mess. Nice chap, too. He insists on paying me while acting as my chauffeur. Tell you what—meet me at the office around twelve-thirty. And Silk—fill the hidden compartment of the sedan with the regular paraphernalia, will you?”

Silk sucked in a sharp breath. “You mean the Black Bat . . . ?”

“May go into action in broad daylight for a change,” Quinn smiled. “It’s a risky business, but I’ve an idea that the Patriot will try out his device on the torpedo boat tests on the Hudson. They’re scheduled for two this afternoon and we’ll want to study the situation first.”

Steve Cobb was on the porch as Silk opened the door. Cobb took Quinn’s arm and helped him down the steps. Quinn’s cane tapped a rhythm as he moved along the sidewalk and into Cobb’s taxi.

“Swell morning, sir,” Cobb grinned. “Boy, wouldn’t I feel lousy if they had me locked up in some old cell on a day like this. I would have been, too—if it wasn’t for you. Where to, sir?”

“Let me see,” Quinn stroked his chin. “There’s a client on Malvin Street who wishes to see me. I think the address is something like number 602. Try that anyway.”

Steve Cobb drove there in quick time, got out and rang the bell of Viola King’s house. She opened the door, saw Quinn outside in the taxi and started to beckon him in. Quinn never moved a muscle and Viola turned slightly pink.

“Oh—I’d forgotten—he’s blind.”

“That’s okay, lady,” Cobb tipped his cap. “I’ll bring him in. He just wasn’t sure of the address—like he’d never been here before.”

“Why—he never has,” Viola said. “Please hurry.”

Cobb helped Quinn out of the car and on the way up the path to Viola’s home, Cobb asked whether or not he should wait.

“Yes,” Quinn replied, “but it may take some time and I’ll permit it only on one condition—that you allow me to pay the meter charge. Otherwise—it’s no sale.”

“Okay—sure, I ain’t never refused dough yet, Mr. Quinn, but like I said, I owe you plenty.”

“You owe me nothing, Steve. You’ve been very helpful and I appreciate it. I . . . ouch!”

Steve Cobb gulped. “Gosh, I forgot all about telling you where the step was. You okay now? Make it yourself?”

Quinn smiled. “My fault for not using the cane. I’m quite all right and—here comes Viola. Good morning.”

Viola came down the steps and aided him into the house. There were three men seated in the living room and Quinn’s apparently blank eyes never flickered with the surprise he felt.

One man was young Hank Standish—who might be expected to be around. Another was Jim Halton, congressman and alleged partner of Joel King. He wore a bandage around his head—a souvenir of last night’s grim affair. The third man was known to Quinn, but only by sight and reputation. He was George Lockwood, a restaurateur known from coast to coast because of the chain of cafeterias he owned.
Quinn said to Viola, "You didn't ask me how I knew it was you on the porch. People usually wonder how I recognize them when I can't see them or they haven't spoken."

"You knew my footsteps," Viola said rather curtly. "Please sit down, Mr. Quinn. I'm in some rather awkward trouble. Oh—I'd forgotten. There are three people here. My fiancé, Hank Standish, Mr. Halton and Mr. Lockwood."

"Congressman Halton?" Quinn stared blankly about six feet from the spot where Halton stood.

"Yes . . . yes, I'm that Mr. Halton," he said. I understand you are Miss Viola's attorney so I'll come right down to cases. For a long time I was associated with Viola's father as his secret backer. That is, I financed many of his experiments. Few panned out, but I kept providing the old fool with cash because I had faith in him.

"He was working on a device which would explode munitions, fuel tanks—even hydrogen gas if used in lighter-than-air craft. Such an invention would have profitized this country tremendously. Well—I think Joel King perfected his invention and is now holding out for the fantastic sum of twenty million dollars."

"And you want half?" Quinn asked very gently.

The response came from Lockwood, not Halton. He laughed with his head back and his stomach shaking.

"That was the fastest answer I've ever heard pulled," he roared. "Halton—I'm afraid you've bitten off a worthy opponent in Mr. Quinn."

"I don't want a penny out of it—except what I actually put into the affair". Halton glared at Lockwood.

"That's fair enough. But what is even more important is the fact that Joel King may dispose of this instrument to anyone who bids high enough. Oh, I thought him a harmless old codger until last night. See this bandage on my head . . . ?"

"He's blind," Lockwood whispered hoarsely. "How can he see?"

"Oh—oh, yes." Halton ceased pattering the bandage. "Anyway there is a bandage on my head. Doctor had to take three stitches. Last night I came here, peaceably and willing to be convinced my suspicions were in error. Viola insisted her father simply had disappeared and she didn't know where he was. Just about the time she had me convinced, four men entered the house. They were all well muffled with scarfs and coat collars and each one had a gun. When I remonstrated with one of them I was hit over the head with a gun butt."

"What in the world did four gunmen want here—with Viola King?" Quinn asked sharply.

"I'll tell you," Halton cut off Viola's effort to speak first. "Just before I passed out, I had a look at one of those men. It was Joel King—I swear it. He came here to open a wall safe and remove from it all the papers and drawings he had made in connection with his death machine. You know what happened to those bombers. They were blown to smithereens. Joel King did that."

"But if Joel King wanted his own papers, why didn't he openly return for them?" Quinn asked. "That would have been the most natural thing to do."

"Because he knows the police and the G-Men are after him. Because he knows that I'd turn him over in half a second if I ever laid hands on him. That man has changed from a harmless, crackpot inventor into the greatest menace this or any other nation has ever faced. With his death machine he can blast anything, anywhere, at will."

LOCKWOOD put in soothingly:

"Oh come now. "You're getting all wrought up about this, Halton. You were the only person out of three who recognized Joel King. Perhaps you were mistaken. Certainly his own daughter and her young man would
know Joel King if he appeared. They were here, too, you remember."

"I know what I saw," Halton insisted. "And I admit getting wrought up. Who wouldn’t—with this maniac running around loose? I know what Joel King can do because he told me his hopes. That’s why I have already started things humming to arrange a payment to the man. We’ll pay him, get the device and then hunt him down like the rat he is."

Quinn wasn’t listening too intently as Halton raged. He was thinking of Hank Standish, who had informed the Black Bat that he recognized Joel King the night before and now indicated he hadn’t recognized anyone.

Lockwood arose and signaled Halton to remain seated. He approached Quinn and looked at him.

"Halton is in a peculiar position. He assisted in promoting this death dealing device which Joel apparently invented. He’s a regular financier of death.

"Now Halton is betwixt and between. As a congressman he must decide whether or not to pay this crazy demand for something he helped to create. What Halton wants from all of you is complete secrecy about this. He intends to ask that the sum be paid.

"If the newspapers discover his true position — well, use your own judgment. Halton is all right—perfectly honest and sincere. I’m buying out his brokerage house because he is patriotic enough to sacrifice every line of work to devote all his time to defense duties in Washington."

"I see," Quinn said slowly. "It does place Mr. Halton in a peculiar position. So far as I’m concerned, you have my word not to speak. I’m sure the others also will respect your position."

"By the way," Quinn continued, "just what is your interest in this case? If I seem rude in asking, please remember that Viola King is my client and I must protect her."
Lockwood’s smile faded quickly. “Why I—I’m practically an associate of Congressman Halton. We—a—intend to carry out some important business. Now I can’t let him get sewed up in something like this without trying to help him.”

“I asked Lockwood to come,” Halton said hotly. “Insisted on it in fact. Lockwood is a clever man—and one of my very best friends. He has a perfect right to be here.”

Halton grabbed his hat, glared at Viola and Hank Standish and then stalked out. Lockwood smiled, bowed and followed him. Viola remained stony-faced. She turned on her heel and walked briskly out of the room.

“Am I alone?” Quinn asked somewhat petulantly.

“No sir—I’m here—Hank Standish. Say, Halton is a pretty temperamental fellow, isn’t he?”

“Oh—yes, of course. Mr. Standish you were also here last night when those men, described by Halton, invaded the house. Were they unnecessarily rough with Mr. Halton—with you—or Viola?”

“One of them just walked up to Halton and conked him one and—I owe that mug a favor now because that’s what I’ve felt like doing all along. Halton says he owns half of everything Joel King left. He has notes and papers, but Viola says her father never told her anything about signing over his inventions. Sure they got tough with Halton and me too. They tied me up.”

“And Viola?”

“We-ell—they just pushed her into a closet and locked the door. Firm about it, but they didn’t harm her.”

“And you are certain Joel King was not one of those four men? The fact that Halton was injured shows somebody in that quarter hated him. You were more or less neutral to that party and Viola was treated gently. Doesn’t that indicate Joel King?”

“Maybe it does,” Standish snapped, “but he wasn’t one of them. I got eyes. I can see.”

And a tongue which could also lie, Quinn thought. He arose, moved his cane before him and almost tripped on a slightly elevated door sill. Standish sprang forward to steady him.

“I’m sorry,” Standish said. “I didn’t mean to get sore, but Halton was so insistent and Viola has suffered so much . . .”

“I understand,” Quinn said. “Now, if you have nothing more to tell me, I think I’ll get back to my office. Halton won’t make any trouble immediately. His threats to use those demand notes were simply meant to intimidate you and Viola so news of his financial help to Viola’s father wouldn’t be made public.”

Standish nodded. “Yeah—I guessed that after he started talking. Want to know what I think? Halton knows all about the invention. He wants to pay off this—this killer and then horn in on the profits.”

Viola didn’t appear again and Steve Cobb was running up the walk as Quinn reached the steps. Quinn went straight to his offices. On the way he tried to puzzle out a few things—especially where Halton was concerned. The man was certainly in an ideal position to put over this deal. He was one of the few persons that knew Joel King worked on such a device. He must also have known how close to perfection it was inasmuch as he financed the whole affair.

Now he could put pressure in the right places, induce the payment of an incredible sum of cash to this man who called himself the Patriot. Could Halton be the Patriot? And why did Standish lie and Viola cease her act of an innocent, coy young girl? In a more minor vein, he wondered what George Lockwood was doing with Halton.

True, as a friend and possible business associate, he did have a legitimate right to stick with Halton and
do what he could to assist him—but was he remaining a bit too close? There was Kurt Miller to think about, too. The spy hadn’t put in an appearance since the fire in his tenement. Kurt Miller was a man to beware of if Tony Quinn could read faces correctly. It was even possible that Miller might be the Patriot. Certainly he would be willing to dicker with the man for the purposes of getting that invention. This fact rather explained the reason why the Patriot so callously resorted to murder. He played two games—one with the United States authorities, the other with Miller and his Axis Powers. Perhaps he hoped to collect from the highest bidder—or even both of them?

CHAPTER X

Publicity for Murder

LIEUTENANT Commander Pierce, in charge of the torpedo tests, held the receiver of his telephone so hard his knuckles glistened starkly white.

A calm voice was giving him a dire warning:

“This is the Black Bat, Commander. You will recall that a man who calls himself the Patriot and claims to have exhibited the powers of a death-dealing device has promised further proof of his claims. He requires something very big—something that will stun the entire nation. I’m afraid your test runs today will offer him the best chance. Therefore I advise all caution.”

Lieutenant Commander Pierce was torn between a desire to notify an aide and try to have this call checked, or to listen and accept the advice of this greatest of all crime fighters. “I’m not accustomed to taking advice from someone I do not know,” Pierce said, “but I do understand what you have in mind. I shall inspect the three craft most rigidly and maintain a constant guard over them. However, if this so-called Patriot does possess such a device, what good will searching the craft do?”

“Nevertheless—search them,” the Black Bat insisted. “Be certain of anyone who comes in contact with the craft.”

There was a click and the connection was cut off. Pierce hesitated a moment and then phoned Police Headquarters. Mention of the Black Bat’s name brought him the instant and exclusive attention of Captain McGrath.

Pierce repeated what the Black Bat had told him. “Can the man really be trusted?” he asked. “Do you think I should take his word for this?”

“By all means,” McGrath howled. “If the Black Bat even has a remote hunch, it always turns out the way he says. That guy doesn’t fool, Commander. Take my guarantee for it.”

McGrath hung up and then quickly raised the receiver again and told the switchboard operator to ring the home of Tony Quinn. McGrath received no answer. He tried Quinn’s office and was told he’d left for the day. McGrath had a smug little smile on his face as he walked briskly toward Commissioner Warner’s office.

The Black Bat had phoned Commander Pierce. Tony Quinn was neither at home nor in his office. Silk hadn’t answered either. Therefore it was logical to assume, in the face of facts McGrath was certain of, that Tony Quinn and the Black Bat never could be in two different places at the same time and that Quinn had done the phoning. He opened Commissioner Warner’s door, took several steps inside and then stopped cold.

Tony Quinn sat in a chair facing the Commissioner. Silk was parked near the window, a scowl on his face. Silk had little love for McGrath.

“You seem surprised—perhaps stunned would be the proper word,”
Warner sat back slowly. "And you thought Quinn couldn't be here and make a call as the Black Bat at the same time, eh? You're getting stupider about this Black Bat phobia day by day. That's beside the point now. The Patriot would try a stunt like that. Think of the publicity! McGrath—select a picked squad of thirty men. Arm them with sub-machine guns and station them around the point where the tests are to be made. Cover the entire route on our side of the river.

"I'll contact Jersey Police and have them cover their side. Sorry, but I'm afraid I'll be busy. I—say—want to come along? There might be some fireworks to break up the monotony."

Quinn shook his head and McGrath, on the way out, hesitated to hear Quinn's final answer. McGrath was by no means satisfied about this. Quinn was and always would be the Black Bat in his estimation.

"No, Commissioner," Quinn said, "I'd only be in the way. Thanks for the invitation, but really..."

"Come along," Warner insisted.

"Silk can go too and be your eyes—as he always is. McGrath—what in thunder are you hanging around for? Get busy!"

Warner abruptly left the office for a few moments. Silk arose and sauntered over beside Tony Quinn. "Is there anything I can get you, sir? And do you really think we should go along?"

Silk brushed an imaginary bit of debris from Quinn's shoulder and leaned down as he did so. He spoke in a whisper this time.

"Who called in that warning, sir? Not you!"

"I don't know who did," Quinn answered and his lips hardly moved. "Certainly not Butch. I gave him no such orders. All I can figure out is that the Patriot did it. Why? To build up publicity—to get the full facts of this business smeared all over every newspaper. To train the people so they'll believe he should be paid off—and promptly. I..."

"Yes sir," Silk said aloud. "I'll be at your side every moment. Oh—it's Commissioner Warner back."

"We're all set," Warner jammed on his hat. "Take Quinn to my car out front, Silk. I'll be along in a moment."

"Maybe," Silk offered when they were alone in front of Police Headquarters, "it's just a stall to keep the cops and F.B.I. men concentrated at one point while the Patriot strikes in another."

"No—I doubt it," Quinn answered. "Destroying those torpedo boats would be an excellent method of getting necessary publicity. He issued a warning under the Black Bat's name because it would add to the interest of the case. Silk—we can't accompany the Commissioner in his car. What if something turns up? I intended to be on the scene as the Black Bat anyway. I'll insist I might be in the way and only agree to go if you drive me in my car. No use arousing McGrath's suspicions either—which we would do if we had to disappear suddenly when he was around."

"Warner's coming now," Silk said.

Quinn did some fast talking and convinced Warner he was right. Half an hour later they followed War-
ner's car through the carefully guarded gate leading into the Navy Station where the torpedo boats were parked.

"Holy Smokes," Quinn muttered. "Over there—talking to the Naval officer. Look, Silk—the taller man is George Lockwood and the other is my old friend, Jim Halton, partner of Joel King, instigator of a determination to pay off the Patriot. Drive over. Park close by them. I'd like to hear what they're talking about."

SILK brought the car to such a smooth halt that none of the three men, facing the torpedo boats now, heard it. Halton was talking.

"If you have completely searched all three craft, Commander Pierce, there seems little else we can do. It's a useless gesture, anyhow, because the instrument used to blow up those bombers required nothing planted on them. This device attacks energy stored up in such things as gasoline, explosives and the like."

Silk whispered, "I wasn't carrying anything up energy when they set that damned yellow light in my direction. Nor Carol either. We'd used up even our physical energy getting away from the place. Yet those explosions and craters were not our imagination, believe me."

"Quiet." Quinn had his head cocked and those supersensitive ears of his listened to George Lockwood make a very worthy suggestion.

"If that's the case—about the stored up energy, I mean—then why carry loaded torpedoes. Of course you can't operate without fuel, and if the gas tanks exploded, your men would have a chance, but—if a loaded torpedo ever let go..."

Halton whistled softly. "Very good, Lockwood. I'm proud of you. Yes—those torpedoes must be removed and dummies substituted. Can you do that, Commander?"

"Of course—we'll weight the dummy torpedoes with lead shot to make their weight exactly that of the real ones. We're testing speed this time, you see, and must travel under average conditions. I'll see to it at once."

Quinn explained to Silk what he'd overheard. "Lockwood had a good idea there. I was going to suggest it myself, if I could find the proper loophole. All I hope is that somebody thinks of examining the dummy torpedoes."

"Tell me," Silk said slowly, "do you really think those crooks have to plant something in the object they're going to blow up?"

"Who knows, Silk? If we had the secret of the Patriot's machine, he'd be licked. The facts so far point to the idea that their device works independently and can pick out any target. Look—they're bringing the dummy torpedoes over."

"And there goes Lockwood, giving some more advice."

Quinn listened intently. "And good advice too—he wants them to open those torpedoes. It's time for us to be on our way. If Commissioner Warner wants to know why I won't stay—I'll tell him some excuse or other. Like wanting to have you describe the test to me from some point up the river where they travel full speed."

Silk turned the car around and drove to the gate. Quinn's eyes were looking blankly straight ahead, but he saw three uniformed sailors come out of a supply building. Each carried a box about a foot square.

"Ask the guard what those men are carrying," Quinn told Silk. "Do it without arousing any suspicion whatsoever."

Silk braked the car and two guards came over. Silk said, "If you see Commissioner Warner, tell him Mr. Quinn decided not to stay. This place is too busy for us to interfere. A minute ago I doggoned near ran over three sailors. They were carrying a small box each and they walked like those boxes were full of eggs."
One guard laughed. "Oh, you mean those guys who came out of the supply house. They were carrying officially sealed speedometers to check the test run of those boats. I'll tell the Police Commissioner if I see him. The test will really look like something about two miles north of this point."

Silk drove through the gates and uttered a groan. "Oh-oh—here comes good old Captain McGrath and has he got an eagle eye on us. Do you think he'll try to follow us, sir?"

Quinn's head never moved as McGrath drove by, practically leaning three quarters of the way out of a window to see if anyone was with Quinn. He gave the blind attorney a sharp appraisal, but there was little satisfaction in that because Quinn never changed his expression nor the direction of his eyes.

CHAPTER XI

Murder Test

FIFTEEN minutes later Silk pulled up along a quiet spot overlooking the river. Below them the three torpedo boats would streak for a new record or—swift death. Everything possible to safeguard those aboard the craft had been done. Guards were posted, the boats searched thoroughly, no strangers allowed to come close by them.

Silk had chosen this place wisely for a clump of trees practically hid the car from the highway behind it. Tony Quinn quickly opened a hidden compartment in the rear of the car, took out a black suit of fine, heavy silk. He donned this and also put on a black shirt and tie. The Black Bat's hood and cape were handy. Two automatics went into his pockets and the Black Bat was ready for action.

He picked up a high powered telescope, got out of the car and made his way almost to the edge of the cliff overlooking the river. He used the telescope, studying the opposite shore intently. Within the next half hour those boats would come roaring up the river.

The Patriot had given warning that he'd attack—but where? Along the ten or fifteen mile course there were a thousand places which might hide him and his lethal apparatus. Patrolling this section under such short notice practically was impossible. The test should have been called off; but the Navy never will be bulldozed.

The Black Bat gave an audible grunt. His telescope had spotted the brilliant reflection of sunlight upon highly polished glass. Someone, across the river, was watching through binoculars. He studied the area carefully through his own lens. Twice he caught a glimpse of men moving stealthily.

The Black Bat returned to the car and got in.

"Silk—get going. Take me over the bridge—two miles north of here. Then head south again until I tell you to stop. Go as fast as you dare. I've spotted them—on the other side of the river."

Silk speeded, then slowed and followed the line of traffic across the bridge at a leisurely pace because the bridge police were keeping it moving slowly. With a tweed jacket over his black suit and a robe covering his legs, Tony Quinn had his head turned slightly as if to sniff the river breeze sweeping over the bridge. In reality his eyes were riveted far down the river, looking for the first signs of spray from those racing torpedo boats. If he didn't reach the location of the killers in time men would die.

Then, to complicate matters, there was a slight accident up ahead and all west bound traffic was stalled. Silk fidgeted and squirmed. Tony Quinn had to hold himself in check. Ten
minutes were wasted—minutes that might spell the difference between life and death.

They reached the other side, sought the narrow road running close to the river and Silk tore down it. Suddenly Quinn barked an order.

"Stop and shut off your motor. We're almost there and—the torpedo boats are coming. Hide the car, Silk. Find a hidden spot for yourself too and watch the river."

The Black Bat donned his cape and hood, plunged into the brush bordering the road and vanished from sight. Silk concealed the car, got out and approached the steep cliff overlooking the water. He lay prone, glued Quinn's telescope to his eye and picked up the three speeding boats. They were half in and half out of the water, like racing dolphins. Behind them was a white fury of a wake.

Twice Silk heard cars pass on the road behind him—pass slowly as if patrolling the area. This might do some good if the crooks attempted to get clear; but hidden—as they were—it would require a small army of police to comb this section.

Silk turned his attention to the boats again. They'd soon be about opposite the spot where the Black Bat had seen the sun's reflection against glass.

Then it happened. There was no warning, no preliminaries. All three boats suddenly disappeared, as if wiped off the river by a gigantic, invisible hand. Debris flew in all directions. There really wasn't much left to sink because the pieces were small and hardly identifiable.

Silk just closed his eyes and murmured a prayer for the men who had died to inflate the ego of a killer. The lethal device which Joel King had perfected must have worked like a charm.

The Black Bat was running egged on by the ever increasing roar of the powerful engines in those boats. Then came the explosion. The Black Bat's pace didn't falter. He knew just about where the murderer's lair was located and he meant to head off their escape if possible.

Someone, moving clumsily, reached a small, cleared space and kept running like mad. It was Kurt Miller—the spy. As he disappeared, two men suddenly burst through a heavy area of brush. They saw the tall, black clad figure with its cape outspread and looking like a great bird in the act of taking off. Both men reached for their guns. The Black Bat seemed to barely move his arms and then two automatics were blazing death. One crook fell flat on his face and never moved under his own volition again. The other gave a yelp of terror, turned and disappeared in the brush.

The Black Bat crashed after him, caught a glimpse of the man as he burst into a clearing and heard him shout an alarm. Bullets began to chop at the foliage and the Black Bat went into a nose dive.

He could see a wrecking car, just getting started. The cab was thicker than usual and he saw why. A narrow door still was open and through it protruded a squat, dull painted telescope-like affair. It was Joel King's lethal machine. Then the door was slammed shut by someone within and the truck raced away.

Six or eight men were left behind, but there were two other cars waiting and ready to whisk them to safety. The Black Bat lifted his guns, sighted them carefully and made certain the driver of one car wouldn't help the fiends escape. Then he concentrated on the other and repeated his performance.

Rolling over several times he escaped the fusillade of lead that tried to ferret him out. Five of the crooks were running toward him, separated and crouched like an attacking army of trained troops. The Black Bat wanted one of those cars so that he
could take up the chase of the fake wrecking truck. The machine of sudden death was the paramount objective. These thugs meant little in comparison to that, but he had to clear a path through their ranks.

Both guns spat. One crook threw up his arms, staggered a few paces and then dropped to vanish in the tall grass. The others ducked out of sight. The Black Bat edged to the left, always drawing a little closer to the parked cars.

When he estimated that his chances of reaching one without injury were good, he plunged out of the brush and raced across the cleared space.

Bullets followed him and he fired over his shoulder a couple of times to discourage any attempts at real sharpshooting. Then he reached the nearest car, opened the door and pushed the dead driver aside. He slid behind the wheel, started the motor and rolled toward the second car. His guns blasted briefly at the tires when he was directly beside the vehicle. He doubted that they'd use this car in pursuit.

He reached the road, slowed and saw the tire marks of the wrecking truck. It had turned north. He stepped on it. Unless the wrecking truck was geared for high speed, he would be able to overtake it within the next ten or fifteen minutes. There were very few side roads and these were so bad that any driver, intent on escaping, would hardly have tried to negotiate them. Still, the Black Bat slowed up enough so he could have spotted fresh tracks.

He knew that somewhere, well behind him now, he must have flashed past the spot where Silk was hidden. Gripping the wheel, fighting the car over this rough road every moment, the Black Bat not only had to watch for the wrecking truck, but avoid any police patrols as well.

He was fairly certain that he'd gone beyond the end of the proposed test run for those torpedo boats and this area would hardly be patroled. However, the shots must have been heard and following so quickly on the destruction of the boats, all police must have recognized them as a clarion call for attention. Police cars would be following by this time.

Suddenly the road curved sharply to the left and the Black Bat found himself rolling downhill. The road no longer was hemmed in by trees and shrubs—just a vast, wide open area lay in front of him and—about a mile ahead was the wrecking car, racing at top speed.

The Black Bat laid a gun on the seat beside him, did everything but push the foot accelerator through the floor boards and gained on the truck. He realized that they'd try desperate means to keep the truck—and the secret it contained—out of his hands.

The truck left the road and began hurtling down a meadow toward the river. Just about the time the Black Bat began to worry if the killers were intent on driving the truck over the cliff and into the river, the driver changed course and bumped toward a summer cottage located about thirty feet from the edge of the cliff. Far below, the upper Hudson flowed like a sheet of silver in the late afternoon sunlight.

Very soon it would be dusk and then—darkness—wherein the Black Bat operated at top efficiency.

He turned into the meadow hardly relaxing his break-neck speed. Two men leaped out of the truck, but there must have been a third who drove because the truck rolled up to an attached garage and stopped. The men who had jumped out, opened the doors and the truck moved in. The doors closed and that was all there was to it.

The Black Bat stopped his car and tried to figure it all out. Three men in that cottage with the lethal instrument. Did they intend to defend themselves with it, blast anything and
everything that tried to dislodge them?
That was the logical answer: yet the Black Bat showed no hesitation. He could reach the cottage in only one way—straight across the vast clearing. He’d run into gunfire or that deadly series of radio impulses and rays, whatever the machine operated on.
Flat on his belly, he wriggled a little closer, guns ready. He watched the windows and doors narrowly. If one of them opened, he’d fire instantly—give them no chance to get their murder machine into action. Nothing happened. Just a grim silence held sway; and the Black Bat didn’t like it.
He sprinted closer to the cottage, reached its walls and flattened himself against the boards beside the rear entrance. There was no porch, just three small steps leading to the door. The Black Bat made a dive toward the door, grabbed the knob and twisted it. The door opened. No mass of hot lead came out to greet him, no brownish yellow flashes of a deadly ray were centered upon him. Just more of that grim, complete silence.
This had all the earmarks of a trap. Three men had entered this cottage. The only way they could have gotten out was by leaping from the cliff which was akin to suicide.
The Black Bat passed through the tiny kitchen, saw a door to the attached garage and headed that way. No matter what happened afterwards, if he could destroy the lethal machine, any sacrifice would be worthwhile. The truck was there. At the further end of the garage were a number of piled wooden boxes. The Black Bat paid no attention to them—he was far too intent on the wrecking car and what it must contain.
That was why he failed to see a pair of sharp, cruel eyes peering through an especially arranged peep-hole in the barricade of boxes. The Black Bat jumped aboard the truck, looked sharply for the hidden door he’d seen wide open as the truck moved off—and found it without much trouble. His sensitive fingers passed over the duco finish until they felt a hardly perceptible lump. Pushing this caused the narrow door to open.

THE Black Bat gave a hoarse groan of despair. The hidden compartment was empty. The truck must have been especially geared, travelled as fast or faster than his commandeered car and the lethal machine had been unloaded somewhere.
Suddenly the Black Bat whirled around, both guns at a ready angle. The three thugs who had been in the truck, were converging on him from three sides. The Black Bat didn’t wait for an invitation to shoot. His guns opened up and two of the thugs jumped for protected places. The third aimed deliberately and squeezed the trigger with the Black Bat’s head
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squarely in the sights. As the mechanism worked and a bullet went hurtling on its way, the Black Bat just let himself go completely limp and dropped like a sack of potatoes. One arm twisted around his body. Two gleaming eyes shone from the slits in his hood and—the gun in one hand barked. The thug went down, moaning.

The other two crooks took advantage of the Black Bat’s preoccupation and fled through the cottage to the back door. They streaked out of it as if a dozen assorted devils were at their heels.

Silk—who had instantly taken up the chase—now was observing the cottage, from a point about a quarter of a mile away. He saw a car close to the house, but didn’t know it was the one driven by the Black Bat.

Then the rear door erupted two men who pounded crazily across the ground. A third came catapulting out and then Silk saw the reason for their haste. From a spot directly opposite where he was hidden, came those brownish-yellow flashes of light.

The lethal machine!

Sirens were howling and brakes screeched. Police came rushing across the cleared space toward the cottage. Silk arose, yelling lustily and waving his hands. They couldn’t identify him from that distance and even if they could—Silk would have done the same thing.

For some reason the crooks were intent on blowing that cottage into oblivion. Silk knew why about half a second later. The third man saw the police, veered sharply and ran straight toward the cliff. As he was almost opposite the house, a figure in black stood in plain view for a moment in the doorway. He had a gun in his hand and it roared.

At that instant everything vanished in a halo of smoke and destruction. Police were hurled flat by the concussion. Silk just sat down, very slowly, and closed his eyes.

The Black Bat had been in that cottage—he’d seen him and knew that the Black Bat was dead.

CHAPTER XII

Avenge the Black Bat

WHEN Captain McGrath and Commissioner Warner reached the scene half an hour later, a detective lieutenant, still covered with dirt from the explosion, told them what had happened.

“We first heard shots back there where the boats were blown up. We found a dead crook and heard car motors fading in the distance. We started a chase. It was slow work because we had to stop at the crossroads to see if they’d changed their course.

“Then we spotted this car—what’s left of it is still down there near the crater. Anyway, just as we began to close in on the cottage, somebody stood up way over to the left and yelled like mad. We knew it was a warning of some kind. I looked all around and right over there—behind those trees, I saw a funny kind of a light. It was yellow—maybe brown.

“Anyway that’s about all there was to it. Just before the explosion, some of my boys saw a guy come running out of the cottage. The Black Bat was inside, too, and started shooting at this mug.”

McGrath turned pale. “Are you trying to tell us the Black Bat was blown up with the house?”

“That’s it. He was right in the doorway, fighting to the last. The guy he shot at disappeared too—guess he was pretty close to the cottage and went up with the explosion.”

Commissioner Warner turned away slowly. McGrath licked his lips, started to say something and then piv-
oted quickly. He gulped, walked up beside Warner and they looked at one another.

"I—guess that—finishes the case of—the Black Bat," McGrath said with a great sigh. "I always knew he’d go out like that—with both guns shooting at some louse who didn’t deserve to live."

"Then why the devil aren’t you happy about it?" Warner roared. "You’ve hunted the man until you were blue in the face."

"Well, I—I don’t know. It seems like I—really lost a friend, Commissioner. Like you, maybe. I was pretty tough on Quinn at that, I guess."

"It wasn’t Quinn who was blown up in that cottage," Warner snapped. "I left him at the Naval test grounds."

"Sure you did—and I saw him driving away. Look, Commissioner, I know it was Quinn. To prove it, all we have to do is go to his house and wait. He won’t come back. Ten men saw him die. And that damned machine—look here, sir—I want an assignment like the one I had concerning the Black Bat. I want to run down the rats who killed him—if it takes the rest of my life."

"You’ll have your chance," Warner said. "After what has happened, I don’t think there’ll be much opposition to paying off this leech who claims to be a Patriot. He’ll get his money. If he doesn’t double-cross us, we’ll have that device he uses and then—then McGrath—go get him. Become another Black Bat if necessary. Throw all rules and regulations overboard. Shoot to kill if you must—do—anything. Oh, what’s the use of talking? Our hands are tied. Everyone will be convinced of the efficiency of the Patriot’s machine. We can’t make a move until it is in the proper governmental hands."

McGrath blew his nose rather lustily. "Yes sir. But I’m getting busy at once. If I find anything, I’ll lay low so as not to gum up any arrangements to contact the Patriot. Later on, I’ll drift over to Quinn’s house—just to verify things."

SILK made his way back to where Tony Quinn’s car was hidden, got in and drove away, avoiding the police easily. He drove to town, rolled the car into the garage and walked slowly to the house. It was like a tomb when he entered. Silk’s face was hard as granite, his eyes shining and cold with fury. He picked up the phone and made two calls.

Ten minutes later Butch was clumsily trying to comfort Carol.

"Look, Carol," he said, "he wouldn’t want us to mope around. We gotta get on the trail of them rats right away. Ain’t that the agreement—if any of us get—get—well just don’t come back, the others must carry on."

Carol looked up. "Yes—of course, Butch. We can’t waste a moment. Tony told us a great deal so we’re not working in the dark. There are suspects to be watched. Silk—you take James Halton. To me, he seems very suspicious. I’ll see to this Nazi spy—Kurt Miller. He simply can’t be involved with the Patriot because he’d have disappeared with the lethal weapon long ago if he could get his hands on it. Therefore, I’ll go see him, say I’m from the Patriot and let him make me an offer. If he has been approached before—which I rather think possible—he’ll contact the Patriot or one of his men. Butch—you’ll remain outside Miller’s house and follow him if he leaves."

Silk was already at work donning a disguise. This one turned him into an apple-cheeked, straw haired man ten years younger. An old, rather battered suit and hat finished the picture and Silk looked much like a farmer’s son on a visit to the big city. Not too obviously so, but this disguise had tricked dozens of confidence men and they were among the most discerning crooks on earth. Silk was sure it would also trick the Patriot or any of his cohorts.
Carol was talking again, her voice steady, her mind clear and intent on one thing—vengeance!

"After I prepare the ground for Butch, I'll go see this Viola King. Tony wasn't quite satisfied with the manner in which she has been acting. It's hardly possible that she is involved unless her father voluntarily disappeared with his accursed invention."

"Hey," Butch looked up suddenly, "I just thought of something. Suppose McGrath comes snooping around?"

"Let him," Silk barked. "What difference does it make now? Our job is to concentrate on the man who is responsible for Tony's death."

Carol looked squarely at Silk. "You actually saw it, Silk? There's no doubt in your mind? None at all?"

"I'm sorry, Carol. He was in the doorway of that cottage, shooting like mad at one of the crooks. There couldn't have been any mistake and nobody—nothing—could have moved fast enough to get out of the way of the blast. Good luck with Miller. We'll meet here later on."

Silk jumped into the tunnel. Butch paced the floor with mincing steps that would have looked funny under ordinary circumstances. Carol had seen faces alight with hatred before but nothing to equal the look on Butch's features. His mighty hands kept working, as if there was an imaginary neck within their grasp.

CAROL drove her own car to the vicinity of Miller's home. She used a powder puff, rouge and lipstick rather lavishly before she got out.

"There's a deep doorway directly across the street from Miller's house," she told Butch. "Hide there. I'll go in and try to smoke him out. Tony knew all about him, but did nothing except destroy a lot of accumulated maps and things because he wanted to give Miller his head—let him lead the way to the Patriot. We're following Tony's plans, Butch, so don't muffle this."

Carol walked boldly to the front door, rang the bell and when Miller thrust his lined face against a window, Carol signaled him covertly by exhibiting a piece of paper upon which was written one word PATRIOT.

Miller's eagerness to let her in gave away his whole attitude on this case. Getting that lethal device was Miller's one aim in life. He closed the door, snapped two locks and put a burglar chain in place. Then he faced Carol.

"You are from—him?"

"Yes. We are willing to sell to the highest bidder, as you probably know. You must be prepared to state a price, but first—can you raise the cash with the assets of your country frozen?"

"I can raise the money," Miller answered excitedly. "It would be worth it just to know the Black Bat is dead. I have heard. It was a clever job. I will also confess that I guessed your employer would blow up those new torpedo boats so—I was in a position to watch it all. Very well done. I am satisfied that your device is worth all the millions you ask."

"Good," Carol said, "but you must work fast. I am in no position to bargain with you, but—I take it you know who is."

Miller nodded eagerly. "Yes—of course. I have only been waiting for word to act. You shall go with me—eh?"

"No—I work outside the organization and take my orders direct from the Patriot. You will proceed alone, Herr Muller. You see—I even know your right name."

Carol stepped aside while Miller unlocked the door again. She gave him a curt nod, walked out and hurried down the street to where her car was parked.

Miller watched her stride away, and a nasty grin spread over his wide face. He locked up, hurried to the tele-
phone and dialed a number. "This," he announced excitedly, "is Kurt Miller. A young woman was here—who said she was from the Patriot. That is a laugh. A spy—she was. It is a plan to have me lead the way and betray all of you. But I am too clever."

"What did the girl look like?" the man at the other end queried.

Miller gave a very good description and heard the other man curse.

"Yeah—I know her all right. Smart as a whip, too. Listen, Miller, here is what you do. They'll expect you to go somewhere and contact us. Go out in a big rush, walk directly to the small park half a dozen blocks north of your home. It's dark there. When you reach a pitch black spot, duck aside and leave the rest to me. She'll follow and it'll be the last time she works against us."

Miller agreed, hung up and hurried out of the house. Butch took up the chase, hanging way back, but keeping Miller in sight every moment. Miller made no attempt to see whether or not he was trailed, but just went briskly straight toward the park.

As the German passed through a particularly dark portion, he heard a sibilant hiss and ducked behind a bush. Butch kept on coming, peering through the darkness for a glimpse of Miller.

Then two men hurtled out of the night toward him. Both held guns clubbed. Butch didn't move a muscle until the guns came up to finish him off. Then both his hands flew out, and when they fanned back in again each was grasping a thug. Their heads came together with a resounding crack and both dropped heavily.

But Butch, occupied with these two, was in no position to ward off the second attack from behind. Another pair leaped at him. Guns slashed down and Butch faltered under the impact. Still another man—suave, debonair Gus—stepped in close with a blackjack upraised. This blow was effective. Butch sprawled on the grass.

The two thugs he'd knocked half senseless were helped to their feet. One looked down at the huge bulk of a man.

"I thought it was gonna be a dame," he grumbled. "That guy ain't human. I never felt fingers so strong—thought they was gonna bust my neck right in two."

"Yeah," the other victim of Butch's tactics stepped closer. His gun centered down at Butch's head. "And the best thing to do with an elephant like him is blast his brains out."

Gus knocked the gun aside. "You nit-wit. How do we know who he is? Cop, G-Man, or maybe a guy who worked for the Black Bat. We've got to find out. The way you mugs act shows why you're always going to be just mugs. There isn't a thimbleful of brains between you. Now get the car over here and toss this man mountain inside. We're going to the seashore."

"Okay," one of the thugs growled. "Plenty of water there to drown a gorilla like him. I'll get the car."

CHAPTER XIII

Hideout

SILK KIRBY'S task proved much simpler. He went directly to Jim Halton's home, found it dark and used a picklock on the back door. Inside, he refrained from turning on any light and used a flash with tape across the lens. Only a narrow ray of light showed. Halton's big desk seemed the most likely place to begin work and Silk picked the locks. They presented him with a mass of evidence—most of it rather astounding. First of all, Halton
wasn’t the wealthy man his reputation indicated.

In fact, he was all but penniless through some foolish investments. Lockwood really had bought out his brokerage agency and the money he’d paid also was gone. If finances meant anything, Halton was by far the most logical man to suspect.

Silk checked further, finding that Halton had disposed of several pieces of property. But the one easiest to sell, and for which he could have received the best price, was still in his name. A twenty thousand dollar home at the shore near Pelham. Its acreage and assessment indicated just how easily this could have been disposed of. Why? Silk wondered if the answer concerned a likely spot where the Patriot’s men could hide and where that lethal instrument could be safely kept. At any rate the place warranted a visit.

Silk replaced everything exactly as he found it, gave the rest of the house a hasty examination and then returned to where his car was parked. He sat behind the wheel for a moment, reflecting just what the Black Bat would have done under the circumstances. His usual policy had been—when in doubt — attack. The answer to the problem would come much more swiftly then. Silk started driving toward the city line and Pelham, a few miles beyond it.

He knew that this would probably be the last case he or the others ever would handle. Without the Black Bat at the helm, continued fight against crime was hopeless. But—those who were responsible for the Black Bat’s death were going to pay. Silk’s mind was grimly made up on that score and he was sure Carol and Butch felt the same way.

Some of the details concerning the case had been locked up in the Black Bat’s mind. To Silk, Jim Halton seemed the most logical man to suspect. He needed money, he knew about the invention of Joel King, he was a congressman and in a position to press for payment of that huge sum of cash to the Patriot.

Lockwood’s continued presence around the different scenes of the case also intrigued Silk. Lockwood was a pleasant gent—almost too genial and willing. Then Kurt Miller—Silk put him out of it. Miller’s ambition was to acquire the lethal machine for himself. True, he’d probably go to any steps to insure getting the machine, but so far only the fine hand of the Patriot had shown in the crimes.

With a full description of the house and a mental picture of just where it was located, Silk had little trouble in finding Halton’s big summer home. It had a private beach, fenced in, a big sprawling porch and many rooms. At least fifteen men could hide out here. On either side of it were two estates, much like Halton’s; but both were closed because the weather would be unseasonable for weeks.

THERE were lights in Halton’s house. Silk left the car, wished that he possessed the eyes through which the Black Bat had penetrated darkness so readily, and doggedly moved forward. He slipped a gun into his side coat pocket and kept his hand wrapped around the butt.

So far as Silk knew, Butch was trailing the spy and Carol was investigating Viola King further. He’d get no help from them if things went sour. Without the Black Bat it was clear that the whole business had been placed on a touch-and-go basis. Mistakes meant death.

Silk squatted behind the big garage and studied the house intently. The back door was closed and more than likely locked. All windows were down and so far as he could see, not an avenue for quiet entrance to the place existed. The best move was to lure one or more of the occupants out so they’d create an entrance for Silk. His brain clicked smoothly.
If lights should suddenly appear in either of the next door houses and the Patriot's gang was holed up in Halton's place — certainly someone would be sent to investigate. The presence of neighbors might interfere badly with their plans.

Silk cut across the estates, climbed the high wire fence and forced open the back door of the house to the south of Halton's place. In these big houses electricity was kept in service the year around so when he flicked a light switch, the room became bright. Silk lit the lights all over the first floor.

Then he hurried out of the place, went back over the fence and waited, his eyes glued on the back door of Halton's summer home. As he expected, the lights next door did arouse the curiosity of whoever lived at Halton's. The back door opened and a man came out. For a moment or two he stood revealed in the yellow light from the kitchen and Silk barely checked a sharp whistle of amazement.

This was Mike, whom Silk had last seen guarding Carol at the golf course clubhouse. It flatly confirmed his theory that the Patriot's gang did maintain their hideout here.

Mike was cautious but clumsy. He passed close by the spot where Silk was hidden and heard nothing until the butt end of a gun slammed against his skull. He went down without a murmur and Silk hurriedly divested the man of his tie, belt and shoe laces. He used these to bind him.

He put on Mike's coat, which was several sizes too big for Silk's slim frame and yet, in the darkness, lent the illusion that here was a big man. Mike's floppy brimmed felt hat went on Silk's head and he hoped that he could pass for Mike until he was close enough to silence anyone who might challenge his identity.

Head down, Silk moved back toward the house. Concealed under the copious folds of his borrowed coat, was a gun ready for action. The door opened as Silk stepped up on the porch and to his vast relief, only one man waited for him.

"Who was it, Mike?" this man asked. "You sure it ain't Cops or G-Men. . . . ?"

The door guard's speaking facilities were abruptly cut off by a short, hard punch flush on the jaw. As he fell, Silk caught him, eased the man's bulk into a chair and slugged him once more.

Gun exposed in his hand now, Silk moved softly toward a butler's pantry, stepped into it and peered through a circular window set in the door. The dining room just beyond was empty, but he could hear voices, apparently issuing from a room across the reception hall.

Silk pushed the swinging door open, slid through and with his back against the wall, sidestepped toward the hall. Those voices were plain now—and angry. Then Silk's heart gave a jump because a sudden bellow of mixed rage and pain made the dishes in a china closet beside him rattle.

Only one man could roar like that—Butch!

Someone else said, "Hey Gus, I been watching the house next door every second. The lights are on, but I ain't seen nobody moving around. I ain't even noticed Mike casing the place. Maybe it is cops over there."

"Mike should have been back by now," the man called Gus snapped. "Three of you stay with this gorilla and the rest cover this whole house. Block the doors, search the rooms. Find out why we haven't heard from that half-wit we left at the back door to keep an eye on Mike. This smells like a trick to me— and we can't take chances now."

Silk glided into a small study, slipped around behind a door and waited, hardly daring to breathe. He'd walked straight into a hornet's nest all right. They'd find the door guard unconscious, Mike tied up in the yard.
and then—Silk shuddered—he'd join Butch in whatever kind of a devil's party he was undergoing.

To just stand there and wait for certain capture didn't appeal to Silk. He missed the Black Bat more than ever, but his one hope was to avenge the Black Bat's memory by taking a few of these thugs with him when he died.

Silk returned to the hallway cautiously, saw no one about, but heard the men searching upstairs and then a yell of surprise from the pair who had gone into the kitchen. Gus came rushing from the living room, tugging at his hip pocketed gun as he did so. The moment Gus vanished through the dining room door, Silk ran forward, turned into the living room and saw three startled thugs standings near a davenport on which Butch was firmly tied.

"Lift 'em!" Silk hissed. "Make it fast."

The three men raised their hands high. Silk moved forward a couple of more steps until he was within three feet of the trio. He made them turn around and then quickly disarmed them. He was fumbling in his pocket for a knife to cut Butch loose when a voice, high pitched with excitement, called a warning.

"Don't move, pal. I haven't got you covered, but there's a gun pushed right against your friend's skull. If you turn and try to shoot it out, he gets a slug first. Drop your gun and maybe we can talk things over."

Silk didn't move.

"You're lying," he retorted. "If it's a duel you want—you'll get it. I'm going to turn around and when I do—start shooting because that's what I'll be doing."

"You crackpot," the same voice rasped. "Look in the mirror across the room. See if I'm lying."

Silk raised his eyes and groaned. The leader of these thugs stood beside the davenport and his gun rested squarely in the middle of Butch's forehead. Silk lowered his automatic slowly. His fingers relaxed their grip and it fell to the rug.

Instantly the trio he'd held up, swung into action. One of them kicked the automatic away and the other two pounced on him. Silk was groggy and bleeding from several open cuts when they finally threw him into a chair. Butch, his eyes blazing wrath, said nothing, but Silk could see how the giant strained against the ropes that held him down.

Gus stepped up to Silk. "So you know this big lug, do you? That's great because we've been trying to make him talk ever since we got him, but the guy has a hide like an elephant's and half as many brains. Now—who is he and who are you? How'd you get wise to this hideout? Who do you work for?"

Silk had a nimble brain, but he couldn't think his way out of this mess. Playing for time wouldn't do him any good either because there was no help forthcoming anywhere. Carol couldn't do much. The police and G-Men were as ignorant of this hideout as they were of the Patriot's identity.

Mike came in, a lump on his forehead growing in size and color. He reached into his pocket and drew out a knife. The blade opened by touching a spring on the handle. It was a venomous looking piece of steel.

"I'll make him talk," Mike vowed. "I'll start slitting his throat inch by inch. Knock me out, will he?"

Other men entered. They reported that the house next door was empty and they'd extinguished the lights.

Gus said, "This bird turned on the lights to draw us out. We're safe! Mike—put that knife away. What difference does it make who these two guys are? Nobody else knows we're here or they'd be trying to crash the joint by now. So all we have to do is make sure these two never talk and—that's that."
Mike didn't put his knife away as ordered. He brought the razor-like edge within a hair's breadth of Silk's throat.

Gus snapped a command. "Either you stow the knife or I'll send a bullet through your thick head. I don't want any more marks on these two. The big guy is plenty bruised and the little one looks like he'd been put through a wringer too, but that won't matter because the sea does things like that to bodies that stay in the water a few hours."

"What's the gag?" Mike barked. "If they gotta be knocked off, let me do it. We'll weight them down... listen—a car!"

Gus cocked his head and turned slightly pale. Then a horn rapped out a peculiar signal and he relaxed.

"It's the boss. Douse all lights except that floor lamp. Turn the shade so the light is thrown into the faces of these two guys. The boss will want to see them. The rest of you guys beat it upstairs and don't come down until I call. Remember—anybody who lays eyes on the man who pays us off—gets his payoff in lead. Scram!"

Two minutes later only Gus remained in the room and he held a gun in his hand to keep Silk quiet. The front door lock clicked open, firm steps sounded across the floor and then there was a pause.

"What have you got here?" someone asked in a low, hollow voice that obviously was disguised for the benefit of the prisoners.

Gus explained. "The girl we captured and who got clear at the golf course house, went to see Kurt Miller. Miller phoned me because he knew she was a plant. We set a trap, figuring the girl would follow him if he went out, but instead we got this big guy. Next—the one in the chair sneaked in here—cleverly, too—but I nailed him. They won't talk so what's the use wasting time? I know a way that we can get rid of them."

"Good," the man in the darkness answered. "Tell me exactly how you propose to do it and hurry. I have a phone call to make. It is very important and these men must be out of here when I speak."

"It's easy. We've got bathing suits here—one that will even fit the gorilla. We strip both of them, put 'em in bathing trunks and keep 'em tied up, of course. The boys can take them down to the water, hold them under until they drown and then cut them loose. A row boat can take the bodies way out, dump 'em and they'll be washed ashore in a day or two. It'll look as though they fell out of a boat or swam beyond their limit and went under. Nothing to show it was murder."

"Excellent. I did well to select a man like you to guide the necessary brute strength we have had to employ. Do that—just as you described it to me. I am of the opinion that both these men worked for the Black Bat and are trying to carry out his plans. Later we shall see about the girl."

"Just step into the study and close the door," Gus said. "I'll get the boys down here and in fifteen minutes they'll have our prisoners in the water."

CHAPTER XIV
The Avenger in Black

Gus gave the orders and Silk was disrobed and bathing trunks put on him. Butch was cut loose by degrees and then retired before he could do any damage. With four men assigned to each doomed prisoner, they were carried out bodily.

As the door closed, Silk heard the
low, satisfied laughter of the Patriot. Silk was positive this newcomer was the brains behind the crime wave. He had tried to see beyond the halo of bright light thrown into his eyes for a look at the Patriot, but that had been impossible. The Patriot’s voice meant nothing—even if he’d spoken in his natural tones—for Silk hadn’t come into contact with any of the suspects and never heard them speak.

They were carried across the sand until water lapped at the feet of the eight murderers. Silk was dropped onto the wet sand and felt the surf wash lightly over him. He pulled with all his strength on those ropes. Even if they didn’t break he hoped to leave marks that would remain after death and cause a medical examiner to have his suspicions about the manner of death.

One of the men said, “Mike—you get down there and bring back the dory. We’ll do this fast.”

Someone prodded Silk until he rolled over, closer and closer to the deep water. They kept this up until the sea filled Silk’s mouth and nostrils. Butch was being similarly treated and his great body was performing violent twists and heaves to break the ropes.

“Oh, okay,” one man said. “Wade in with me and we’ll hold them down for ten minutes. That ought to do the job right.”

Rough hands seized Silk’s legs and he was dragged beneath the water. In two or three minutes he’d be dead. Silk didn’t mind that half as much as the fact that he’d utterly failed to avenge the Black Bat. He prayed that Carol would fade into obscurity before they got on her trail too. In all the Black Bat’s history of fighting crime, he’d never come up against men as ruthless or clever as the Patriot. What could Carol do against a killer like him?

The dory, with a dark figure standing in the prow, drifted a little closer. A couple of the men looked up. Some-
been fighting so hard he forgot to fill his lungs with oxygen as the killers thrust him below water.

The Black Bat handed Silk a gun. "Watch those four—and the wounded one over there. The one called Mike, who went for the boat, is dead. He chose to fight and fell unconscious into the sea. I'll attend to Butch."

Butch opened his eyes a few moments later, looked straight up into the hooded face of the Black Bat and gave a long, satisfied grunt. Then he did a quick double take, sitting up and gaping at the man who rescued him.

"You're dead," he gulped. "You—you're dead. Then I must be dead too, huh? Only I don't get it. I'm still on the beach."

"And still alive—like me, Butch," the Black Bat said. "See if you can stand up. I need your help."

"Sure—sure, Boss." Butch got to his feet and almost collapsed. With a great effort, he gathered his strength and waited for orders.

"Those five men—one is wounded badly—are to be wrapped up for the police. While Silk holds a gun on them, use their clothing to tie them up. Do a good job, Butch."

"Oh, boy," Butch growled, "will I? Is that smart mug named Gus here too? He took a dozen swings at my nose while I was tied down and I'd like to hear how a rat's neck sounds when it busts."

"He's gone, Butch. These others are small fry, but the police won't mind meeting them. And Butch—don't try to make them talk because they have no more knowledge of the Patriot's real identity than you or I."

"Yeah—Gus made 'em all scram when the big shot showed up. Said if they saw him, they'd get rubbed out. Okay, boss, leave these lice to me. I'll fix 'em right."

The Black Bat made his way to the big house, found the door open and went in. He saw a telephone in the library, sat down behind the desk and then dialed for the operator.

"Would you give me the charges on a call I just put through over this number, please?"

He was connected with long distance immediately and the Black Bat repeated his question.

"There was no overtime," the operator said. "A call to New York is twenty cents, sir."

"To New York?" the Black Bat asked with pretended amazement. "Are you sure we're both referring to the same call?"

"It was the last one made from that number, sir. You called Manda 6-9740."

"Thank you." The Black Bat hung up and sat back. He was still there when Butch and the first pair of crooks arrived, tucked beneath his big arms. He dropped them on the floor and grinned.

"Gosh, Boss, I thought I was dead. Honest I did. It was funny, too, because I didn't mind none when I saw you there too."

"That," the Black Bat said, "is a compliment. Now bring in the others. You'll find a car behind a big white oak a quarter of a mile down the road. Drive it here—and hurry—we have things to do."

When all five of the men were laid out on the floor, the wounded member made as comfortable as possible, the Black Bat used the phone again and called New York police Headquarters. He asked for Captain McGrath and spoke in a natural tone.

"If you would like to see how a dead man rounds up certain members of the Patriot's band, why not pay a visit to James Halton's summer home at Pelham? I'm sure you'd be interested."

He heard McGrath give a half strangled cry. "Hey—don't hang up yet. You sound like the Black Bat, but you're not fooling me. The Black Bat is dead—lots of people saw him
get blown completely to pieces.”

The Black Bat chuckled softly. “Really, Captain, I’m all in one piece. Take my advice—come to Halton’s summer home and bring an ambulance. One of the men has been injured. Oh yes—three others are dead. Not like me, Captain. They’re really dead.”

The Black Bat hung up, walked over to where the five men were lying on the floor and calmly pasted one of his stickers on the forehead of each one. Silk was doing the same thing outside—with the three dead crooks.

Not more than two minutes later the Black Bat, Silk and Butch were traveling back toward New York. Butch drove, but with his head twisted oddly so he could hear the Black Bat’s story and still watch the road.

“It was close,” the Black Bat admitted. “Much too close for comfort. When the fight started in the cottage on the cliff overlooking the river, I shot one man and he dropped. The others ran out and I started after them, but the crook I had a duel with had only been stunned by a ricocheting bullet.

“He came to and opened fire again. I batted him around a bit, knew that if I emerged with my outfit on, I’d be a perfect target so I changed clothes with the crook. My intentions were to get close enough to that lethal machine to wreck it—and some of the higher-ups who were nearby.

“Then it was you, dressed like one of those crooks, who came out and started running,” Silk broke in. “The thug you’d knocked out recovered his senses, reached the doorway and began shooting at you. The blast came and—it was him I saw blown to bits.”

“If you’d looked closer,” the Black Bat removed his hood and grinned broadly, “you’d also have noticed me flying through the air with the greatest of ease. The blast tossed me to the cliff so I just kept on going and dived into the river.

“I knew I’d be declared dead and while I hated to let you, Butch and Carol continue to think that, it was a perfect way to force the Patriot to get busy, and, perhaps, expose himself in doing so. I actually phoned the house twice, but nobody answered. I suppose all of you had left.”

“But how did you happen to reach Halton’s seashore home?” Silk asked. “You didn’t trail the Patriot there, did you? You don’t know who he is?”

“Unfortunately—no. His appearance was coincidental. I never expected him to show up. You see, after I dried myself I decided to follow a clue which had tantalized me for some time. Remember the man who was held prisoner at Kurt Miller’s abandoned tenement house where the printing press was located? Of course you do.

WELL—he really had been held prisoner and I have identified him. He died in that blast at the airport, but he wasn’t trying to sabotage those planes. I’m certain of that. All he wanted to do was warn them of impending danger. In the cab that he rode, I discovered ink smears. I found more of them in the old tenement house. Obviously the man’s hands had been covered with ink—which tied up with the printing machine.

“I looked for a printer who probably had a small place of his own, and was missing for a couple of days.

“The police helped me via the telephone, though they had no idea of it. The dead man was named Herbert Marks. He received a call one night a few days ago, that he was wanted for a special job. The caller asked if he was alone and Marks, somewhat suspicious, said yes. In reality his wife also was present. He was told to report at once to Halton’s summer home. The caller offered a sizeable sum for his trouble and indicated the work was to be done secretly.”

“And Marks fell for it,” Silk sighed. “He went to Halton’s summer home and they made him print
those phony newspaper outer pages on a press they’d installed in Miller’s vacant tenement. Marks deserves a lot of credit for what he tried to do.”

“Naturally I paid a visit to Halton’s place and found you and Butch. All of which leaves us almost exactly where we were before,” the Black Bat said. “True, we’ve broken up the Patriot’s mob rather well, but he can easily get more men. I have a couple of clues, one of which is just a phone number and might fizzle out.

“I was able to do a little investigating, though, especially in connection with the two explosions, one at the airport and the other on the river.

“I discovered that after Marks was blown to bits, the authorities naturally became suspicious and examined the three doomed planes very thoroughly. Then, after that was done, the cameras were loaded aboard. The torpedo boats, likewise were gone over and then—speedometers were t a k e n aboard. I think something connected with those cameras and speedometers is responsible for the blasts.

Right now though, we’d better head for home as fast as possible—without getting pinched, Butch—so that when Captain McGrath comes around to prove that Tony Quinn is dead, he’ll find a live corpse.”

“Perhaps,” Silk added gently, “Carol might also be responsible for the speed you want, sir?”

“Exactly, Silk. Exactly.”

CHAPTER XV

The Patriot’s Move

MEANWHILE, Carol forced all thoughts of Tony Quinn out of her mind. She’d been well trained by the Black Bat and knew exactly how to approach a house without being seen herself. Luckily, she carried out her training well for as she neared Viola King’s cottage, she saw dark forms in a field two or three hundred yards from the house.

Carol circled them, getting closer to Joel King’s workshop at the rear. Her intentions were to search for clues—anything that might prove or disprove that Halton possessed the greatest possibility of being the Patriot. Like the others, she was more or less convinced of his guilt.

Crawling through the high grass, she encountered a wire, avoided it completely and then suddenly realized just what it meant. G-Men or Police had tapped Viola King’s phone—perhaps also installed a dictaphone. They had run the wire into the field and were listening there now.

An encounter with them would be embarrassing. She reached the workshop, made certain no police were inside and stepped in herself. With a small flash, shaded by her hands, she inspected the premises. Five minutes passed to no avail. Then a telephone, hooked to the wall beside the door, suddenly jangled and made Carol break out in a cold sweat. She hurried to the phone, carefully lifted the receiver and as she placed the instrument to her ear, someone in the house also answered.

“Viola?” a man’s voice inquired.

“Father!” Viola King gasped.

“Father—are you all right?”

“Perfectly all right, my child,” the man replied. “Don’t worry about me. We’re going to be rich, Viola. More money than we ever dreamed about.”

“The—invention?” Viola asked breathlessly. “Dad—you can’t sell it. You didn’t make it for that purpose. You never even told me you’d perfected it. Dad—what’s come over you?”

“An influence,” the man answered blithely. “It’s called money. A very clever man pointed out to me how we can all make a lot of money. No more of that struggling for an existence. And—better yet—it can be done without the slightest bit of suspicion be-
ing thrown on me. I'll return and say I was kidnaped."

"But you were, Dad—you must have been. Think of what you're doing. Think of me."

"I have been, my dear. I was kidnaped and I had my choice of co-operating or being killed. When I demonstrated my invention, the Patriot—as he calls himself—promised to let me share in the profits. Did you see those planes go down, those torpedo boats smashed to bits, and that fool at the airport who was blown to kingdom come?

"That was my invention at work, Viola. Those men had to die so I might prove the capabilities of the device. I'm satisfied—so is the Patriot—and the government soon will be. Unless they are utter fools and refuse to deal with us. In that case we have someone else bidding for it."

VIOLA half screamed. "You can't do that. You can't! You're an American. Please, Dad—give the invention to the government. Please—they'll never let us rest if you don't."

"Bosh," came the chiding reply. "In this world it's every man for himself. I'm convinced of the Patriot's policies. Now listen carefully: I was permitted to phone you for two reasons. First, to assure you I'm safe and well. Secondly, to warn you that very soon now we'll require your aid. The instructions you will receive must be carried out. Do you understand, Viola? If you fail—I'll be killed."

"I—I'll do as you say." Viola was crying bitterly. "Perhaps we can work something out when you're free. Be careful, Dad. I . . ."

The connection was cut off. Carol leaned limply against the wall. The Patriot was getting ready to strike. Joel King worked with him; and now his daughter was forced into the plot. G-Men, probably, had overheard the conversation and would be ready to move in on them promptly.

Carol felt utterly lost. Unless Silk and Butch had dug up something, the case had reached an impasse. The Patriot had covered up his tracks and there was nothing left to do but wait. When his demands came, perhaps they'd find some way to circumvent the man.

Carol peered through a window, saw the men in the field moving toward the street. She went out and hurried away into the night. There was nothing for her to do at Viola King's. The girl was probably just as miserable as Carol right now.

She drove to Tony Quinn's house, left the car up the street and reached the lab through its tunnel. Butch was there. The big man sprang to his feet as Carol entered. He grasped both her shoulders and looked down into her eyes.

"Easy now," he said and his face was wreathed in the biggest grin Carol had ever seen. "I got somethin' to tell you. Swell news, Carol. He's okay!"

"He's—okay?" Carol repeated the two words very slowly. Then she grasped Butch's big arms. "Butch—what are you trying to tell me? You mean Tony—he isn't . . . ?"

"Sh-h-h," Butch cautioned. "He's in there right now—with Captain McGrath. I'll open the secret door just a crack. Silk parked McGrath with his back to the door on purpose. Take a look!"

Carol's hand shot to her mouth to stop the glad cry that rose involuntarily to her lips. Tony Quinn, clad in his smoking jacket, with his pipe between his teeth, sightless eyes staring at the fireplace, was listening to McGrath.

The Detective Captain hadn't quite recovered from the shock of finding Tony Quinn at home—alive.

"Okay, okay," McGrath said for the third time. "I admit that if the Black Bat really is dead, I was all wrong about you. But listen to this—some-
body phoned me about an hour ago. Said he was the Black Bat and, so
help me, he sounded like him. I was
told to make tracks for Jim Halton’s
summer home in Pelham and, believe
me, I travelled.
“When I got there, I found four
of the Patriot’s mugs tied up and
another wounded. On the beach were
three more—dead. They were all
branded—with the Black Bat’s stick-
ers. Now I saw him blown to bits
with my own eyes. Maybe you got
an idea about that, Mr. Quinn?”

QUINN asked casually: “I’m
afraid not. If you saw the Black
Bat killed—then he must either have
double, or an imposter is at work.”
“Yeah—only the five crooks who
were still alive swore the Black Bat
just came sailing toward them in a
boat. They claim he flew at them, too
—like a bird. Those guys were so
scared they talked their heads off
and we learned—just nothing. They
worked for the Patriot and they say
he has got a machine that can blast
things off the map; but that’s all they
knew. Not one of ’em ever saw the
Patriot.”

“And why would they know him?”
Quinn argued. “A man as clever as
the Patriot wouldn’t entrust such
knowledge to strong-armed, weak-
minded thugs as they. And Captain
—when you came in here and saw me,
you actually believed then that the
Black Bat wasn’t dead.
“You’re convinced I’m the Black
Bat and you shook hands with me so
often and so hard my fingers still
are numb. Really, despite all the
threats you make, I think you’d be
delighted if you were certain the
Black Bat was alive. Confess now
—wouldn’t you?”

McGrath looked at the tip of his
cold cigar and grinned feebly.
“Well now that you put it that
way—I dunno—I felt like a heel after
I thought he was dead. Sure he’s a
law breaker and he ought to be flung
into a cell, but he has done a lot of
good too. Anyway he is dead. I’m
—I think he’s dead. I opened up,
Quinn. You come through now and
admit you’re the Black Bat. On my
honor, I won’t do a thing about it.”

Quinn laughed. “But Captain—
how many times have you tested me?
You’ve even brought doctors here to
examine my eyes. I’m blind! Could
the Black Bat operate as he does, be-
reft of his sight? No, Captain, you’re
on the wrong track as usual. I’m
afraid . . .”
The phone rang and Silk hurried
to answer it. He carried the instru-
ment over to where McGrath sat,
plugged it into a convenient socket.
“For you, Captain.”

McGrath barked a greeting and
then did a lot of listening. When he
hung up, his face was flushed.

“Look here,” he said to Quinn,
“you’re Viola King’s lawyer. Maybe
you’re the Black Bat too, but right
now I’m speaking to you as an attor-
ney. That call was from a G-Man.
They tapped the phone wires to Viola
King’s house. There’s some kind of
a law against doing that, but in this case
all rules are suspended. They picked
up a conversation between Viola and
her father.

“So he isn’t dead—he’s alive and
helping the Patriot. He may even be
the Patriot himself. Viola has been
named as the go-between and she is
to receive orders later.”

Quinn slowly removed the pipe
from his lips. “So that’s the method
the Patriot intends to employ. It
places Viola in a dangerous situation.
Yet, what can she or anyone else do
about it?”

McGrath arose. “The Patriot sure
seems to hold all the cards. Well—
I’ve got to get busy. All I hope is
that the Black Bat isn’t dead. I’ve
never hoped for anything so much
in my life.”

After McGrath had gone, Quinn
entered the lab. Carol rushed into
his arms, her eyes, tear stained, yet
shining in the light of complete happiness.

Finally Quinn said, "The case rapidly is building up to a point where the Patriot is going to get his money or find himself in a cell on Death Row."

"Tony," Carol said, "I overheard a phone call between Viola and her father...."

QUINN sat down beside her. "McGrath just learned all about it too. That call was made from Halton's summer home during the time when I was busy saving Butch and Silk. Joel King must have been concealed in the house somewhere, never permitted to come into contact with any visitors, welcome or unwelcome. And, incidentally, there goes my clue — the telephone number which was called at Halton's place.

"I hoped it might lead me to something more definite than Viola King. Just before McGrath arrived Silk checked the number so I wasn't particularly surprised when McGrath told me that story—which you have further verified, Carol."

"But what are we going to do?" Carol asked. "If Viola King helps her father and through him, the Patriot, she'll be in terrible danger. No matter which way it turns out, the police or those crooks will be after her."

Quinn nodded. "I know, but if she has been appointed as the go-between, we can't stop it. I'll see her as soon as I can — find out what her orders are and it's possible we'll find something to work on there. It's our only chance...."

Silk opened the secret door and interrupted him. "A car just pulled up, sir. You'd better come out."

Quinn picked up his cane, smiled at Carol and hurried into the next room. He sat down, his eyes filmed over and he started puffing on his pipe again.

Silk let two people in — Viola King and Hank Standish. Both were considerably agitated. Silk announced them, helped Viola into a chair near Quinn and then discreetly withdrew.

Quinn said, "I'm very glad you came, Viola. I wanted you to see me of your own accord. I know all about your being appointed as the Patriot's agent. I know your father isn't dead, but appears to be working with the Patriot. I learned all this from the police."

"What shall I do?" Viola begged. "It's my father. They'll kill him if I don't obey and if I do — it means the Patriot will have won."

Quinn gave her some advice. "It is your father, Viola. In some countries all allegiance must be made to the state. Family ties are thrown away, but this is the United States where, fortunately, we respect our parents and try to help them. If you refuse to obey the Patriot's orders, your father will be murdered. Your gesture will be in vain anyhow because it would be a simple matter for that crook to get someone else. He has chosen you because he can trust you, and he has a hold over you."

"No," Hank Standish suddenly shouted. "I disagree. This matter concerns the entire world. It isn't just Joel King. He is working with those crooks and doesn't deserve any sympathy. I say Viola should keep out of it — that she should tell the police everything, work in unison with them if necessary."

VIOLA sighed deeply. "Hank and I have been arguing about it for an hour, Mr. Quinn. I felt as you did and now I'm convinced. I shall obey the Patriot, do precisely what he asks."

"Then you don't have to wonder why I'm not dropping in to see you any more," Hank Standish roared. "They'll kill your father no matter what you do to help them. People like the Patriot don't split their take with anyone else. You're being a fool and this attorney is — well his
eyes aren't the only sightless thing about him. His brain is just as blind."

Hank Standish grabbed his hat and strode to the door. Silk let him out and disappeared again.

Viola was crying softly. Quinn asked her questions calculated to stop those tears.

"Tell me — do you really believe your father perfected this death machine? Was there any evidence that he had finished it?"

Viola dabbed at her eyes again. "I—don't know. Dad kept me in school all the time. He even refused to allow me to come home during vacations—said he was too busy to see me. I came home unannounced one day and I found him in the laboratory. I wanted to surprise him so I looked in the window first. He had a rabbit—in a cage. There was a funny looking thing pointed at the rabbit. Then, when I entered the laboratory—the cage was empty and there were no signs of the rabbit. Father never mentioned anything about this to me."

"And you came home this time also unannounced?"

"Yes—I begged him to let me come back, but he didn't even answer my letter. So I came along without his permission. Except for that day or two a year ago, it was the first time I'd been home in four years. I didn't know anyone — the neighbors had changed—everything was different. It wasn't like home any more."

"Tell me," Quinn asked, "the night those men appeared—just what happened? Standish told me he recognized none of them."

"Those men came. Hank tried to—to prevent them from coming in and they tied him up. They shoved me into a clothes closet. I heard Mr. Halton cry out and that was all until—the Black Bat came."

"And Standish told you the same story, Viola? I must know the truth. It is very important."

Viola looked at the floor for a moment. "He did recognize someone. It was—my father. Hank swore it was. He said Dad went to the safe, opened it and took out some papers. He told me he didn't admit this to anyone because he—wanted to protect me."

Quinn arose and she stepped to his side. He said, "Go home now and stay there until you hear from the Patriot. If you wish to ask my advice—or even tell me what he has ordered, feel free to do so. In fact it might be best if you did tell me."

"I—mean to tell the police," Viola said. "Unless you advise against it."

"I do—very much. Your father's life depends on this and we must save him somehow. By freeing him you will not only benefit yourself, but also the government. Your father knows the secret of that machine. He could build another. Good night, Viola."

CHAPTER XVI

Headquarters Conference

EXT day, during the first matinee performances in several movie theatres in the Times Square district, patrons received more than their money's worth. When the news films began, they were suddenly interrupted by a glaring title indicating that the next scene would show the three torpedo boats being destroyed. The pictures of their finish were clear and painfully vivid. Then, while the scene repeated itself again and again, a man's voice spoke.

"You have just witnessed what the greatest weapon in the world can do. Nothing is safe from it. I am the Patriot. I have demanded twenty million dollars from your government for the secret of this device. That offer still goes, but there is not much time left. While statesmen dicker and argue, another great power has
offered me twenty-five millions of dollars in cash.

"However, I did not name myself the Patriot because I liked the sound of that word. I really have the welfare of our nation in my heart—provided they pay for the article I possess. Therefore, through you and everyone else who witnesses these pictures and hears my voice, I say to the authorities a token payment of a million dollars in small bills—fives, tens and twenties—must be neatly done up in small bundles and delivered to—Miss Viola King—before nine o'clock tonight!

"I shall consider it a token payment made in good faith. She will receive her own instructions and if she is interfered with, or this offer refused, I shall once more indicate how powerful my weapon is. The Acme Insurance Company Building will be blasted to its base. That is my warning. See that those men you have elected to represent you, heed it."

There was a meeting at noon in Commissioner Warner's office. Government officials, G-Men, Halton and Lockwood were present. So was Tony Quinn, whom Silk led in and helped to a chair.

Warner said, "Finally the Patriot has issued definite instructions. A token payment of a million dollars must be delivered to Viola King before tonight at nine. Mr. Halton, you flew from Washington where you had a conference with executives this morning. What do you suggest?"

"That we pay it—every penny. That we deliver the money to Viola King and withdraw, allow her to proceed with whatever instructions she receives. To try to trap the Patriot might result in a catastrophe."

Lockwood stepped forward. "On the surface of it, Halton seems right. He has argued the point in Washington and he has told me the money is available. A million dollars isn't too much to risk and it will stall the Patriot from exhibiting the powers of his infernal machine, or his turning it over, to another country. I think we should follow Halton's advice."

The Director of the local Field Office of the F.B.I. banged his fist on the desk top.

"I don't. Every time we let the Patriot get away with something, he'll become that much more sure of himself and make further demands. For this token payment of a million dollars he promises us nothing. My opinion is that the money should be turned over to Miss King, but she is to be kept under observation and when she makes contact with the Patriot or his men, we can move in."

Warner looked over at Quinn. "What do you think about it, Tony?"

Quinn shrugged. "I'm Viola King's attorney and I must look on the matter from her point of view. Her father's life is threatened. Her own too, probably, if she fails to carry out these orders. As her attorney I agree with Halton. As a citizen of the United States, speaking off the record as a lawyer, I say go after the Patriot with everything you've got. If I were District Attorney, I would certainly not hesitate to take advantage of any situation through which I could get at the Patriot."

"Don't listen to him," Halton yelled shrilly. "What does he know about matters like this? Anyway, gentlemen, it is quite out of your hands. The payment will be made. Miss King is not to be followed nor interfered with. We need a breathing spell during which you so-called protectors of the law can find a clue. We can get it by paying off."

"Just a moment," Warner flushed angrily, "before you criticize the police and other law agencies, perhaps you will explain why the Patriot's men used your summer home as a hide-out."

"What?" Halton gaped. "My summer home? Good heavens, I didn't know that. I swear it. Lockwood—
why didn’t you tell me? After all, the place practically is yours.”

Lockwood took a long puff on his cigarette. “I didn’t know about it, Halton. It’s true that I have made arrangements to take title to the place, that I have keys to it and you no longer recognize the property as your own, but this is as much of a surprise to me as it is to you.”

“What difference does it make?” Halton bellowed. “The Patriot might have used anyone’s home as his headquarters. The fact remains that he possesses an instrument which can create havoc with the world. He demands an exorbitant price, but we’re spending billions on armaments that will be made absolutely useless against his device.

“We must gain possession of this machine. How will you gentlemen feel if he turns it on the Acme Insurance Company Building, as he has threatened? Hundreds of people will be killed—their blood on your heads. And that will be just the beginning. The Patriot is going to be paid off.”

Halton jerked his head toward the door for Lockwood’s benefit and they both stalked out. Warner sat down and shook his head from side to side.

“He’s right, of course. Our hands are tied. We’ve encountered the greatest criminal on record and—met our match. Anyway, this meeting must not be made public. I don’t know what the police will do—yet.”

The G-Man Field Director arose. “I know what my men and I will do. We’ll watch Viola King, trail her and try to intercept the delivery of that money. This too, is a secret, gentlemen. If it leaks out, we shall know someone in this office is responsible. Let me know your decision, Commissioner, so we can work together if you wish it that way.”

WHEN only Quinn and Silk were left in the office, Warner relaxed a bit.

“Tony,” he said, “I wonder what the Black Bat would do under these circumstances? He’s supposed to be dead—I’d take my oath on that—but Captain McGrath claims he isn’t. I hope McGrath is right because if anyone can save this situation, the Black Bat can.”

Quinn signaled Silk who helped him up and piloted him in front of Warner’s desk.

“I don’t know about that, Commissioner,” Quinn said, “but I do believe some attempt should be made to trace the money Viola King will deliver.

That’s up to you. I’m utterly helpless. Let me know what happens, will you? I still have a client to protect and don’t forget—you brought her to me.”

Going down the steps of Police Headquarters, Quinn spoke to Silk.

“Is my good friend, Steve Cobb, still hanging around with his cab? Interesting fellow, Steve. Swears he’ll chauffeur me from now on.”

“I don’t know what you see in that guy,” Silk growled. “He looks just like a dumb hack driver to me and that crate of his isn’t exactly the lap of luxury to ride in either.”

“Just the same I’m letting him drive us home,” Quinn said. “After all, he can’t pay me in cash so let him think he’s paying off by catering to my wants.”

Steve Cobb brushed Silk aside and aided Quinn into his cab. “Thanks, Steve,” Quinn said, “and say—stick around today, will you? Things are going to pop and I might find it necessary to go places fast. Leave your meter on—I’ll pay the charges.”

“I’ll be there whenever you want,” Steve Cobb vowed, “and the meter ain’t goin’ to be tickin’ either. Where to now, boss? Home?”
CHAPTER XVII
The Patriot's Trick

VIOLA KING received an unaddressed letter slipped beneath her door shortly before three o'clock. At seven that night Jim Halton and Lockwood appeared. They were accompanied by four heavily armed men who took up advantageous stations to cover the house. Halton and Lockwood carried four compact bundles with them. A million dollars, in small bills, unmarked and without numbers noted. Halton had insisted on this.

Viola King seemed almost lost in the big chair she occupied. Halton arranged the packages carefully on a table.

"Remember—the amount of money inside those wrappers is tremendous. We're entrusting it to your care because we must. You have heard from the Patriot?"

"Yes—a letter. I—I don't think I should tell you what it said. Mr. Quinn advised me...."

"Mr. Quinn be hanged," Halton barked. "This is a government matter—nothing for a blind man to handle. Don't tell anyone what is in that letter—not even me. Carry out your instructions and if anything happens, let me know instantly. We'll be going now—so that there will be no interference with what you have to do. Good night, Miss King."

Viola King sat staring at the bundles of money after Halton and Lockwood had gone. She glanced at a clock on the mantelpiece, saw that she had plenty of time and stayed in that chair until seven-thirty. Then she hastily donned her hat and a coat. Carrying the four bundles of money to the back door, she left them temporarily while she got the car out of the garage and drove it up beside the back porch. Then she made two trips with the money, placing it into the rear seat.

When she rolled out of the driveway, a G-Man spoke sharply into a neighbor's telephone amid her departure. At the next corner a car pulled out and followed at a discreet distance. It was equipped with a two-way radio and contained five men—three F.B.I. agents, Captain McGrath and another ranking police officer.

"Keep well back," McGrath warned. "Maybe some of the Patriot's men will start trailing her. If they do—we grab them, and fast. Hey—she's heading for the outskirts."

They rode in silence then, every man intent on watching the cheap car which Viola drove. She crossed the city line, keeping to the busy highway. Captain McGrath frequently spoke into the two-way radio system and every available police and G-Man car was tuned in. A mighty cordon was in the preparation of being thrown around whatever area Viola stopped in.

Suddenly the girl pulled over, about a hundred yards away from one of the busiest highway intersections in the state. Three distinct roads met here and the center of the intersection was controlled by an elaborate system of rotary traffic.

McGrath spoke into the radio again. "All cars—converge on Three Point Corner. Subject has stopped there. Cover each road, every lane. Stand by for complete description of contacting car."

The five men drew guns. McGrath even removed a submachine rifle from its sleeve on the roof of the car. Still nothing happened. Viola apparently just sat waiting.

They saw a hearse roll past them, saw its brake lights wink, but no one paid much attention to it until the hearse pulled up directly beside Viola's car.
The rear door swung open and two men got out. Both had coat collars pulled high and hat brims down over their eyes. They entered Viola’s car, came out in less than ten seconds and held something close against their bodies. They made one more trip and then jumped into the back of the hearse. It pulled away and McGrath gave the signal to attack.

The police car roared forward. One man jumped out as it slowed a bit, and went to Viola’s car to protect her. The others tore after the hearse. The grim black vehicle turned left. So did the driver of McGrath’s car. Guns were raised now, ready to let fly a song of death. Then McGrath’s jaw dropped, someone rasped a curse and they all saw their chances of capturing that hearse flitting away like a puff of steam.

In his first swift count, McGrath checked eleven hearses all practically alike and matching the one which had been manned by the Patriot’s men. Each lane of traffic disgorged more of them.

Sirens were wailing from all directions now as police cars closed in to block the highways.

It required a full hour to assemble all the hearses. Their drivers and attendants were none too polite about how they felt either.

“We got a hurry call,” one driver explained. “The address was phony so we just turned around and started for home.”

Another indicated that he was on his way to pick up a corpse. Each hearse was owned by a reputable undertaker, the drivers and attendants were checked and found to be telling the truth. There were twenty-three hearses in all now and their number increasing every two or three minutes as police herded others to the spot.

Not one carried a single clue to the whereabouts of the missing cash. The Patriot again had won. He’d even foreseen that the police and G-Men would try to move in on him. McGrath walked back to his car.

“How many people knew we were going to trail the King girl? Halton, Lockwood, Quinn and his valet, Silk. The last two are okay—take my word on that. But Halton has been yelling his head off about paying the Patriot. He maneuvered this whole thing. Lockwood has always been with him, maybe egging him on. It’s Lockwood or Halton. Personally I think it’s Lockwood because he’s kept his mouth shut and he’s a smart bird.”

“Let’s pick both of them up,” the Field Director of the F.B.I. suggested. “You see to that, Captain. I’ll take charge of protecting the Acme Insurance Building. Don’t forget—the Patriot promised to blow it to bits if we crossed him and we certainly showed our hand plainly here. I think the hearse actually manned by the Patriot’s men made good its escape right through our cordon. Anyway the Acme Building is our greatest worry right now.”

TONY QUINN heard about the events from two sources. Commissioner Warner called and described what had happened and almost the moment Quinn hung up, Viola King was on the wire.

“The police were there—G-Men too,” she sobbed. “What will happen now—to Dad, I mean? They’ll think I warned the police. They’ll kill him.”

“Please,” Quinn soothed her, “nothing like that will happen. If you had told the police, they’d have captured those men easily. The Patriot knows that. Just sit tight—don’t talk to anyone. If you receive further advice from the Patriot, let me know about it. And don’t worry—your father is going to be all right.”

When Quinn hung up, Silk grunted: “Trust McGrath to pull a stunt like that. He flops every time he tries anything. Of course the Patriot will murder Viola’s father now.
What's more, he'll blow up one of the big buildings in town. People will be killed."

"A building will not be blown up, people will not be killed and the Patriot is on his way to justice," Quinn said softly. "Don't ask questions because I'm not prepared to answer them. However—in a short time we're all going into action.

"For days I've kept a card up my sleeve, not daring to use it because if I failed—well, I'd be sunk, too. Now it's time to play that card, but first we'll wait. The Patriot won't take this fiasco lying down. We'll hear from him, in one way or another. Meanwhile you'd better get your disguise materials ready for quick application."

That Tony Quinn spoke the truth became evident an hour later. Captain McGrath arrived, face flushed, eyes hard and uncompromising. He had a piece of paper in his hand.

"Warner sent me over with this," McGrath barked. "Take a look at it."

Quinn never even moved his head, nor allowed a muscle in his arms to ripple.

"I?" he smiled wanly. "Come now, Captain, you know better than that. Ever trying to trick me into betraying the fact that I can't see, aren't you? Hand it to Silk and he'll read the thing to me. What is it, anyway?"

"I'm sorry." McGrath sat down like a man dead on his feet. "I wasn't trying to trick you. So many things have happened, there's so much to do—I just forgot. This is a leaflet, one of several thousand that came floating down from several different tall buildings in town. It's the Patriot's latest blast. Read it, Silk."

Silk did. "The heading says, 'PATRIOT DEFIANT.' Then it goes on, sir. 'Despite all my warnings the Police and G-Men disobeyed the orders I gave and tried to intercept certain cash being paid to me by government officials smart enough to realize I hold the upper hand.

"Because of this fact I now demand the instant payment of another sum—three million dollars to be delivered to me by tomorrow night and if any attempts are made to intercept the men sent for it—the weapon I now own will be immediately sold to certain agents of another government. It will be turned against us eventually because the nation that possesses it can rule the world.

"I made a promise that I would exhibit my little machine again if I was crossed. Now I am forced to do that. I hereby warn everyone to remain away from the vicinity of the Acme Insurance Company Building. If my new demands are not met I shall take steps to destroy a battleship now in the harbor.

"Citizens—contact your duly elected representatives. Tell them they must obey me. It is foolish to attempt any compromise or to defy me.'"

"Patriot!" McGrath growled decisively. "He's the biggest traitor we've ever known. For the love of Mike, Mr. Quinn, if you have any ideas about this—if you are the Black Bat—help us."

Quinn disregarded McGrath's plea. "What have you done about the Acme Building?"

"Everything possible. Cleared it out, searched every nook and cranny—at least that's being done now. And say, listen to this, Jim Halton and George Lockwood both have offices in that building. Coincidence, maybe? Not to me it isn't. One of those two—or maybe both—are connected with the Patriot. Anyway we're doing all we can. Buildings nearby are guarded. Nobody is allowed to enter. The streets are patrolled and guarded. But what good is all this if a machine can be set up somewhere, maybe quite far away, and turn some kind of a blast on the building? We can't cover the whole city."

"True," Quinn agreed. "But it's
still your problem, Captain. Thanks for bringing me the latest dope sheet from the Patriot. One thing about that man—he likes himself.”

When Silk returned from letting McGrath out, Tony Quinn had disappeared into the private laboratory. He rarely moved in such haste immediately after McGrath departed so Silk knew things were ripe for action.

Carol and Butch were there. Quinn opened a large cabinet and gestured toward the small arsenal it contained.

“Arm yourselves—bring extra ammunition. Carol, we’ll use your car because it’s big and fast. You and Butch drive to the corner, pick up Silk and follow me. I’ll be in Steve Cobb’s taxi. Stay out of sight until I signal.”

Quinn left the lab and Butch and Carol looked at Silk inquisitively. Silk shrugged and kept dabbing on makeup.

“He says he’s going to play an ace that’s been up his sleeve for a few days. Don’t ask me what it is. I’d better go help him.”

Quinn put on his coat, picked up his cane and hat and moved to the door. At the curb, Steve Cobb was dozing behind the wheel of his taxi. He woke up instantly when Quinn walked down the steps. Cobb rushed up to him and helped him to the taxi.

“Gosh, boss,” Steve Cobb said, “somethin’ must have happened. I can tell by your face. Where to?”

“Viola King’s house—where you took me before. Hurry, Steve, this is urgent. The Patriot is getting ready to spring his last trap. The Police practically are wise to him and they’ve set a little trap of their own.”

“Yeah?” Steve gasped. “Say—can I get in on the excitement?”

“Nobody can,” Quinn replied. “Captain McGrath just left my house. Anyway they’ve rigged up something at the Acme Insurance Company Building that is bound to nail anyone who enters. Just what it is I must keep secret, but—it will work. If it does—the Patriot or his agents will be killed. Every one of them. I’ve got to warn Viola not to stir. She’s a peculiar girl and might decide to visit the building and challenge the Patriot.”

“Oh, okay,” Steve gasped and drove like a mad man to Viola King’s home. He even mounted the curb before he got the car to a stop. Quinn was all but dragged out.

“You gonna be in there a few minutes, boss?” Steve asked breathlessly. “I gotta make a phone call down the street. Won’t take me long.”

“Very well,” Quinn answered, “but I won’t be here more than three or four minutes and I’ll need you badly. You only know half of what’s going to happen tonight, Steve.”

The taxi shot away and Carol’s car glided up softly. Tony Quinn cast aside all pretense of being blind. He jumped into the car, peeled off his hat and coat and hurriedly donned the somber clothing of the Black Bat.

“Follow Steve,” he told Carol. “Don’t lose him whatever you do. He won’t be suspicious. The little man is in far too much of a hurry to think about anything other than a very mythical trap which the police are setting for the Patriot.”

“I don’t understand, sir,” Silk frowned.

Quinn laughed. “Steve Cobb was my ace in the hole. That’s why I permitted, even encouraged, him to hang around. You see Steve happens to be an agent of the Patriot, assigned to watch me. Just why, I’m not so sure except that it’s possible they think I’m working very closely with the police and transferring to them a lot of information I get from Viola. At any rate, Steve is not only the Patriot’s agent—he’s a murderer.”

“Murderer?” Carol cried. “Whom did he kill?”

“The printer who was blown to bits at the airfield. I’ve been sure of that ever since I learned the facts. Think back—the printer got away very
neatly. In fact, I think they let him get away. He knew what they were up to because he printed those circulars under their direction. Probably they even told him that if he escaped he could save the lives of those pilots by going directly to the airport."

"But where does Steve come in?" Silk asked.

"The printer jumped through a window, fell and was hurt. We know that. Steve and his taxi came along at the crucial moment and of course the printer pressed Steve into service. He drove the printer to the airport and from the testimony of sentries at the gate and from Steve himself, even helped the printer out and up to the gate. The man was injured and needed this help. But Steve was sending him to his doom."

"How?" Butch and Silk chorused.

"You'll learn that quickly enough. Now—watch him. No time to talk. Steve will go directly to the Patriot's headquarters. He's bound to because of what I told him. Then we must act fast."

CHAPTER XVIII

Raid

STEVE really did that trip up brown, flirting with arrest at every traffic light. Carol kept on his trail, far enough behind to avoid being seen, but always maintaining a constant distance between the two cars.

Quinn now was garbed in his regalia and had become the Black Bat once more. Steve led them across town and then up Riverside Drive. Suddenly his tail light flashed as the car made a quick turn into a driveway. Carol immediately slowed up.

"He entered that estate," the Black Bat said. "Carol—drive close to it, and I'll get out. You others park the car, return and be ready to fight your way inside. Don't make any more noise than necessary until the fireworks really begin. Good luck!"

He leaped out of the car as it slowed down, flitted across the sidewalk so fast that he was a darker blur among many shadows. Few people were on the streets and he went unnoticed.

About fifty yards up the imposing driveway was an iron gate. The Black Bat ducked off the drive, merged with the carefully cultivated shrubbery and approached the gate carefully.

He held a gun in his hand and those extremely sensitive ears of his were alert for the slightest sound. He heard a hoarse whisper, parted branches and his eyes cleaved the darkness to see two men standing beside the gate. Both had submachine guns.

He veered left, reached the fence at a point well away from the gate and took a slender piece of steel from his pocket. Ordinarily it was used to pry open locks, but this time the black Bat tossed it lightly at the fence. There was no crackle of electricity and he felt secure in climbing the fence. That was no easy task for it had been made to circumvent any such attempts.

He crouched, for a moment, on top of the fence and then jumped. Ordinary eyes would not have seen the small, cleared area below, but the Black Bat saw it and avoided being tangled up in shrubs.

He had to work fast. Silk, Butch and Carol would be on their way toward the gate in a few moments. Running lightly, he reached the drive. Rubber soled shoes on well cropped lawn were noiseless and the two guards had no inkling that an enemy approached until one of them suddenly groaned and slumped to the ground.

The other started to turn around. He saw a blur that turned into a
fist. It walloped him on the chin, stifled the cry for help and stunned his brain. Another punch finished him off.

The Black Bat searched both men, removed their guns and found keys to the gate in the pockets of one. He unlocked the big iron doors and in a moment his three aides were gathered about him.

"The Patriot's real headquarters are in the mansion. You can see the rooftop above the trees. Our job is to get inside and save Joel King. The Patriot may have quite a group of killers assembled here so make every shot count if shooting becomes necessary.

"Carol—you are to remain here. Don't argue the point—someone must. Watch for any signs of reinforcements. Give us about ten minutes and then come immediately to the rear door of the house. Keep out of sight until you see one of us. Watch these two guards also and use the butt of your gun on them if they start making any noise."

WITH Silk and Butch close beside him, to take advantage of his abnormal sight, the Black Bat moved quickly toward the house. They surveyed the place, huge and sprawling, one of the last remnants of an era gone by.

"We can't delay a moment," the Black Bat warned. "Getting into the place won't be easy, but I'm afraid they may murder Joel King if they have time to do so. Therefore, this is our plan. Butch, reach the west side of the house. Silk you take the east and I'll tackle the rear.

"Check your watches with mine—just let me see them—I'll adjust them for you in the darkness. Now, in precisely four minutes I want each of you to hurl the biggest rock you can find through a window. I'll do the same. The killers inside won't be sure from what direction the crash came.

"I'm hoping that they all rush to either side of the house so I can go in through the back. When I get there—and my chances are two-to-one against my making it—I'll start another diversion which will draw them to my side. You two will then try to get in also."

"I understand sir." Silk's face was set.

Butch smiled grimly. "Me too, this is what I been waitin' for. It's okay to slug as many of them rats as I can, huh?"

"It's just what I want you to do," the Black Bat said. "All right, we part up here. Four minutes—on the dot."

The Black Bat made his way to the rear of the house, found a good sized stone from a rock garden and hefted it as he gauged the distance to a cellar window. Eyes riveted on his watch, he waited until the zero moment and then hurled the rock.

Silk's stone smashed through a big bay window at almost the exact instant. Butch was half a second late, but he wrecked another window. The lights in the house winked out simultaneously, indicating they were all hooked to a main switch conveniently located upstairs.

The Black Bat raced to the window he'd broken, hesitated a bare second and then knew the men inside were heading toward the racket on the first floor. He picked out the larger pieces of glass, unlocked the window and slipped through. The intensely dark cellar meant nothing so far as his eyes were concerned. He moved directly to the cellar steps, raised his automatic and fired a single shot.

The pounding feet on the floor above, all hesitated and then rushed toward the cellarway. Three men rushed down the stairs, guns ready. One had a flashlight and started to spray the darkness with it. A gun blazed. The light went out and its owner slumped to the floor. The other pair started shooting indiscrim-
inately while they retreated. Others were hurrying to aid them. The way probably was clear for Butch and Silk.

A MOMENT or two later this fact was a certainty when the Black Bat heard a howl of anguish and then a tremendous crash as Butch hurled one man against a wall.

The Black Bat opened fire again, with both guns now. He went up those steps rapidly, stopped at the top and listened. There were two quick shots. Someone screamed and a man fell to the floor almost at the Black Bat's feet. Silk was in action now.

The Black Bat catapulted through the doorway, faced a thug who was in the act of taking aim and beat him to the shot by a fraction of a second.

Elsewhere in the house a battle royal raged. The Black Bat found no opposition as he raced upstairs to the second floor and began opening every door to search for Joel King.

He heard a muffled cry, went down along the upper corridor like a flash and another of those cries placed the room from which it originated. He flung the door open.

The Patriot's first lieutenant, Gus, was bending over a bed on which an old man was strapped. Gus had a knife in his hand and it started down.

When the door burst open, Gus whirled, flung the blade at the black robed figure and then drew a gun.

The Black Bat avoided the knife easily. He moved aside just as Gus blazed away. The crook could no longer see a target because of the darkness. He gave a shriek of terror and ran toward the window, got it half open and then, on sudden inspiration, turned toward Joel King again.

His gun leveled, but the finger on the trigger never tightened. Gus died— instantly— with a bullet through the brain.

The Black Bat hurried to the bed, cut the old man loose and found that he was unable to walk.

"You'll have to stay here," he said, "but not for long. There's nothing to be afraid of anymore. I'm the Black Bat."

"Viola—my daughter. She must be here." Joel King grasped the Black Bat's arm. "They'll kill her too."

"Not if I can help it." The Black Bat whirled and streaked for the door. He looked downstairs, saw Butch piling up men in a heap, roaring with every attack he made. The big fellow had thrown aside his gun and resorted to the use of those mighty fists. Silk was doing his part somewhere else in the house. The flat bark of his gun indicated that.

WORKING fast, the Black Bat searched the other rooms on the second floor and located a ladder leading to the attic. He went up this warily, expecting a burst of lead to greet him. There was just silence, darkness and dust. His eyes penetrated the gloom, saw a figure lying in a far corner and he quickly climbed the rest of the way into the attic.

As he started toward the dim figure a man shot from around a chimney. A gun belched death. The Black Bat felt a bullet nick his arm and he flung himself to the floor. Two more slugs whizzed above his head. The killer leaped through the trap door, skidded down the ladder and was gone.

The Black Bat smiled somewhat grimly and went to the figure squirming and tossing in the corner.

Carol was near the back door, biting her nails in anxiety when the Black Bat appeared. He was carrying someone. He whispered instructions to Carol and then plunged back into the house where the sounds of fighting were abating.

Butch had cornered two men who were yowling for mercy. Neither held a gun for that was suicide and they knew it—from having watched Butch tackle others who tried to gun him down. Butch grabbed each man by the neck, dragged them into the middle of the floor and suddenly both
were being swung through the air. Their heads collided. Butch let go and they dropped flat.

Butch rubbed his hands and looked for more prey.

Silk came in, smoking gun in his fist. "There were eight or nine of them, sir. One got clear, I'm afraid. Went through the front door while I was busy with two more of them. I don't believe any others made their escape."

"Good," the Black Bat said. "Now let's get out of here before the police arrive and delay us. Carol took the car—it was very necessary—so Silk, you go to the garage behind the house and see if you can get another. Hurry!"

Silk found an expensive sedan, drove it to the door and Butch and the Black Bat piled in. They left the driveway and were rolling south when police cars careened around corners toward the estate.

"Drive to Kurt Miller's place," the Black Bat ordered.

When Silk pulled up, half a block from Kurt Miller's house, the Black Bat looked around, saw no one and disappeared in the alley beside the remains of Miller's burned out tenement house. He reached Miller's rear door, opened it without much trouble and very quietly moved toward the front of the house.

Kurt Miller was pacing the living room floor. He heard a sibilant hiss, froze in his tracks and let one hand rest on a gun butt.

"It is—the Patriot?" he asked.

"Who else?" the Black Bat hissed.

"You expected me, didn't you?"

Miller let go of the gun. "Well yes—in a way. I thought you would send one of your men. I . . ." he started toward the door.

"Stop where you are," the Black Bat ordered. "I can't afford to let you see me. We have business. Let's get it over with."

Miller gave a loud gasp of pleasure, ran to his safe and opened it. He drew out several thick sheafs of United States Currency.

"You understand, my friend, this is just a down payment, but you will at once turn the instrument or its blue prints over to me—yes? At least enough so I am sure I am not being cheated. Cheated did I say? forgive me. I have been convinced for days. You have proven the worth of your invention."

"Put the money on the floor," the Black Bat said. "You'll get what you pay for, don't worry."

Miller obeyed, stepped back and rubbed his hands briskly. The huge smile on his face died away suddenly for he saw the grim outlines of the Black Bat facing him. Miller made a grab for his gun, but a hand with steel fingers grasped his wrist. Miller began to whimper.

"Your days as a secret agent are over," the Black Bat told him firmly. "I let you go once before because I thought you might put me on the trail of the Patriot. Now that isn't necessary; but you are going to be put into a cell."

"No—no—" Miller squealed. Then a fist hit him. Miller dropped like a log.

The Black Bat spent a few moments binding the man and locking him in a closet. Scooping up the money the spy had set aside, he rushed out of the house, reached the car and piled in.

"Where to now?" Silk queried.

"Viola King's place, as fast as you can make it. Butch—this stuff I'm putting in your hands is good old United States Currency. Miller was going to pay it over to the Patriot, but I got there first. I don't know how much it represents, but you and Silk are to visit the widow of that printer who was killed. She is to be pensioned off with Miller's money—which isn't such a bad idea at that. Then both of you are to return to the house and wait for me."
CHAPTER XIX

The Huge Fraud

ENTERING swiftly, Commissioner Warner, Captain McGrath and a number of G-Men surprised Viola King at her house.

“We don’t know what it’s all about yet,” Warner told her. “Just let us wait, please. I’m expecting some other men.”

Halton and Lockwood showed up five minutes later, just as confused as the others. They all entered the living room. Warner went to a rear window and raised it high. Then he sat down.

Someone was moving at the back of the house. Hank Standish, looking a bit sheepish, came in.

“I—suppose you think it rather odd that I didn’t show up before, but the fact is—I didn’t know just who you were. Viola asked me to remain here and protect her.”

Viola went to his side. “There is nothing to fear from these men, darling.”

“That,” a voice announced from somewhere behind them, “is the truth.”

Everyone turned quickly. The Black Bat stood just inside the open window.

“But,” he went on, “one man here is to be feared because he has proved himself extremely dangerous. The Patriot is finished, gentlemen. A spy named Miller was prepared to buy the instrument of death which the Patriot offered for sale. Miller is at the moment, tied up and locked in the closet of his home. One of you federal men will phone your office and have him picked up at once.”

“But the Acme Building,” Captain McGrath started forward and then checked himself because there was a gun in the Black Bat’s fist now. “We should be there now.”

“The Acme Building is safe,” the Black Bat said. “When you promptly searched it and prevented anyone from entering, you saved the building, Captain.”

“What do you mean?” Halton demanded.

“Merely that there will be no further explosions. Mr. Halton—you have unwittingly furthered the efforts of the Patriot. I hope that from this affair you will learn that the police are capable of handling their own job. And you—Mr. Lockwood—were forever present when Halton went about. Why did you never leave him out of your sight?”

Lockwood licked his lips. “I—well—I’m a business man. Halton is a Congressman and I’ve been trying to get certain things through. I—helped him financially by purchasing some of his holdings. I—just wanted to be sure he wouldn’t doublecross me. Then I became interested in this affair and—I just tagged along. Sometimes I even thought Halton was behind this and I wanted to watch him for that reason too.”

“Black Bat,” McGrath called out. “Who is the Patriot? I know he must be someone present in this room because you had us gather here to see him revealed. What’s happened to Joel King?”

“Yes,” Viola cried. “Please—is he all right.”

“Perfectly well—in fact he happens to be standing in the doorway right now.”

Everyone looked in that direction. Joel King, with a pale, frightened girl at his side, took a couple of steps into the room. Suddenly Viola screamed and Hank Standish had a gun in his hand. With an oath he whirled toward the Black Bat. There was one shot—from Captain McGrath’s service pistol—and Standish let go of his gun with bloody fingers.
“Thank you, Captain,” the Black Bat said. “I noticed you were prepared for trouble, so I held my fire. Yes—Standish is the Patriot. Viola—the one we knew—is his accomplice. She took the place of the real Viola King who had been kidnapped when she was on her way home from school. Joel King rarely permitted his daughter to return home so the false Viola easily slipped into her place without arousing any attention. Joel King was, of course, also kidnapped.”

Hank Standish glared at the Black Bat. “All right,” he warned, “you’ve got me, but everyone here is going to die unless I’m permitted to leave here alone. The lethal machine is installed and ready to work. It will wipe all of us out unless you do as I say.”

The Black Bat laughed. “Your fraud has stopped working, Standish. In fact so far as I was concerned, it stopped long ago. You have no death machine to explode things at will. The photography planes were sabotaged—by having an extremely explosive chemical placed in the cameras. The explosion was set to synchronize with the flares that were dropped.

“The speed boats were also prepared to blow up with time bombs contained in the speedometers installed after the craft were searched. You set up a machine, yes, but it was as phony as you. Everyone believed I was killed in the blast at that house on the river cliff. One of your men placed bombs in there—the machine was turned on for effect because you knew someone would see it.

“Viola, the false one, posing as Joel King’s daughter built up the necessary publicity about the lethal machine. She said it did exist—told her story to anybody who would listen, I suppose.

Along with your campaign of terror, you made the nation believe you possessed such an instrument. Even Miller fell for it, which, of course, you intended all along. You even set up a hideout in one of his apartments so he’d be sure to contact you.”

McGrath asked. “But what about the man who was blown to bits at the airfield?”

“He was a printer, kidnapped to do the Patriot’s printing work on those leaflets. He was permitted to escape and the taxi driver who drove him to the airport was one of the Patriot’s men. You’ll find him at Police Headquarters when you return. This driver had to help the printer from his car because the man was hurt. During the process, he slipped one of those small but high powered bombs into his pocket. There was no lethal machine and there never will be.

“Now, gentlemen, you have your man—an expert in propaganda. His band of crooks distributed the phonograph records, the fake newspapers, dropped leaflets from building roofs and because Standish was involved in the motion picture business it was not hard for him to arrange, through his men, for certain projectionists to be bribed so they’d slip the section of propaganda film into the regular news reels.”

Halton gave a long sigh and sat down heavily. He was mopping his brow when the Black Bat called to him.

“Halton, you were in this house when Joel King was forcibly brought here to open his safe. That was just a ruse to build up the fact that he was working willingly for the Patriot. You were assaulted by the Patriot’s men. Can you tell me why?”

“Sure,” Halton said. “When they came in, I grabbed a vase and tried to crown one of them. We had a scrap, the vase went through the window and then—well that’s all I remember.”

“Exactly,” the Black Bat said. “I arrived very shortly after. Standish had been tied up by his own men but not hurt. Viola was very tenderly
cared for, too. Standish told me he knocked the vase through the window, but—the man was firmly tied. There was no table near the window so how could he pick up a vase and use it?

"I suspected him then, but not the false Viola. She’s a clever, resourceful crook. You’ll find the money paid to her in this house. It was never transferred to the hearse. One of those you stopped made the contact, but naturally falsified the transfer of those packages to it.

"Which reminds me—the Patriot has a number of crooks working for him. Some are in strategic defense positions. Ferret them out quickly. It should not be difficult if you keep his arrest a secret. I... look—the real Viola King is more ill than I thought. Help her!"

By the time Viola King was placed on a davenport, the Black Bat was gone!

Butch, Silk and Carol were in Tony Quinn’s lab when he returned. While he changed to Tony Quinn’s more comfortable tweeds, he told them just what happened.

"And you knew there wasn’t a lethal machine." Silk heaved a long sigh. "I wish I’d known it because I never worried so much over anything in my life. You would have had your doubts too—if you were with Carol when they started blasting the golf course all around us."

Quinn laughed. "That gave me my first inkling of the truth. If a lethal machine capable of contacting three fast moving planes high in the sky and during a complete blackout, couldn’t pick you and Carol off as you ran across an open golf course in moonlight—well—it made me wonder.

"The golf course simply was mined. They intended to use it on someone to give the illusion that a death ray was at work. Building up that idea was the Patriot’s greatest task. It was propaganda, pure and simple."

Carol inquired. "And you suspected Standish all along?"

"Good heavens no. I’d have stopped him long ago if I had any evidence. I got to him partly by a process of elimination. When the Patriot was very busy, Halton and Lockwood were in Washington doing their best to convince other statesmen to pay off. Halton really was sincere. Of course, if such an instrument did exist, twenty million was a small price to pay for it.

"You’ll notice Washington didn’t do much hesitating. But Standish realized the sum was terrific so, in order to at least get something, he requested a token payment and if the thing still looked safe later on, he’d demand more.

"Standish phoned the fake Viola to build up the machine’s reputation even more. They knew G-Men had tapped the wires. In fact Viola went out of her way to let them get into the house. Standish made the call from Halton’s summer home. That I knew by checking the call. I saw two men leave the house—with the help of my eyes that can see through darkness. I didn’t recognize either of them, but they were fairly big men and Joel King was slight of build. Also I knew Gus was with the Patriot and would naturally leave with him when the shooting started on the beach.

"Therefore I was sure Joel King hadn’t been at the summer house and—either the Patriot called Viola or Gus did. When she swore it was her father, I knew she lied. Standish was pretending to be her fiancé, even faked a fight with her when she consented to help the Patriot. It was all an act. If Viola were involved, I knew Standish would be too. I... someone is coming to the house. Silk—get busy."

Captain McGrath came in after the secret door to the lab was shut, walked up to where Tony Quinn sat, staring into space with sightless eyes.

McGrath said, "Mr. Quinn, I came to apologize. You aren’t the Black
Bat. I'm sure of it. We unmasked the Patriot, solved the whole case. That is—ah—the Black Bat did most of it. But—you remember Steve Cobb, the taxi driver who you hired? He's pinched too."

"Steve?" Quinn asked in a surprised voice. "Good heavens, what for?"

"He was one of the Patriot's men assigned to watch you because Viola—who was a fake—also used you to spread propaganda about the lethal machine which also doesn't exist. The...."

"Hold on," Quinn squirmed around in his chair. "This is all very strange to me. Steve Cobb an agent of the Patriot. I can't believe you."

"Yeah—Steve is even boasting about how he fooled you. Now the way I look at it, if you were the Black Bat, you'd have know about it in one minute flat. Steve met the Black Bat all right, while you were right here at home. The Patriot moved into one of those big mansions on Riverside Drive—just took it over while the owner was away. We caught Steve there. I just thought you'd like to know I'd changed my mind. The Black Bat would never have let Steve get away with that."

"My, my," Quinn said. He grinned broadly as McGrath hurried out.

Captain McGrath really believed he'd done a fine piece of work in admitting to Tony Quinn that he wasn't the Black Bat. He kept priding himself on the idea until—as he entered Police Headquarters—someone laughed raucously.

"Say, Captain—I see you've been around the Black Bat again. There's about five of his stickers pasted on your shoulders."

Captain McGrath slammed the door of his office so hard the glass rattled. Captain McGrath was not sure anymore. Then he chuckled. That was really the way he wanted it.
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Suddenly Hannah's gun barked at me

SNATCHERS ARE SUCKERS

By ROBERT C. DONOHUE

Author of "Last Race for Geary," etc.

Chauffeur Casey Wades Through a Vicious Kidnap Ring and Lets His Yellow Boss Cop the Glory—but Does All Right for Himself, Too!

I, DENNIS CORNELIUS CASEY, am not the brightest guy in the world but I can take a hint when it hits me between the eyes like a caveman's club. So when a surly growl answered me through the cracked door, saying, "Scram, fella! There's no phone here!" and the door slammed in my face, I went right back to Mortimer. "They have no phone, sir," I announced.

Mortimer was annoyed. Mortimer was almost always annoyed. I think he was born that way—annoyed because the silver spoon in his mouth wasn't platinum. His old man runs a flock of newspapers and Mortimer
is a big shot in the enterprise. But the old man does all the work. Mortimer spends the money.

"Nonsense!" he snapped with that superior tone of his.

For two years, I had been his chauffeur, and for two years I had resisted the urge to poke his elegant paws every time he gave out with his superior, annoyed "Nonsense!" I told myself that a moment's ecstasy wasn't worth a steady thirty bucks a week.

"They must have a phone," said Mortimer. "See the wires?"

I saw the wires. They were just visible against the darkening sky. Night was coming in a hurry. The lonely gray road disappeared into purplish haze at both ends. Sandy scrubland to the west glowed faintly under a smoky sunset. The ocean was on the east—nothing but the ocean, half-swallowed in the murk of dusk.

It was a heckuva spot for the car to quit, but that's how it is with these expensive foreign jobs. They're not at all considerate like a Lincoln or a Cadillac, which can be depended upon to break down near a garage—at least within airplane distance of some spare parts that will fit.

"Maybe their phone is not connected," I ventured.

"Nonsense!" said Mortimer. "You just didn't know how to ask them. I'll do it myself!" He threw an annoyed glance at the big, useless car and me and started for the shack.

It was a crummy little place. You wouldn't think the tenants could afford a telephone. The shack was all alone—there wasn't another building for miles. It was located halfway between the road and the water. To reach it, you had to tightrope a narrow plank across the roadside ditch.

Mortimer negotiated the plank with me steadying the end of it. We stopped and studied the shack.

I didn't like it. In the dimness of fading daylight the scabby window shutters looked sinister.

"Do you hear anything?" whispered Mortimer.

"No. Very quiet folks. No lights, either. I think they are watching us from behind those shutters."

Mortimer started to say, "Nonsense!" but the sudden, incongruous jangle of a telephone startled us both. Light immediately filtered through the shutters, and the ringing was cut off as the receiver was lifted.

"See!" said Mortimer. "There's nothing wrong with that phone!"

I shrugged.

"I still think we ought to wait on the road for a car to come along. There's something phony about this place. The man gave me the impression that—"

"Nonsense!" interrupted Mortimer. He walked across the rickety porch and knocked loudly on the door. He seemed very brave, but I knew he wasn't, because, when nobody answered his first knock, he beckoned me closer before he knocked again.

Finally, the door cracked open as it had for me.

"Whaddaya want?" snarled that heavy, ugly voice.

"I would like to use your telephone for just a moment," said Mortimer, unabashed by the apparent hostility. "My car has broken down. I'd like to call a garage in the next town."

"Wait a minute."

The door closed. Mortimer looked at me. I shrugged. The door opened wide, and a man and a woman stared out at us.

I couldn't see their faces clearly because the light was behind them. The man was long and lanky. The woman was tall too. She had a loose mop of yellow hair.

"Okay," growled the man. "Come in and phone, but make it snappy!"

"Thanks," murmured Mortimer, stepping past them into the room. I eased in also, before the guy could
close the door. I would rather have stayed outside, but I was supposed to be a bodyguard as well as a chauffeur.

The room was just what I expected—dirty and barely furnished. A rickety table held a new pack of playing cards, a half-bottle of bourbon and a couple of glasses. An old, brass-poster bed shared the remaining space with a frayed davenport.

On the davenport was what, at first glance, I thought was only a heap of blankets. But as Mortimer walked across the room to the telephone, the blankets moved, and I heard a moan. Mortimer stopped.

“That’s my sister!” said the gal with the frowzy yellow hair. “She’s sick!”

“Oh!” Mortimer glanced curiously at the blankets as he picked up the phone.

The couple watched Mortimer, and I watched the couple. The man’s lean face needed a shave, except for a two-inch crescent on his right cheek where an old scar showed white in the middle of black beard. His stringy hair was oily and uncombed. His eyes were like dull black marbles. He fished out a pack of cigarettes, selected and lit one and never took those eyes off Mortimer.

The woman glanced my way a couple of times. She was almost as frayed-looking as the davenport. She was skinny. Too much cheap rouge emphasized the boniness of her coarse face. She might have been pretty, ten years ago.

Mortimer got Information, Information got Mortimer a number and Mortimer finally got a garage. As soon as the call was finished, the guy held open the door.

“Wait outside,” he said.

“Of course,” assented Mortimer. “Thanks for the use of your phone, old man.” He went through his pockets for change.

“That’s okay,” said the guy impatiently. “You don’t owe me anything.” The bony blonde flicked nervous blue eyes at the davenport.

Again there was a weak moan. The blankets moved. A corner fell away, and I got a glimpse of auburn hair and a pretty face. The blonde hurried to the davenport. I grabbed Mortimer’s arm.

“Let’s go,” I urged, trying to sound casual.

But Mortimer had seen that face, too. He was too shocked to pretend he hadn’t.

“Barbara!” he gasped. Barbara Stevens!

The guy with the scar slammed the door and pulled out an automatic at the same time.

“What’s Miss Stevens doing here?” demanded Mortimer of the blonde.

“I insist—”

The guy shoved his gun against Mortimer’s ribs, and Mortimer closed his mouth abruptly to keep his heart from jumping out.

“Never mind about Barbara,” grated the guy. “You can start worrying about yourself! Who are you? How come you know her?”

Mortimer wasn’t annoyed now. He was scared stiff, fingertips pointing at the low ceiling.

“I’m Mortimer Allenby,” he gulped. “I know Barbara Stevens through her family. Same beach club. What are you—”

The guy pushed Mortimer into a chair. He waved the gun at me, and I, too, grabbed a seat.

“Didn’t you clucks know she was snatched yesterday?” asked Scarface.

We shook our heads. The guy raised an incredulous eyebrow.

“We’ve been on a fishing trip,” explained Mortimer as if he were afraid the gun would pop if he didn’t make everything clear. “The radio was out of order, and we haven’t seen a paper since we left the boat.”
“When did you leave the boat?”
“An hour ago.”
“Where?”
“At my cottage north of Bellport.”
“Where were you going?”
“To New York, until the car stopped and this happened.
“What—?”
“Were you expected any place tonight?”
“No.”
“How come you were off the main highway?”
Mortimer looked imploringly at me.
“I wanted to make time,” I said.
“There’s hardly any traffic on this coast road. No trucks.”
Scarface strolled to the davenport, keeping the gun aimed at me and my
boss. I heard the blonde say, “Quiet all day—only move out of her—had to
happen now!”
The guy shrugged and handed the
he cannon to the blonde. She kept us
covered while he picked up the phone
and murmured a number. He held
that black-marble stare on Mortimer.
“Yeah, Midge, this is Lou again.
... No, I didn’t forget anything. ... No, don’t worry, Midge. Maybe this
is good. A punk and his chauffeur
just dropped in. The punk’s name is
Mortimer Allenby—droopy looking
twerp, sandy hair, little red mustache,
talks with a kind of a English accent.
... Oh, you know him! ... Newspapers? That’s no good, eh? Shall
I bump ’em? ... I dunno. Wait a
minute.”
He scowled disgustedly at Morti-
mer for a moment.
“Allenby, do you think your old
man would pay fifty grand to get you
back alive?”
“Of course he would!” I butted in.
Mortimer nodded vigorously.
“Yeah,” said Lou into the phone,
“Okay, you’ll send it right away. Any-
thing new on the girl? ... Okay, but
she’s a cute kid just the same. ... Okay, okay, I’ll do it. See you there
later.”
He gently replaced the receiver.
“We’re leaving,” he announced.
“Going on a little boat trip.”
“What about my car?” asked Morti-
mer.
“That’s why we’re leaving.”
Lou stepped to the bed, reached
under a pillow and pulled out another
automatic. Now he and his girl-friend
each had a gun.
I wouldn’t have tried anything even
if Mortimer hadn’t been too scared to help.
The blonde waved hers at me.
“Okay, big boy,” she said in a flinty
monotone. “You got muscles. You
can carry the debutante.”
“It’s an honor,” I said.
“Don’t try to be funny,” growled
Lou.
Barbara was apparently drugged,
hert pert face strangely white. I hoped
they hadn’t given her too much.

I

MOVED the ragged blankets.
Bright beach pajamas covered the
sleeping beauty. Carefully, I slid my
arms under her.
“Pick ’er up! Pick ’er up!” rasped
the blonde. “She won’t break!”
Barbara didn’t weigh more than a
hundred fifteen, but she was limp
and awkward to handle. A man, I would
have hoisted over my shoulder. Her
head rolled disturbingly when I lifted
her.
“Where do we go?” I snapped at
Lou.
“Take it easy, flunkey!” Lou
snapped back. “Follow Hannah.”
The bony blonde who was called
Hannah led us outside through the
rear door. It was quite dark now—
a black night with no moon. There
was the smell of the sea and the soft
thud of surf on the sheltered beach.
A low ramshackle pier stretched a
hundred feet over the water.
“Watch where you walk,” ordered
Lou from the rear. “Some boards are
missing.”
He lit a flashlight, but it didn’t help
me because my burden prevented me from seeing where my feet were stepping.

But I made it to the end of the pier. We all did. Lou's light picked out a mahogany-hulled speedboat. He prodded Mortimer.

"You hop in first."

Mortimer hopped in.

"Now hand the girl to him," Lou ordered.

"I can make it," I said. And I stepped down into the bobbing boat without relinquishing Barbara.

"All right," growled Lou. "But next time I tell you to do something, you do it my way. Understand?"

"Sure. I'm just trying to be helpful."

"You're trying to be funny, and it's gonna get you in trouble."

Lou cast off the lines. He and Hannah got into the front seat. She faced aft, pointing her gun at us over the motor hatch cover. The starter whined. The motor coughed and roared. Lou headed the boat out to sea.

UNDER different circumstances, I could have enjoyed that ride. The throbbing motor lifted the boat high. Spray was a white spinning wall, and occasional drops flew against my face.

The bundle I tenderly embraced was no longer limp. Barbara was conscious. I knew it when I carried her from the shack into darkness.

Now, her lips were against my ear; her quick breath tickled my eardrums.

"Hello, Dennis," she murmured.

"Hello, Miss Barbara. I didn't hand you over to Mortimer. I was afraid he'd drop you."

"Thanks. You're safer, Dennis."

I took time out to grin. Barbara had once dated my boss. He had made a pass at her—to his immediate regret. I wondered if that was what she meant.

"How long have you been awake?"

"Long time. I've been faking. They grabbed me yesterday morning, forced me into a car and gave me the needle. I woke up last night in the shack, and they fed me a doped drink, but I managed to ditch most of it. All today, I kept my eyes closed and listened."

"Smart girl!"

"I heard plenty, but what good will it do? They're going to kill me tonight!" She said it without even a tremor in her voice. Barbara was no sissy.

Next to me, Mortimer was shivering, too scared to open his mouth.

"Miss Barbara," I said. "They won't kill you. Don't worry."

"If dad can't raise the money tonight, they will."

"He'll raise it."

"Dad's practically broke. Nobody knew. He can't raise much."

"Don't worry. This party's only beginning. Keep faking. We'll surprise 'em when the right time comes."

Lou seemed to know where he was going; I figured he was steering by the stars. Soon he cut the motor, and the boat idled to a low dark blot of an island. Barbara and I stopped talking.

"Where are we?" blurted Mortimer.

"Shut up!" hissed Hannah.

The boat bumped gently against a small, makeshift dock. Lou scrambled out and hitched the lines.

"All out!" he ordered. "End of the line."

"I don't like that 'end of the line' stuff," I muttered.

It was only a few uneven steps from the crude dock to an equally makeshift hut. Hannah went in first and lit a kerosene lamp. The yellow light threw eerie shadows on driftwood walls. The room was damp and smelled of decay. A shabby couch occupied the far wall. As I carried Barbara to it, the floor's rotten wood crumbled under my feet.

"Now I'm gonna tie you two guys up," announced Lou.
“That’s okay by me,” I said. “Then maybe you and Hannah can put away those cannons; they make me nervous.”

“Me, too,” piped Mortimer unexpectedly.

HANNAH produced some rope from a closet in a corner. Then she held a gun on us while Lou tied our wrists and ankles to chairs. He took his time and made a tight job of it.

My only consolation was that I had picked out a chair that was close to Barbara’s couch. She could untie me if she got a chance.

Lou stood back and admired his job. He turned to Barbara. “Hannah,” he said. “Shouldn’t this dame be awake by now?”

“Yeah, I think so.”

“Maybe we better tie her, too.”

“No, you don’t have to. She’ll be too sick from all that dope to make any trouble.” Hannah shook Barbara roughly, and the auburn head rolled as if it were on a string. What an act!

“You think we gave her too much?” asked Lou. He didn’t seem worried about it. “You think maybe she won’t wake up anymore, huh?”

“Geez! I don’t know!” Hannah answered irritably. “Maybe she won’t. I’m no doctor!”

“All right, don’t get sore!” Lou walked to the door. “I’m gonna watch for Midge’s signal.”

For a while, there wasn’t a sound. Hannah sat on the edge of the couch and stared at Barbara. I was afraid that Barbara might open an eye to see what was what and Hannah would find out she was faking, so I tried to draw the big blonde’s attention away from her.

“How much are you getting for the girl?” I asked.

“Shut up!” snarled Hannah.

“You’re a sweet kid,” I countered.

“If you don’t shut your mouth, I’ll put a gag in it!”

“Aw, Hannah! Why be tough with me? I’ve got no hard feelings. Tonight isn’t costing me anything. I don’t care how much you get out of Allenby and the girl so long as I don’t wind up in the drink.”

“That’s just where you will wind up,” maliciously grunted Hannah.

“You’re not worth anything. Just a nuisance!”

“I resent that! I’ve tried to be helpful. Didn’t I lug the girl to the boat and from the boat? And didn’t I sit nice and quiet while our pal Lou roped me to this chair?”

“Sure, sure. With a gun in your back you were fine.”

“Without a gun I’d be just as cooperative. Untie me, and I’ll prove it.”

A sour chuckle sifted between Hannah’s thin red lips. It was strange how the soft yellow kerosene light took the hardness out of her face. The queer chuckle broke off, and she looked unhappy.

“This isn’t funny,” she said. “I’m sorry for you, big boy. When Midge comes over—after all, you’re a witness. They’ll use you and the girl, too, if Stevens doesn’t produce—as an example to scare quick money out of Allenby. Yeah, I’m sorry for you, big boy.”

“And I’m sorry for you, Hannah. You’re not kidding me with your hardboiled act. I can see a lot in your face and in your eyes. You don’t belong in this dirty game. You were never meant to—”

“Aw, cut the corn!” snapped Hannah. She moved jerkily from the couch and walked to the door. She stood there, watching Lou, on the dock.

A FAINT creak sounded behind me as Barbara shifted slightly. I felt her tugging at the rope around my wrists. If her dainty hands loosened those knots, it would be first cousin to a miracle. I didn’t have much hope.
Hannah seemed very interested in whatever was happening outside. She didn't turn even when the old couch creaked again as Barbara tried my ankles. My wrists were bound as tightly as ever. The knots were too tough.

Suddenly, the pressure of the rope on my ankles relaxed. I stared at the back of Hannah's blonde head and kept whispering softly.

"Don't turn around! Don't turn around! Don't turn around!"

At a time like that, you grab at anything—even mental telepathy, which you ordinarily figure is so much hooey.

Barbara was again tearing at my wrist bindings. It must have been tough on her tender fingers, but she worked frantically.

Outside, Lou made a noise that sounded like a grunt. I could see the faint reflection of his light winking off and on. Hannah straightened, then walked outside and joined Lou on the dock. Now Barbara really went to work. I heard a fingernail snap, and a whispered exclamation that was unladylike, but excusable under the circumstances. All at once, my hands were free.

It was none too soon, either.

"Here they come!" Mortimer whispered, and a second later, Lou and Hannah were back. They looked extra glum.

"What's wrong?" I asked, hoping they wouldn't notice my loosened bindings.

Lou didn't even look at me.

"The girl's old man didn't come through," said Hannah.

Lou's weird eyes were fixed on Barbara.

"It's a shame," he muttered. "She's a cute kid."

The blonde looked a little frightened.

"How do you know he didn't come through?" I asked.

"Midge just told us—by flashlight from the shore."

"Maybe Midge is double-crossing you—scrambling with the dough while you stick on this island."

Hannah shot an uncertain glance at Lou. Lou shook his head.

"Midge is on his way," he said. "He'll be here in an hour."

So we had an hour. We waited in silence. The lamp's dirty yellow light flickered against the brown walls and beat vainly against the blackness of the open doorway. I wondered halfheartedly whether a passing boat, police or coast-guard, might notice the

(Continued on page 109)
A GRAVE FOR GROGAN
By NORMAN A. DANIELS
Author of "It Comes Out Murder," "The Mailed Fist," etc.

Detective Kennedy Had to Find the Killers So That Grogan's Restless Ghost Could Rest in Its Own Tomb!

DETECTIVE-LIEUTENANT PAT KENNEDY wasn't an acrobat, but he certainly looked like one as he swung from a rope and guided himself down the sheer side of a brick wall. Foot by foot he descended, his objective a window ten stories above the ground.

Once this building had been a theater, but enterprising promoters had turned it into a night club with a few hidden rooms that served as gambling dens. The place was equipped with all kinds of protective devices to announce the orthodox coming of an intruder.

Somewhere inside the building were two dangerous killers, men who hated police officers with the intensity bred over long years of fighting them.

Kennedy knew the danger he faced, but it added to his determination to take the men—dead or alive. He slid down the rope another notch and his toes touched the window sill.

He clung to the rope with one hand,
used the other in an attempt to raise the window, and swore softly when it refused to move. He drew a knife, opened the blade with his teeth, maneuvered it expertly, and the latch was forced back.

A moment later he was inside. Kennedy snapped on his flash, avoided a cheap desk and a couple of chairs. He opened the door, listened, and when he heard nothing, stepped into the hallway.

Tony Judel and Joe Varno were holed-up in here. It wasn't the first time that this place had been used as a cooling-off spot for men with the heat on them. Kennedy mopped sweat with his handkerchief and drew his hip holstered gun. He spun the cylinder experimentally and then moved in the direction of a door beneath which a stream of yellow light shone.

He listened outside the door for a moment and heard the sound of ice clinking in glasses and the slap-slap of playing cards as they were thrown on a smooth surface. He tightened his grip on the knob, turned it gently until the latch was all the way back. Then he put his foot against the panels and gave the door a mighty kick. Simultaneously he catapulted into the room.

Both men seated at a small table were on their feet instantly. One reached behind him and the lights winked out. Kennedy raised his flashlight, pressed the switch and for a bare second the path of light revealed two thugs, their teeth bared in a snarl of hatred. Then a gun blasted and the flashlight seemed to be picked out of Kennedy's grip by an invisible force.

Kennedy lunged toward the open door. One of the thugs, bent on making a break, met Kennedy head on. Both men were sent reeling back by the impact. Kennedy was the first to recover.

He jumped forward, located the thug with his hands and punched for the crook's chin. He missed and took a glancing blow on the cheek. The thug's fist suddenly was seized in an iron grip. Cursing and yelling to his companion for help, he felt himself yanked forward.

Kennedy hammered a short jab into the pit of his enemy's stomach and drew a sharp grunt of pain as a reward. The thug was doubled up. Kennedy judged the direction of his chin, slapped an experimental jab in that direction and followed it up with a vicious hook. The thug fell backward and landed with a thump that resounded through the huge, empty building.

As Kennedy turned, the other man leaped on his back. Two strong hands grasped his throat and squeezed hard. Kennedy reached up, secured a grip on the long, disheveled hair of his opponent and pulled. He sent the man upward and over his head to finally crash against the wall four feet distance. Kennedy found a match in his pocket. As the tiny flame cast flickering shadows around the room, he saw that the first crook was reaching for the gun he had dropped.

Kennedy kicked the weapon away, discovered the light switch and turned it on. He whipped out his own gun, smoothed his hair back and pulled a chair into the middle of the room.

"A fine way to welcome a visitor," he said grimly. "Come on, you two—get up!"  
The shorter of the pair was Tony Judel, a baby-faced, pink-cheeked killer. Joe Varno was a gangling, six-footer. Both men arose warily and kept their hands shoulder high.

Kennedy indicated a davenport across the room. "Have a seat, boys. This is a social call."

Joe Varno made a wry face.

"Yeah—you just dropped in for tea. We know you, Kennedy. We know why you're here too. You think Tony and me bumped off your pal—Gro-
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gan. If we did—you prove it!"
Kennedy restrained an impulse to put his gun away and use his bare fists again. For once in his life, Kennedy almost believed in the third degree. Then he shrugged and relaxed.
"Look, you two," he said grimly. "Grogan and I were friends for twenty years. A month ago Grogan witnessed the holdup of a jewelry store. He didn’t have a camera eye, but anyone with even fair eyesight could recognize you two mugs even if you were masked. In fact, he even saw you, Varno, without a mask. In the excitement yours became loose. But Grogan was the witness. Without his testimony, you could laugh off any arrest for robbery and murder. Yes—the clerk in that store died. It’s bad for the health of a sixty-eight-year-old man to be slugged on the head with a gun butt."

Tony Judel leaned forward.
"We don’t have to listen to this baloney," he snapped. "If you’re making a pinch for that job, go ahead and make it. You can’t prove anything. You just said Grogan was the only man who could convict us."
"Sure of yourself, aren’t you?" Kennedy said. "You know that Grogan is dead. Somebody lured him to an isolated section a week ago. He never came back. You two birds did that because it was the only way to save your own skins. You knew Grogan would keep on going until he landed you."

Varno started to get up, but a gesture of Kennedy’s gun reseated him on the davenport.
"Okay, copper, you can put the cuffs on me. I don’t know what you’re talking about and my lawyer will have me out of the coop in two hours."

Kennedy drew his handcuffs, approached the pair cautiously and cuffed Judel’s left wrist to Varno’s right. Then he sat down again. Both crooks used their free hands to wipe their sweating faces. It was early autumn and there was a faint chill to the night air outside, but they were perspiring profusely.

"I know I can’t convict you of killing Grogan," Kennedy went on, "because nobody saw you kill him, and we have no corpse for evidence. You win—so far—but I’ve got a little proposition for you. Grogan came of an old Irish family. He was a superstitious soul—believed in ghosts and banshees and the idea that a man’s soul can’t rest if his body isn’t decently buried—in his own grave. Makes you laugh, doesn’t it?"

VARNO spat on the floor.
"Listen, copper, we don’t know anything about Grogan. We’re glad he’s dead. I wish every flatfoot in the world was dead—but that don’t say we knocked Grogan off. What do you want us to do—give the poor stiff a decent burial?"

Kennedy walked over and stood before them.
"All right—you asked for it. Grogan told me this—that if he died at the hands of murderers, he’d return somehow to tell me who they were. Laugh that off. You don’t believe in ghosts. Well, neither do I, but Grogan did and sometimes a man’s beliefs transcend the doubts of others. I think Grogan will come back. I think he’ll drive you two mad. What are you sweating about if you’re not worried? It’s not hot in here."

"I’m sick of listening to you talk," Varno snarled. "Take us in. We been pinched before and we always got out. This time ain’t no different."

Kennedy looked down at them. He continued talking just as though he’d never been interrupted:
"Grogan worked hard on that jewelry store stick-up and murder. He knew you were the killers and he checked up. He found out that you maintain four different hideouts to hole up in when the heat is on. He planned to raid those places, but you got him first."
“Unfortunately Grogan never told anyone the location of those spots, with the exception of this joint. That’s how I found you. Now—Grogan is dead. I know he is. I can feel it—even in here. His body is hidden and his soul is crying out for a decent burial. The corpse is at one of those hideouts. This is your last chance to produce it.”

Judel shrugged his shoulders in contempt.

“He’s clean off his nut. Maybe we better call a cop to protect us, huh?”

Kennedy reached down, grabbed Judel by the collar and shook him violently.

“You won’t laugh long—either of you. I’ll find your body. I’ll—hey—what’s the matter with you guys?”

Both thugs sat stiff as boards, staring past Kennedy. Their faces were slowly draining of color. Judel’s lips twitched. Kennedy turned around and gave a loud gasp.

There was a radiator across the room and on the white wall above it were faint, pinkish marks. Like writing being created by some invisible hand. Gradually the marks became brighter and brighter while three men stared with intense awe at the phenomenon.

There were four lines of it. The color of the writing gradually became blood red and then, as if the ink had really been warm blood, the letters ran.

“Grogan!” Kennedy exhaled. “Grogan—his handwriting! Blood! It’s written in blood!”

As if some mysterious force impelled him, Kennedy approached the wall. He read the four lines and their meaning was at once clear. The ghostly hand had written four locations—four places which only the dead Grogan and the two terror stricken killers in this room, could possibly know. Kennedy reached up automatically and his finger touched the wall. As he backed away, the words seemed to fade.

Varno jumped up.

“It’s a trick! A trick to make us talk!”

Kennedy approached them. He extended his hand and they shrunk back at the sight of the crimson stain on his fingers. Very deliberately Kennedy touched Varno’s hand. The crook stared down at the wet, warm blood that was smeared across his flesh. He let out a weird wail and fell back on the sofa.

Judel just sat there, staring at the wall like a man entranced. Kennedy looked again. The handwriting had faded into oblivion.

He whirled on his two prisoners.

“So you don’t believe, eh? Well, I’ll admit that I didn’t, either. I was trying to scare you into a confession, but I—I didn’t have anything to do with that—that writing on the wall. I wasn’t even near the wall. Nobody was! Grogan wrote those words in blood. His own blood that you two hyenas spilled.”

“A trick,” Varno mumbled. “It was a trick. There ain’t no ghosts.”

T

HEN he looked down at his hand again and gulped. There certainly was blood, anyway. It was clotting into a stiff mass. Kennedy jerked both men to their feet and drew his gun.

“We’re traveling. This is how Grogan would have wanted it. Get going!”

“Wh-where!” Varno gasped.

“There were four addresses written on the wall by Grogan. It wasn’t a trick. Such things can’t be faked. Those addresses are the ones I wanted—the ones Grogan alone knew. We’re going there. Something tells me Grogan will be there, too. When we reach the right one, he’ll give us a sign.”

“But—but you can’t do that,” Varno protested shrilly. “You can’t. It’s—it’s inhuman.”

Judel recovered some of his wits.

“Aw—pipe down. I tell you it’s a
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new kind of third degree. Nobody can tell me there's ghosts — or that Grogan is walking around scaring us. Go ahead, copper, do anything you want. We don't know a thing."

Kennedy marched them downstairs, across the big ballroom and out the door. His car was parked around the corner and he forced them into the front seat. He unlocked one cuff, jerked Varno toward the steering wheel and passed the chain around it. He clapped the other cuff on Judel's wrist. Both thugs were hunched almost on top of one another. Kennedy's hands shook visibly as he reached into the glove compartment for another flashlight.

"Don't tell me you're uncomfortable," he said. "But I hope you are. Now if you try any tricks, you'll be wrecked with the car and me. We're going to that first address Grogan wrote — the house near the public dumping grounds on the outskirts. If you rats buried Grogan, that's as clever a place as any."

Neither of the prisoners replied. Varno still seemed incapable of speech and Judel was bolstering his courage by a constant stream of curses.

Half an hour later Kennedy turned into a rutted road and stopped beside an abandoned house. Smoke and ashes from the burning dump covered everything. Kennedy unlocked one cuff, brought it around the steering post and promptly closed it in place again. He menaced his prisoners with drawn pistol.

"Want to talk?" he asked softly. "Personally—I'm not keen on what I must do. There's no telling what will happen."

"We ain't got anything to talk about," Judel rasped. "You're nuts, copper, and Varno will be the same way pretty soon. But you're on the wrong track. We didn't knock off Grogan."

"Let's go!" Kennedy jabbed Judel's spine with the gun. He forced them to march inside the rickety old house,
Ashes coated the floor, the discarded furniture, the stairs and the banister. They entered the big parlor. Kennedy brushed off a straight-backed chair for himself and straddled it.

Varano and Judel, backed against the wall, were sweating again. Judel’s crafty eyes flashed across the floor. If anyone had been in this room within the last two days, footprints would have been visible.

"Wh-what you going to do?" Varano whined. "Keep us here all night?"

"If it’s necessary," Kennedy answered. "I don’t think it will be. Grogan knows we’re here. He’ll give us some sign. You boys didn’t know him very well—you didn’t know how an idea stuck with him. Like the way he wanted to be buried, for instance. That would have followed him in death. You can’t deny those words written in blood. This is one of your hideouts, isn’t it?"

"I never saw the joint before," Judel snapped.

KENNEDY lighted half-burned candles on the mantel. Varano seemed to perk up as if the light gave him new courage. Judel sneered.

An hour passed without a word being spoken. Kennedy arose from time to time and moved the candles. In a short time they’d be consumed. He looked at the walls closely and then sat down again. The shirts of Varano and Judel were wet, their faces grimy and their eyes shining in fear.

"Grogan!" Kennedy suddenly called out. "Grogan!"

"Stop that!" Varano yelled. "Stop it, you’re driving me nuts. I—I can’t stand any more of this. I can’t stand it, I tell you! I—I—Tony—look! It’s that blood again. Grogan’s blood!"

Kennedy arose so fast that his chair toppled over. He swiveled and his eyes grew wide. The setting was just the same as it had been in the gambling place. There was a bare wall on the north side of the room. A rusty, ash-covered radiator was set in the [Turn page]
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middle of it and—just above the radiator—one word gleamed—in blood-red letters.

"No!"

Varno shrieked in terror. Judel struck him across the face savagely.

"Get hold of yourself, sap. The dick is staging this to make you sing."

But Varno's eyes were riveted on the wall. The single word was slowly fading away and at the same time the candles flickered as though a breeze passed before them.

"We'll keep going," Kennedy announced flatly. "We'll visit the next place that Grogan wrote on the wall. It if's not the right one, he'll tell us. No ghosts, eh? Listen—you guys are so scared you can hardly walk, but if I wasn't trying to help Grogan, I'd be just as scared. Outside—and remember there's a gun on you."

Kennedy said nothing as they drove back to town. A storm was raging somewhere in the west and Varno cringed with each flash of lightning. Judel just stared through the wind-screen.

Kennedy stopped the car beside a huge warehouse on the riverfront. They were still uptown and the sounds of traffic didn't reach this spot. Kennedy walked his prisoners into the warehouse.

At the door, Varno recoiled and began blubbering. Judel hit him again and whispered a warning. Kennedy marched them across the huge, empty floor toward a small office at the back. The warehouse hadn't been used in months. In the office they found a small desk, two chairs and a desk lamp that threw more shadows than light.

"We'll wait," Kennedy said. "If it takes a week—we'll wait. Grogan will come. He's bound to. He's restless. The ghosts of all murdered men are restless. Stand against the wall, you two. I'm going to look around."

Kennedy lifted the metal shade off the desk lamp. He gazed at the four walls thoughtfully and then he gave a grunt. With long, eager steps, he
walked over to the farther wall. His fingers ran across it.

"Holes," he said grimly. "Bullet holes—about the height of Grogan's heart. He was killed here! I know it or he wouldn't have led us to this place. You stood him against the wall and blasted out his life."

Varno groaned dismally. Even Judel seemed affected now. His eyes were bulging and once again the sweat rolled down his face.

"But there should be blood-stains," Kennedy went on. "I don't see any. You washed them off. Then you dragged his body out of here and buried it. Where? Talk, you pair of killers. Talk before Grogan comes back and makes you."

Judel seemed to wilt. He said something, but it was so low that Kennedy couldn't distinguish the words. He stepped closer and Judel continued to mumble. Then, suddenly, the killer lunged forward. He had only one free hand, but he managed to smash home a vicious punch to Kennedy's face.

The detective reeled, tripped and fell. Judel gave a howl of glee, yanked Varno with him and leaped on top of the detective. His free hand sought Kennedy's throat and fastened there, leech-like. His knees held the detective prone and Judel kept howling in pleasure.

"Maybe your ghost will come back and haunt us, Kennedy. Maybe you'll write things on the wall to scare us. Anyway, you'll see Grogan. The two of you can have fun haunting me and Varno. Sure—that's it—see if you can scare us."

"Tony—Tony—don't kill him," Varno shrieked. "Don't do it. He'll come back, too. He'll meet Grogan. They'll both come back. Don't kill him. Grogan's ghost is enough."

Judel had a savage answer on his lips, but the words wouldn't come. He was looking across Varno's slumped form. His eyes grew wide
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and bulged slightly. The murderous fingers around Kennedy's throat relaxed their grip. Varno let out a scream and Judel's own shriek joined in chorus. They got up and retreated, step by step. Judel had one hand thrust out as if to ward off the horror before them.

Kennedy arose slowly, one hand stroking his discolored throat. He saw the same thing that made the killers cringe. There were three bullet holes in the wall. They formed a crude triangle and in their center—drops of blood seemed to spurt out of the wood and slowly drip to the floor. They disappeared behind the steam radiator.

Then—mysteriously—they could be seen again. Drops of blood that gradually formed a straight line toward the door, like blood flowing out of the wounds of a murdered man. Kennedy had his gun out. Judel screamed. Kennedy grabbed his shoulder and forced him to follow the trail of blood that grew visible as they progressed. It led out of the office, across the wide floor and only Kennedy's flashlight revealed it now.

Then Varno collapsed. He sank to his knees for a moment before he toppled over, pulling Judel down with him. Varno's breath came in jerks and his chest heaved like that of a dying man. Judel raised his head. Kennedy was shining the flash ahead, picking out the trail of blood as it formed before their eyes.

"Yes—yes, we killed Grogan," Judel suddenly yelled. "We stood him against the wall. We shot him—both of us. There was blood on the wall. We cleaned it up. We dragged him out—right along the floor where the blood shows. We cleaned that up, too.
Make him go away, Kennedy. Make
him go! I'll tell you where we hid the body. It's in the river, in a block of cement. We made it look like a wharf piling. Even that wouldn't hold him. Make him stop! I'll go crazy!"

Kennedy drew a long breath. Sud-
denly the warehouse was flooded with light. Four detectives swarmed into the place. Judel saw them coming and the terror in his eyes was replaced by fear—not of ghosts—but fear of the electric chair.

"You heard him, boys?" Kennedy asked. "Send the diver down again. He saw that new piling yesterday, but he never suspected Grogan's corpse was inside of it. And thanks for the help."

CAPTAIN BURKE of the Homicide Squad slapped Kennedy across the shoulder.

"I take back whatever I said about this dizzy scheme of yours. It worked, and that's proof you're a smarter man than me. Say—that stuff looked great, didn't it?"

Judek strained forward, pulling Varno's still unconscious form with him.

"You mean that blood in the wall was phony? That Grogan ain't got no ghost?"

"About the ghost, I wouldn't say," Kennedy smiled. "The blood—it was really a form of invisible ink made a great deal redder to resemble blood. It was painted on the walls before we arrived, but until heat struck it—the words wouldn't show. Once I thought we were licked—when the words started to run. You see, we put the chemical into a colorless wax to make the letters stand out better when heat brought them into visible existence.

"That's why you boys were sweating so much. Remember that the words appeared just above a radiator? We had to have a lot of heat. These blood-stains on the floor—they're caused the same way. There are men in the cellar who followed the path we created and heated the floor until the stuff showed. It was tough going in that house by the public dump. We had to spread ashes around to cover the footprints we made. That was real blood I smeared on your hand though. I cut my finger to get it."

[Turn page]
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The McCleary Clinic, 897 Elms Blvd., Excelsior Springs, Mo., is putting out an up-to-the-minute 122-page book on Piles (Hemorrhoids), Fistula, related ailments and colon disorders. You can have a copy of this book by asking for it on a postcard sent to the above address. It may save you much suffering and money. Write today for a Free copy.

“...But—but how did you know them four hideouts?” Judel gasped.
“Grogan was a good cop and good cops file reports every day,” Kennedy said. He recorded those four places just in case something happened to him. We checked up, found the bullet holes here and set our trap. Unless you confessed, we had nothing on you whether we found Grogan’s corpse or not. We needed both the confession and the body. We saw faint marks where you’d dragged the body out and we arranged the blood spots accordingly.”
“Fooled,” Judel groaned. Then he kicked at Varno and cursed. “If it hadn’t been for this mug. I’d never have fallen, but he was supposed to be a tough guy. When he cracked, I figured there was something to it.”
“Take them out,” Kennedy sighed. “And Judel—you’ll know very soon whether or not there are ghosts. The electric chair will provide the means.”
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THE SHADOW OF EVIL
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Plus Other Stories
faint light and investigate. But there didn’t seem to be any passing boats. The silence grew heavy.

The blonde had been standing at the door. Finally, she came over to the couch. I could see her gun weighing down the pocket of her light jacket as she walked. She bent over Barbara.

“That kid will never come out of it,” I said. “You’ve killed her! Every minute you hang around here makes it more likely you’ll get caught. You’ll burn for that. Kidnapping’s bad enough, but for murder, you burn!”

“Shut up!” hissed Hannah. She went back to the door, glanced around, then walked out to the dock. I heard her high heels clumping back and forth.

Lou was nervous too. He smoked cigarettes chain fashion and paced the hut’s rotten floor. The butt of his automatic, peeping from his hip pocket, gleamed dully.

THERE hour was almost gone. Now was the time to make the break—before Midge arrived, and while the blonde was outside. But Lou would plug me as soon as I moved from my chair. I had to get him near me—where I could reach him without warning.

“Lou, gimme a cigarette,” I begged. “Shut up!”

I tried another angle.

“Lou,” I mocked, “you’re a sucker!” Funny how every crook would rather be called anything than a sucker. Lou stopped, glared at me, then went back to his pacing and smoking.

“You’re a sucker, Lou. Your pal has run out on you with the Stevens dough. And while you’re wasting time here he’s probably collecting from old man Allenby, too. You’re a sucker, Lou!”

He didn’t say anything—just kept [Turn page]
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walking, looking at me with his black-marble eyes.

I grinned at him, timed his steps, and murmured, “Sucker!” He heard it twice every time he crossed the room. In a minute, he was sick of it. He came over to me.

“I told you to shut up!” he snarled. He walloped me across the jaw with the hard palm of his big hand. I let him hit me once. Then I leaped from the chair.

My head butted his face. I felt the shock, even through my thick Irish skull, so I guess it didn’t do Lou any good. Instinctively, he reached for his gun, but he never touched it because I bent him then with a left in the stomach. I corrected his posture with a hefty uppercut, then battered him across the room with every shot in the locker.

The wall stopped him, and the hut shook. I pinned him there and drove my right into his bloody face.

“Never give a rat a break,” is my motto. Suddenly, Hannah was standing in the doorway, her automatic barking at me.

I let go of Lou and lifted my hand. Lou slowly slid down into a loose heap, his head bumping the rough wall.

“Put up your hands!” shouted Hannah.

“I got ’em up!” I observed weakly. She’d missed me when I was moving after Lou, but I’d be crazy to play my luck too far.

Hannah glanced anxiously at what was left of Lou. She gritted her teeth and glared at me.

“If you killed him, I’ll kill you!” she said.

Believe me, the gal wasn’t fooling. I kept my hands high.


Hannah didn’t seem quite sure what to do. She darted a suspicious scowl at Barbara who still pretended to be asleep, but the gun held an unwavering bead on my middle. My arms were getting tired when the drone of an
approaching boat reached us, and every breath stopped for a shocked second.

"That’s Midge!" cried Hannah. "He’ll handle you!"

I didn’t doubt it. Now, I’d be tied again. It seemed as if I’d skinned my knuckles on Lou’s wire beard for nothing.

Lou groaned. He was huddled grotesquely. I thought of the gun in his pocket. "I’d better straighten him out," I suggested. "He can’t breathe so well like this."

"Go ahead," nodded Hannah. Her eyes narrowed. "But keep away from his gun!"

I SLIPPED my hands under his armpits and lifted. Hannah circled into the room so that I wouldn’t be able to use Lou as a shield. She was smart, but she didn’t figure on Barbara. As soon as Hannah’s back was [Turn page]
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